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Abstract

Electromagnetic induction imaging (EMI) is a technique for non-invasively mapping the passive electromagnetic properties of materials. It involves the active probing of samples with a radio-frequency magnetic field and recording the details of the magnetic field produced by the induced eddy current response. The performance of an EMI system is ultimately determined by the choice of magnetic field sensor used in the measurement. The sensor’s sensitivity, range of operation frequency, and sensing volume are all crucial characteristics when considering the imaging platform’s capabilities.

Atomic magnetometers (AMs) – based on the coherent precession of a polarised alkali atomic vapour – currently rate amongst the most sensitive devices for magnetic field measurements. Radio-frequency atomic magnetometers (RF-AMs) are ultra-sensitive detectors of oscillating magnetic fields across a broad range of frequencies. As such, they are ideally suited to EMI applications.

This work presents the development of EMI systems based on RF-AMs. The imaging performance and a wide range of applications are experimentally demonstrated.

The continuous development of a single-channel rubidium RF-AM is described. The final device operates in unshielded environments and near room temperature with a measured sensitivity of 55 fT/√Hz, a photon-shot noise limit of 10 fT/√Hz, and a linewidth of 36 Hz. Tunability of the device is proven by consistent, narrow-linewidth operation across the kHz – MHz band – operating in magnetic fields significantly greater than previous AM designs. The sensor was developed with a small effective sensor volume, which increases the spatial resolution of the imaging.

High-resolution EMI is performed across a broad range of materials. This spans the first EMI images with an RF-AM at $6 \times 10^7$ Sm$^{-1}$ to low-conductivity, non-metallic samples at 500 Sm$^{-1}$. Typically, sample volumes are of a few cm$^3$ and with an imaging resolution around 1 mm. These numbers make EMI with AMs (EMI-AM) suitable for numerous
Abstract

Techniques – including multi-frequency image analysis – are employed to discriminate sample properties. Further work developed novel image reconstruction approaches – based on machine learning – to maximise the amount of information that can be extracted from EMI images. Finally, the potential of biomedical imaging is discussed and its feasibility verified by simulating the application of EMI-AM to imaging the conductivity of the heart.
Impact Statement

The major impact of this thesis is the development of a new quantum-based imaging technology. Namely electromagnetic induction imaging (EMI) platforms based on radio-frequency atomic magnetometers (RF-AMs). I cover the development of such systems from the first measurements and images, to prototype systems of technology readiness levels (TRL) 4-6. Numerous applications are introduced, and proof-of-principle demonstrations performed. Benefits in a wide range of fields are discussed – from security screening, the oil and gas sector, to clinical use as a medical diagnostic tool. This has spawned a new research effort in AM based eddy current imaging. This is currently being pursued by several research groups worldwide.

Inside academia, the results of this research are reported in a number of journal publications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], and peer-reviewed conference proceedings [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. This research has also fostered new collaborations with the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), the University of Siena (Italy), and the National Institute of Optics of the Italian National Research Council (INO-CNR) in Pisa (Italy). During the time frame of this work, new research directions have been uncovered and investigated. These include the first applications of machine learning to diffusive systems, maximising the amount of information that can be learnt from EMI images. This was the product of a new collaboration with the Department of Computer Science (UCL). Further research strands have been stimulated in EMI with cold and ultracold atomic sensors.

Outside of academia, this work has encouraged collaborations with both national and multi-national companies and agencies. These include Innovate UK, the UK Home Office, the UK Department for Transport, and the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL). Companies include: Thales Research and Technology (TRT), Thales Maritime Systems, AtomSensors, and Witted. Many of these collaborations are aimed at the medium-term exploitation of this research in the security and screening sectors. AM based
EMI has the potential to provide a non-ionising screening system, which could replace or complement existing X-ray based technologies. Long-term exploitation paths in biomedical imaging have been explored in conversations with Prof. Pier Lambiase (UCL and Barts Heart Centre) and in collaboration with York Instruments. The progression of sample conductivities, demonstrated in this work, have brought the promise of high-resolution EMI of biological tissues significantly closer. Application areas are envisaged in the detection and diagnosis of cardiac arrhythmias. These conditions – and directly related health problems – currently cost the NHS in excess of £2.2bn per year (Office of Health Economics, 2009).

Finally, impact in education and knowledge transfer includes participation in UK National Quantum Technology Showcase events and the UCLQ Summer School. The latter involves lab sessions – based on AM research – aimed at encouraging undergraduate students to apply for a PhD.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Imaging is widespread throughout everyday life, with numerous techniques and technologies extensively and routinely deployed. Uses range from recording quotidian occurrences to the probing of samples far beyond the optical limit. Nevertheless, certain regimes lie beyond the capabilities of current technologies – either as a result of current limitations or the lack of dedicated systems. One such example is the distribution of dielectric properties. An instrument for imaging these properties – of samples ranging from metals to low-conductivity materials and biological tissues – would find numerous applications. This thesis describes the development of such a device.

1.2 MIT and EMI
The first reports concerning magnetic induction tomography (MIT) date from around 1993 [14]. MIT is a technique for probing the electromagnetic properties of samples [15]. It can provide direct non-contact, non-invasive maps of all three passive electromagnetic properties, the conductivity $\sigma$, the relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r$, and the relative permeability $\mu_r$.

In MIT an oscillating magnetic field – referred to as the primary field – is applied from an excitation coil to induce eddy currents in a sample. These eddy currents generate an additional magnetic field component (the secondary field). Details of the sample’s electromagnetic properties are imprinted into the properties of this field. Therefore, its detection, via a magnetic field sensor, provides insight into them.

Electromagnetic induction imaging (EMI) of samples is performed by taking spatially resolved measurements of the secondary field. The tomographic nature comes from the fact that the depth of penetration of the primary field into the sample varies with frequency. As
such, one is – in principle – able to probe the dielectric properties in slices through the sample.

1.2.1 Applications of EMI

The detection and imaging of changes in the dielectric properties finds applications in a wide range of fields. EMI is an attractive method of medical imaging as it is non-invasive and no direct contact with the patient is required [16, 17]. Furthermore, the magnetic fields used are significantly smaller than those used in many currently available medical imaging technologies, and no ionising radiation is employed.

EMI could aid the diagnosis and treatment for a range of diseases and conditions where a change in conductivity plays – or is expected to play – an important role. Potential examples include the detection and diagnosis of cardiac arrhythmias [10, 18]. These are common conditions that are characterised by irregular beatings of the heart. The causes are related to the abnormal generation and conduction of the electrical pulses that control the heart’s activity [19]. Atrial fibrillation (AF) is one of the most prevalent arrhythmias, affecting more than 10% of the population aged over 70. It manifests as a sustained turbulent heartbeat. Patients with AF are likely to suffer serious resultant health problems, including heart disease and strokes. It has been suggested that AF is a result of permanent local conductivity changes in the heart. These regions interrupt the flow of electrical pulses across the heart, resulting in deterministic sources of conductivity known as rotors. The first indirect indications of these local stable sources have recently been observed in patients with AF [20, 21, 22].

Currently deployed diagnostic tools (magnetocardiography (MCG) and electrocardiography (ECG)) do not provide any insight into the causes of AF or the structures producing it. Diagnosis with these tools is also only possible when a fibrillation crisis is ongoing. As a result, the current treatments of AF (surgical procedure or drug therapy [23]) have less-than-optimal success rates. In the case of surgical treatment, by radio-frequency catheter ablation (RFCA), the success rate is estimated to be ≈50% after 1 year, with multiple procedures often required [24]. In many cases patients with AF are treated symptomatically with the prescription of an anticoagulant to alleviate the risk of strokes.

EMI provides a framework for directly mapping the conductivity of the heart. As such, it can provide the missing insight into the fundamental causes of AF as well as aiding diagnosis and surgery guidance. A medical diagnostic tool – based on EMI-AM – is one of
the long-term applications of this research. Simulations investigating the potential of such a device are presented in Chapter 8.

Further examples of conditions that EMI could be applicable to include: skin healing after grafts or burns [18], the detection of cerebral haemorrhages and oedemas [25, 26, 27], and the detection of cancerous tissues [18]. In the case of tumour detection, experiments have shown significant differences is the dielectric properties of malignant tissue compared to that of the surrounding healthy tissue [28, 29].

Aside from medical imaging, EMI has a broad range of industrial applications. These include: the detection and location of foreign bodies [30, 31], the security scanning of cargo [3, 32, 33], batch quality control the detection of defects in components [34, 35], investigating the structural integrity and detection corrosion in pipelines [7], and tracking ferrite powders in transport and separation processes.

### 1.2.2 Alternatives to EMI

MIT is one of a family of techniques developed for the non-invasive, tomographic imaging of the passive electromagnetic properties of materials. Here, I briefly introduce alternative approaches.

#### 1.2.2.1 Electrical impedance tomography

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is the oldest electromagnetic imaging technique [36, 37]. An array of electrodes are placed on the surface of the sample, defining the imaging region. The electrodes are used to inject currents whilst measuring the resulting potentials. Specific current patterns are required to identify each electrode. A systematic series of four-terminal measurements of transimpedance allows the calculation of cross sections of the dielectric properties. This is done by a reconstruction algorithm that uses the measured electrode voltages and exploits the known current patterns to solve the inverse problem.

EIT systems can be split into two types: applied potential tomography (APT) [38] and adaptive current tomography (ACT) [39]. In an APT system, currents are applied sequentially using pairs of adjacent electrodes, whilst the voltages between the other adjacent pairs are measured. In contrast, an ACT system applies currents simultaneously from all electrodes, whilst also measuring the voltages on each electrode. This approach has been shown to achieve better imaging contrasts [40]. Applications of EIT include the continuous monitoring of patients [41], for example, monitoring fluid accumulation in the lungs [42].
1.2.2.2 Electrical resistance tomography and electrical capacitance tomography

Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) and electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) are techniques that differ from EIT only in the way measurements are made. In ERT only the resistive component of the impedance is calculated. ERT is applicable mostly to underground and geological applications [43, 44]. Alternatively, in ECT the capacitance between pairs of electrodes is calculated. ECT is used when measuring low-conductivity and low-permittivity samples through insulating barriers. The most common application is in multi-phase fluid flow [45].

1.2.2.3 EMI with a resonant RLC system

An alternative approach to EMI based on a resonant RLC circuit, has recently been demonstrated [46, 47]. A single excitation coil – the inductor in a parallel RLC circuit – also acts as the sensor. The eddy current response from a conductive sample is coupled into the circuit changing the level of inductance. This is detected as changes in the circuit parameters (such as the resonant frequency and quality factor). The degree of change in these parameters is dependent on the properties of the sample. By changing the resistance and capacitance in the circuit, the resonant frequency can be tuned to control the degree of penetration through conductive barriers [48].

1.3 Atomic magnetometers

Magnetic field sensors have numerous applications. These range from the earliest uses of compasses for navigation, to long-range communications, and down to the study of fundamental physics.

Atomic magnetometers (AMs) – also known as optically pumped magnetometers (OPM) – offer a quantum approach to the ultra-sensitive detection of static and oscillating magnetic fields [49, 50]. AMs trace their roots to 1957, with the first experimental demonstrations by Bell and Bloom [51, 52]. In recent years, technological developments have seen them surpass super conducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) as the most sensitive magnetic field sensors available. AMs have experimentally demonstrated sensitivities below $1 \text{fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ [53, 54, 55]. The fundamental limit of current devices has been predicted to be $10 \text{aT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ [56].

AMs exploit magneto-optical effects: light atom interactions in the presence of a magnetic field. Resonant (or near-resonant) light is used to control the magnetic momenta of an
atom’s nucleus – possess an intrinsic quantum mechanical property called spin. The coupling of the electron spin and the nuclear spin defines the total atomic magnetic momentum (atomic spin). AMs infer the properties of magnetic fields via their effect on atomic spins. The general principles that underpin most types of AMs are described by the following stages.

A vapour cell containing alkali atoms defines the sensor. With no external influence, the atomic magnetic momenta are randomly orientated. The first stage is to create a macroscopic ground state spin polarisation. This is done by optical pumping. It involves the exchange of angular momentum from circularly polarised light (pump laser beam) to the atoms.

The vapour is then left to evolve in any external magnetic field (that is to be measured). Additional fields exert a torque on the atoms, causing them to precess. This precession occurs at the Larmor frequency, $\omega_L = \gamma |B|$ – where $|B|$ is the magnitude of the magnetic field and $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The measurement of the magnetic field is therefore reduced to the measurement of the frequency $\omega_L$. Note that the gyromagnetic ratio is defined by only fundamental physical constants,

$$\gamma = \frac{e g_F}{2 m_e},$$  \hfill (1.1)

where $e$ the charge of an electron, $g_F$ the Landé g-factor, and $m_e$ the rest mass of an electron. Equation 1.1 implies a crucial advantage of AMs: they do not require calibration.

The optical detection of the Larmor precession is the final stage of operation. Interaction with a measurement beam involves the exchange of angular momentum between atoms and photons – a consequence of general conservation laws. Hence, by observing the changes in properties of light propagating through the atoms, the Larmor precession frequency can be extracted. From this, the properties of $B$ can be inferred.

### 1.3.1 Types of AMs

A number of different AM designs have been demonstrated. These are briefly introduced here. Differing designs often operate in different measurement regimes. Each has intrinsic advantages and drawbacks. These have to be taken into account depending on the desired
application.

1.3.1.1 SERF magnetometer

Among the most sensitive approaches is the spin-exchange relaxation-free magnetometer (SERF), first demonstrated in 2002 [57]. A significant limitation in atomic magnetometry is the loss of coherence due to spin exchange collisions. SERF magnetometers eliminate this effect by operating in a high-density, low magnetic field regime. Under such conditions, the spin exchange rate is fast compared to the Lamor precession. As a result, the device measures the evolution of the average atomic spin and is immune to decoherence caused by spin exchange. SERF magnetometers have demonstrated sensitivities below $1 \text{ fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ [58, 59]. They are only applicable to low-frequency measurements (due to their operation in near-zero magnetic fields), for example, zero-field nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [60].

1.3.1.2 Radio-frequency AM

Radio-frequency atomic magnetometers (RF-AMs) – the type used throughout this work – were first described in 2005 [61]. RF-AMs detect oscillating magnetic fields by bringing them into resonance with Zeeman transitions in the ground state. This is done by controlling the bias field. Inversely, a DC field can be measured by detecting the resonant frequency. Sensitivities below $1 \text{ fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ have been demonstrated inside magnetic shielding [54, 62]. Importantly, RF-AMs can maintain high-sensitivities without such shielding [63, 64]. The operating frequency can be tuned over a wide range, from near DC to the MHz band [6]. Alternative schemes have demonstrated operation in the GHz band [65]. Their sensitivity and tunability mean RF-AMs can be applied to a range of applications, for example, nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) [54] and EMI – the topic of this work.

1.3.1.3 NMOR magnetometer

This approach is based on exploiting non-linear magneto-optical rotation (NMOR) effects [66]. Typically these devices employ a parallel pump and probe beam arrangement to determine the magnetic field along the propagation direction. One distinct advantage of this approach is that it is all-optical – there is no requirement of magnetic field excitation. NMOR based magnetometers have demonstrated sub-picotesla levels of sensitivity to both DC and oscillating magnetic fields [67, 68, 69].
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1.3.1.4 CPT magnetometer

Magnetometers based on coherent population trapping (CPT) work by monitoring the Zeeman splitting of CPT resonances due to magnetic fields. The resonances can be detected through CPT-related electromagnetic induced transparency. However, the sensitivity of CPT-based magnetometers is limited by frequency noise of the laser. This approach has demonstrated AC and DC sensitivities in the picotesla regime [70, 71].

1.3.1.5 Push-pull magnetometer

The push-pull magnetometer represents an alternative all optical approach. In this scheme, a single pump beam is used to measure the DC magnetic field perpendicular to it. The polarisation of the pump beam is switched between the two circular polarisations at the Larmor frequency. When initially pumping with $\sigma^+$ light, after half a period of the Larmor precession the sign of the polarisation will be reversed. Polarisation is thus increased by switching the pump beam to $\sigma^-$ light. Continuous switching at the Larmor frequency yields precession of the spin polarisation with a constant amplitude. Push-pull atomic magnetometers have demonstrated sensitivities of $300 \text{ fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ [72].

1.3.2 Applications of AMs

There are numerous applications for AMs. Proof-of-principle demonstrations have been performed in a wide range of fields. Medical applications include; magnetoencephalography (mapping brain activity by recording the magnetic fields produced by electrical activity) [73, 74, 75], magnetocardiography and foetal-magnetocardiography (measuring the magnetic fields produced by the heart’s electrical pulses) [76, 77, 78], the detection the magnetic fields produced by nerve pulses [79], and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [80, 81]. AMs have further been used to demonstrate the detection of low-field NMR signals [82, 83, 84, 85], NQR signals [54], and magnetic nano-particles suspended in fluids [86]. Applications in underground evaluations include aiding archaeological excavations [87] and mapping of geophysical anomalies [88]. Finally, AMs are being used in tests of fundamental physics and exploring physics beyond the standard model [89, 90].

As AMs look to make the jump from lab-based trials to everyday applications, important progress has been made in portability and power consumption. Micro-fabricated vapour cells has driven the development of AMs towards chip-scale devices. Portable devices have been demonstrated and are now commercially available [91, 92, 93, 94].
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1.3.3 Competitors of AMs

A number of technologies compete with AMs in the ultra-sensitive measurements of magnetic fields. This section introduces some of these approaches and briefly discusses some of their advantages and disadvantages.

1.3.3.1 SQUIDs

SQUIDs are the traditional competitors of AMs when considering ultimate sensitivities. A simple SQUID is a loop of superconducting material containing one or two Josephson junctions. The magnetic field is inferred from the voltage across the loop, which is dependent on the number of magnetic flux quanta threading the loop [95]. SQUIDs have demonstrated sensitivities below 1 fT/√Hz for both DC and AC fields. Stringent cooling requirements are needed to reach the cryogenic temperatures necessary to transition to a superconducting state. Magnetic shielding is also required. This generally results in SQUID systems being inflexible and expensive to operate. Magnetoencephalography is the most common application of SQUIDs (with systems commercially available) [96].

1.3.3.2 Fluxgate magnetometers

Fluxgate magnetometers measure the induction of an AC current between two coils via a magnetically susceptible core [97]. Changes in the magnetic field modify the magnetic alignment of the core yielding a change in output current. The output is integrated to give a voltage proportional to the magnetic field. Fluxgates are robust, low power, affordable, and available as integrated circuit devices. As such, they lend themselves to field applications, for example, in maritime and space exploration [98]. Fluxgates are typically only sensitive down to the picotesla regime. Their sensitivity is fundamental limited to a predicted noise floor around 100 fT/√Hz [99].

1.3.3.3 Inductive coils

Inductive pick-up coils are one of the oldest, and most widely used AC magnetic field sensors. Their operating principle is derived from Faraday’s law of induction [100]. Pick-up coils are simple, robust, and cheap, finding numerous high-frequency applications, such as MRI. However, their sensitivity is significantly degraded at lower frequencies\(^1\).

\(^1\)At frequencies below 50 MHz, the fundamental sensitivity limit of an inductive pick-up coil is \(10^7\) times lower than an AM of the same volume [83].
1.3.3.4 Colour centres in diamond

Colour centre defects in diamond offer an alternative quantum approach to high-sensitivity magnetic field measurements. The most widely studied defect is the NV centre \[101\]. A negatively charged NV centre consists of a substitutional nitrogen atom and a corresponding vacancy at a nearest neighbour site in a diamond lattice. Combined with an extra electron (at the vacancy site) the system acts as artificial atom confined in the lattice. The NV centre ground state is a spin-triplet split into a singlet \((m_s = 0)\) and a doublet \((m_s = \pm 1)\), that is degenerate at zero-field. The degeneracy of the doublet is lifted by magnetic fields. These changes can be detected by purely optical means. As such, an NV centre can be used as a highly-sensitive magnetic field sensor with an atom-sized sensing volume \[102, 103\]. Sensitivities in the nanotesla regime have been demonstrated for both DC and AC magnetic fields. An ensemble of NV centres confined to a small volume can be used to increase the stability and sensitivity (with sensitivities of \(1\ pT/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}\) realised experimentally). NV centres can be operated in ambient conditions and are comparatively inexpensive when compared to SQUIDs and AMs. Positioning NV centres at the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever allows sensing and scanning extremely close to the surface of the sample – mapping the local magnetic field. This approach has found applications in the imaging of nanoscale ferromagnetic structures and the detection of few-spin systems \[104, 105, 106, 107\].

1.4 An EMI system based on AMs

The overall performance of an EMI system is ultimately determined by the choice of magnetic field sensor. The main considerations are the sensitivity (which limits the detection level), the sensing volume (which limits the spatial resolution), and the frequency tunability (which determines the range of samples and the penetration depth of images). Classical MIT systems rely on inductive coupling with pick-up coil, or set of coils, to detect the secondary fields. However, this choice places severe limitations on the overall performance – particularly regarding the sensitivity and the spatial resolution. For low-conductivity MIT measurements, coil-based systems typically have sensor coils around 50 mm in diameter. Eddy currents must be excited in volumes exceeding 1000 cm\(^3\) to generate a detectable signal \[108\].

The first MIT measurements with AMs date from 2013 \[109, 110\]. There are a number of advantages in using RF-AMs as the magnetic field sensor \[1, 111\]. Firstly, the sensitivity
of AMs across the frequency band relevant for EMI (spanning 100 Hz to several MHz). This overcomes the key limitation of classical systems – the low-frequency sensitivity of pick-up coils. The active sensing volume can be controlled by the size of the laser beams. Coupled with the potential for miniaturisation, the limits on the spatial resolution can be lowered significantly. This enables high-resolution EMI of small sample volumes. Tunability across the frequency band ensures the ability to adapt to a wide range of samples and provides control over the penetration depth.

In coil-based systems, an unwanted capacitive coupling exists between the excitation and detection coils. To ensure that only eddy current effects are recorded, this must be suppressed. Many methods have attempted to achieve this [112, 113, 108]. In contrast, no capacitive coupling is present in EMI-AM.

Finally, no physical connection is required between the sensor (the vapour cell), the control and read out electronics, or the sample. This is an important advantage in applications such as medical imaging, where infection control must be considered.

1.5 Structure of this thesis

In this thesis, the background, development, and performance of EMI systems based on RF-AMs is presented.

The theoretical background that underpins EMI and RF-AMs is introduced in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. The experimental EMI-AM systems are described in Chapter 4. The results of the sensor performance are detailed in Chapter 5. The EMI-AM imaging performance is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 covers novel image reconstruction and data extraction approaches developed in this work. Simulations exploring the use of EMI-AM as a medical diagnostic tool discussed in Chapter 8. Finally results from related projects, conducted during this work, are included in Chapter 9.
Chapter 2

Electromagnetic induction imaging

In this chapter the fundamental principles of EMI are introduced. Firstly, an overview of how sample properties are determined via EMI is provided. The theoretical response is then derived for a sample imaged in the configurations used in this work. This is used to briefly comment on the predicted MIT response for a range of different sample materials. Finally, image reconstruction in the context of EMI is discussed.

2.1 Principles of EMI

The general principle behind EMI is depicted in the Argand diagram of Figure 2.1. An AC magnetic field (referred to as the primary field, $B_1$) is applied to induce eddy currents in a sample. Eddy currents are closed loops of current flowing in a conductive sample generated by a changing magnetic field. This flow is a consequence of Faraday’s law of induction. The density of these currents depends on the dielectric properties of the sample and its geometry. This flow of electrons in turn creates an additional oscillating magnetic field component (the secondary field, $B_2$), opposing the primary one (via Lenz’s law). As the eddy current flow is determined by the electromagnetic properties of the sample, information regarding these properties is passed to $B_2$. The properties of $B_2$ can therefore be related to the electrical conductivity ($\sigma$), the relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$), and the relative permeability ($\mu_r$) of the sample. The secondary field perturbs the primary field to give the combined effect of both – the total field ($B_{tot}$). A magnetic field sensor is used to detect $B_{tot}$. In this way, the details of $B_2$ can be inferred and the electromagnetic properties of the sample extracted.

The difficulty in EMI systems is detecting and correctly attributing the secondary field’s contributions. In general, the magnitude of the secondary field is much smaller that that of the primary field. A highly-sensitive, stable magnetometer is therefore required.
Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic induction imaging: Primary AC magnetic field \(B_1\) induces eddy currents in a sample. This generates a response magnetic field \(B_2\). The dielectric properties of the sample are imprinted in \(B_2\). They can be inferred by measuring the total magnetic field \(B_{\text{tot}}\). The total field lags behind the primary field by a phase \(\Phi\).

2.2 Skin effect

The skin effect is a phenomenon of eddy current flow that sees the current density concentrated near the surface. In addition, the current density decreases exponentially with depth. This effect can be described phenomenologically in two related ways. Firstly, the flow of eddy currents produces a secondary field response that opposes the primary field. At a given depth, this response will decrease the level of primary field propagating to subsequent depths – resulting in a decrease in the current density. Alternatively, one can consider the skin effect to be a consequence of the conversion of energy from the primary field into eddy current flow. As the field propagates into the sample its energy decreases leading to a reduction in the generation of eddy currents.

The skin effect can be simply described for the geometry of Figure 2.2(a). Let the primary field be infinite plane wave parallel to the surface of to an infinite half-space sample. The current density at a depth \(y\) \((J_y)\) is governed by \([114]\)

\[
J_y = J_0 e^{-y/\delta(\omega)} ,
\]

where \(J_0\) is the current density at the surface. The distance (or depth below the surface) at which the current density has decreased to \(J_0/e\) is called the skin depth – \(\delta(\omega)\). For the idealised case considered here, the relationship between the current density and depth is shown in Figure 2.2(b) – where the distance is scaled by \(\delta(\omega)\) and the current density is scaled by \(J_0\). In practical applications the current density also depends, in a non-trivial manner, on the shape and thickness of the sample. Nevertheless, Equation 2.1 provides a good approximation of the eddy current density decay.

In the idealised case, the phase-lag \((\Phi)\) between the primary field at the surface and the
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Figure 2.2: The skin effect: (a) Plane wave of angular frequency $\omega$ incident on a half-space sample. The current density, $J_x$, decays exponentially with depth. The skin depth, $\delta(\omega)$, is the $1/e$ decay length. (b) Relationship between the relative eddy current density and distance (scaled by $\delta(\omega)$).

Eddy current density at a depth $y$ is given – in radians – by [114]

$$\Phi = \frac{y}{\delta(\omega)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

The skin depth parameter is given by [115]

$$\delta(\omega) = \frac{1}{\omega} \left[ \frac{\mu \varepsilon}{2} \left( \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon} \right)^2} - 1 \right) \right]^{-1/2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where $\mu = \mu_r \mu_0$, and $\varepsilon = \varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0$ ($\varepsilon_0$ and $\mu_0$ are the permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively).

Note that Equation 2.3 is algebraically equivalent to [116]

$$\delta(\omega) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega \mu \sigma}} \left[ \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{\sigma} \right)^2} + \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{\sigma} \right]^{1/2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

with both formulae quoted interchangeably. A proof of this equivalence of is provided in Appendix A.

The skin depth is a critical parameter to consider in EMI systems. For each application and material the operation frequency must be chosen to appropriately set the penetration of the primary field.
2.2.1 High-conductivity samples

For conductive samples and low operation frequencies (such that, \( \sigma \gg \omega \varepsilon \)) the bracketed term of Equation 2.4 approaches unity. In this case, the skin depth equation reduces to

\[
\delta(\omega) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega \mu \sigma}}.
\] (2.5)

Unless stated otherwise, the simplified form of Equation 2.5 is used to calculate the skin depth values quoted throughout this work. It is applicable to the sample conductivities and frequencies explored in Chapter 6. For metallic samples the reduction holds for frequencies below \( 10 \times 10^{18} \) Hz. For doped semiconductors the reduction is valid below \( 10 \times 10^{12} \) Hz\(^1\). Despite this applicability, it is important to remember that this formula is not valid in all regimes, despite being widely quoted as the ‘skin depth’.

2.2.2 Low-conductivity samples

For very low-conductivity samples and high operation frequencies (such that, \( \omega \varepsilon \gg \sigma \)) the behaviour is different. In this case, the skin depth equation approaches an asymptotic limit given by

\[
\delta(\omega) = \frac{2}{\sigma} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon}{\mu}}.
\] (2.6)

A brief proof of this value is included in Appendix A.

In this regime the skin depth is likely to be significantly larger than the sample thickness. As a result, the skin effect no longer needs to be considered in practical applications, with the current density being considered uniform throughout the sample’s cross-section.

2.3 Secondary field response: Small RF coil

Computing the secondary magnetic field response for a general system is complex. However, a qualitative understanding of the secondary field behaviour can be gained from solutions to simplified geometries. In this section the theoretical EMI response is derived for the imaging configuration used – for example – in Section 6.3. For the eddy current contribution the approach is adapted from Griffiths et al. (1999) [112]. For the permeability contribution a derivation is provided for the result first reported in Casañas et al. (2001) [117].

Consider a thin, uniform disk of radius \( R \) and thickness \( h \) positioned centrally between a small RF excitation coil and the AM (or any alternative sensor). Let the excitation angu-

\(^1\)These values ensure \( \delta(\omega) \) deviates by less that 1% from the exact calculation.
lar frequency be $\omega$. The disk has a complex conductivity $\kappa = \sigma + i \omega \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r$ and a relative permeability $\mu_r$. Note the following further assumptions:

1. The thickness is small compared to the distances: $h \ll a, b$.

2. The RF coil is small compared to the distance $a$: $\rho \ll a$ where $\rho$ is the radius of the RF coil.

3. The thickness is small compared to the skin depth: $\delta \gg h$.

Figure 2.3: EMI configuration with a small RF coil: A thin, uniform disk is positioned between a small RF excitation coil and the AM. Note the choice of spherical polar coordinates.

### 2.3.1 Perturbation due to eddy currents

In this section, the secondary field contribution due to the induction of eddy currents in the disk is derived. The RF coil can be modelled as a magnetic dipole $\mathbf{m}$ in the $y$-direction. From this, the field at a point $P$ on the disk is given by \cite{118, 119}

$$
\mathbf{B} = \frac{\mu_0 m}{4\pi d_1^3} \left( 2\cos(\alpha) \hat{r} + \sin(\alpha) \hat{\theta} \right),
$$

where I have used Assumption 2 and $m = \pi \rho^2 I$ is the magnetic dipole strength.
The field in the y-direction at the point P is therefore

\[ B_y = B_r \cos(\alpha) - B_\theta \sin(\alpha) = \frac{\mu_0 m}{4\pi} \left( \frac{2a^2 - r^2}{(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}} \right). \]  

(2.8)

From this the flux in the loop with radius \( r \) is given by

\[ \Phi = \oint_S B_y dS = 2\pi \int_0^r B_y(r') r' dr' = \frac{\mu_0 m}{2} \left( \frac{r^2}{(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}} \right). \]  

(2.9)

The induced electromotive force in the loop (\( \mathcal{E} \)) is given by Faraday’s law of induction\(^2\),

\[ \mathcal{E} = -\frac{d\Phi}{dt} = -i\omega \Phi. \]  

(2.10)

By definition \( \mathcal{E} \) can also be written in terms of \( E_\phi \) – the \( \phi \)-component of the induced electric field

\[ \mathcal{E} = \int_S E_\phi dS = 2\pi \int_0^r E_\phi r' dr' = 2\pi r E_\phi. \]  

(2.11)

Combining Equations 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 yields

\[ E_\phi = \frac{-i\omega \mu_0 m}{4\pi} \frac{r}{(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}}. \]  

(2.12)

The induced current density (including the eddy current density and the displacement current density) is given by Ohm’s law as

\[ J = \kappa E = (\sigma + i\omega \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r) E. \]  

(2.13)

The current flowing in an annulus of the disk \([r, r + \delta r]\) (shaded region in Figure 2.3) is

\[ dl = h \delta r J_\phi, \]  

(2.14)

where I have taken the current to be uniform throughout the thickness of the disk – i.e. the disk causes minimal attenuation of the primary field (Assumption 3).

The secondary field contribution of the annulus at the AM’s position can be calculated by the Biot-Savart law. Taking the annulus to be a single circular loop the field on the axis

\(^2\)Note that – as a sinusoidal current is applied to the RF coil – \( \Phi = \Phi_0 e^{i\omega t} \Rightarrow \frac{d\Phi}{dt} = i\omega \Phi. \)
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(y-direction) at a distance $b$ is given by [119, 120]

$$dB^e_z = \frac{\mu_0 dl r^2}{2(b^2 + r^2)^{3/2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

By combining Equations 2.12 - 2.15 this contribution can be re-written as

$$dB^e_z = -i \omega \mu_0^2 \kappa m \frac{h}{8\pi} \frac{r^3}{(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}(b^2 + r^2)^{3/2}} dr.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

The total secondary field contribution is given by integrating over the disk

$$B^e_z = -i \omega \mu_0^2 \kappa \frac{h}{8\pi} \int_0^R \frac{r^3}{(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}(b^2 + r^2)^{3/2}} dr.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

The primary field at the AM (without the disk present) is

$$B_1 = \frac{\mu_0 m}{2\pi (a + b)^3},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

using Equation 2.7.

Finally, one arrives at a relationship between the primary field and the eddy current contribution to the secondary field by combining Equation 2.17 and Equation 2.18;

$$\frac{B^e_z}{B_1} = -i \omega \mu_0 \kappa \frac{h(a+b)^3}{4} \int_0^R \frac{r^3}{(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}(b^2 + r^2)^{3/2}} dr$$

$$= A \mu_0 \omega (\omega \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r - i \sigma).$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.19)

The constant $A$ depends only on the geometry of the system. In the symmetric case ($a = b$), the integral simplifies to give [112]

$$A = \frac{h a R^4}{2(a^2 + R^2)^2},$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

and for the asymmetric case

$$A = \frac{h(a+b)^3}{2} \left[ \frac{ab (a b - (a^2 + R^2)^{1/2} (b^2 + R^2)^{1/2}) + R^2 (a^2 + b^2)}{(a^2 - b^2)^2 (a^2 + R^2)^{1/2} (b^2 + R^2)^{1/2}} \right].$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.22)
2.3.2 Perturbation due to permeability

In this section, the secondary field component due to the magnetisation of the disk is derived. The excitation coil is (again) treated as a magnetic dipole $m$ to calculate the field at the point $P$ (Equation 2.7). The magnitude of this field at $P$ is

$$B_P = |B| = \frac{\mu_0 m (4a^2 + r^2)^{1/2}}{4\pi d_1^4}. \quad (2.23)$$

For a homogeneous medium, the magnetisation due to a field $B_P$ is

$$M = \chi_m H = \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_0 \mu_r} B_P, \quad (2.24)$$

where $\chi_m = (\mu_r - 1)$ is the magnetic susceptibility of the medium [118].

Consider the differential volume element at $P$; defined as $[r, r + \delta r] \times [\phi, \phi + \delta \phi] \times [0, h]$ – where I have used the assumption that the disk is thin (Assumption 1). The magnetic dipole induced in this element by $B_P$ has magnitude

$$dm = M dV = \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_0 \mu_r} B_P h r dr d\phi$$

$$= \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_r} \frac{mh}{4\pi} \frac{r(4a^2 + r^2)^{1/2}}{d_1^4}, \quad (2.25)$$

given by combining Equation 2.23 and Equation 2.24.

The direction of this dipole is displaced by an angle $\gamma$ from $B_r$. The following relations can be constructed from the geometry of Figure 2.3 and are required later:

$$\cos(\alpha) = \frac{a}{d_1}, \quad \cos(\beta) = \frac{b}{d_2}, \quad \cos(\gamma) = \frac{B_r}{B_P} = \frac{2a}{(4a^2 + r^2)^{1/2}}, \quad (2.26)$$

$$\sin(\alpha) = \frac{r}{d_1}, \quad \sin(\beta) = \frac{r}{d_2}, \quad \sin(\gamma) = \frac{B_\theta}{B_P} = \frac{r}{(4a^2 + r^2)^{1/2}}.$$

Each differential dipole element produces a different contribution to the secondary field at the position of the AM. Again considering the geometry of Figure 2.3, the contribution due to $dm$ in the y-direction is given by

$$dB_2^m = B'_r \cos(\beta) - B'_\theta \sin(\beta)$$

$$= \frac{\mu_0 dm}{4\pi d_2^3} \left[2 \cos(\alpha + \beta + \gamma) \cos(\beta) - \sin(\alpha + \beta + \gamma) \sin(\beta) \right]. \quad (2.27)$$
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At this point it is only worth considering the symmetric case, \( a = b \) (giving, \( \alpha = \beta = 1 \), \( d_1 = d_2 \)). The asymmetric case can be derived following the same steps to give a result that differs only in the form of the final constant.

Expanding the identities of Equation 2.27 to single-angle formulae and then substituting with the relations of Equation 2.26 yields

\[
\frac{dB^m_2}{8\pi} = \frac{\mu_0 dm}{8\pi} \left[ \frac{(2a^2 - r^2)(a^2 + r^2) + (6a^4 - 27a^2r^2 + 3r^4)}{(4a^2 + r^2)^{1/2}(a^2 + r^2)^3} \right].
\]  

(2.28)

Substituting for the dipole strength \( dm \) (Equation 2.25) and simplifying gives

\[
\frac{dB^m_2}{32\pi^2} = \frac{\mu_0 mh (\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_r} \frac{2r[4a^4 - 13a^2r^2 + r^4]}{(a^2 + r^2)^5} \, dr \, d\phi.
\]  

(2.29)

The secondary field due to the magnetisation of the disk is found by integration over the volume of the disk

\[
B^m_2 = \frac{\mu_0 mh}{32\pi^2} \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_r} \int_0^R \int_0^{2\pi} \frac{2r[4a^4 - 13a^2r^2 + r^4]}{(a^2 + r^2)^5} \, dr \, d\phi
\]

\[
= \frac{\mu_0 mh}{32\pi} \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_r} R^2 \frac{(8a^2 - R^2)}{(a^2 + R^2)^4}.
\]  

(2.30)

Recall that the primary field at the AM (without the disk present) is given (Equation 2.18) by

\[
B_1 = \frac{\mu_0 m}{16\pi a^3} \quad \text{for} \quad a = b.
\]  

(2.31)

Finally, by combining Equation 2.30 and Equation 2.31, one arrives at a relationship between the primary field and the permeability contribution to the secondary field

\[
\frac{B^m_2}{B_1} = B \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_r}.
\]  

(2.32)

where the constant \( B \) depends only on the geometry of the system and is given by

\[
B = \frac{a^3 h R^2(8a^2 + R^2)}{2(a^2 + R^2)^4}.
\]  

(2.33)

In general, one is interested in paramagnetic or diamagnetic samples – for which \( \mu_r \approx \)
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1. Applying this approximation gives the final form of the ratio\(^3\) [117]

\[
\frac{B_m}{B_1} = B(\mu_r - 1) .
\] (2.34)

2.4 Secondary field response: Helmholtz coil

The EMI response is now re-derived in the configuration used for the results in Section 7.2 [5]. The steps closely follow those of the previous section.

The RF excitation field is applied by a Helmholtz coil pair of radius \(R_c\). The AM is positioned at the centre of these coils, where the field is uniform. Again consider a thin, uniform disk of radius \(R\) and thickness \(h\) positioned centrally, now a distance \(a\) above the AM. Let the excitation angular frequency be \(\omega\), the complex conductivity of the disk be \(\kappa = \sigma + i \omega \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r\), and relative permeability of the disk be \(\mu_r\). In addition one assumes:

1. The thickness is small compared to the distances: \(h \ll a, R_c\).

2. The thickness is small compared to the skin depth: \(\delta \gg h\).

![Figure 2.4: EMI configuration with a Helmholtz coil: The AM is positioned at the centre of the Helmholtz coils. A thin, uniform disk is positioned centrally a distance \(a\) above the AM. Note the choice of spherical polar coordinates.](image)

2.4.1 Perturbation due to eddy currents

To calculate the perturbation due to the induction of eddy currents in the disk the field in the y-direction (at the point P) is required. This is given by the sum of the contributions from

\(^3\text{i.e. taking the first-order term in the Taylor series expansion of } f(x) = \frac{(x-1)}{x} \text{ at } x = 1.\)
the two coils, each found by application of the Biot-Savart law \[119, 120\],

\[
B_y = \frac{\mu_0 N IR^2}{2} \left[ \frac{1}{\left( R_c^2 + (a + \frac{R_c}{2})^2 \right)^{3/2}} + \frac{1}{\left( R_c^2 + (a - \frac{R_c}{2})^2 \right)^{3/2}} \right],
\]

(2.35)

where \( I \) the current and \( N \) is the number of turns in each coil. Note that this field is uniform across the disk, i.e. independent of \( r \). Therefore, it can be treated as a constant throughout the following steps.

As before, the flux in the loop with radius \( r \) is calculated as

\[
\Phi = B_y \int_S dS = \pi r^2 B_y.
\]

(2.36)

From Equations 2.10 - 2.13, one again arrives at a relationship between the induced eddy current density and the applied magnetic flux,

\[
J_\phi = -i \omega \kappa \frac{r}{2} \Phi.
\]

(2.37)

It follows, from Equation 2.36, that

\[
J_\phi = -i \omega \kappa \frac{r}{2} B_y.
\]

(2.38)

The current flowing in an annulus of the disk \([r, r + \delta r]\) (shaded in Figure 2.4) is

\[
dI = h \delta r J_\phi,
\]

(2.39)

following Assumption 2.

The field contribution from the annulus at the AM can be calculated by the Biot-Savart law

\[
dB_\phi = \frac{\mu_0 dI r^2}{2(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}}.
\]

(2.40)

By combining Equations 2.38, 2.39, and 2.40 this contribution can be re-written as

\[
dB_\phi = -i \omega \mu_0 \kappa \frac{h}{4 (a^2 + r^3)^{3/2}} B_y \, dr.
\]

(2.41)

The total eddy current contribution to the secondary field is found by integrating over
the entire disk

\[ B_2^e = -i \omega \mu_0 k B_p^y \frac{\hbar}{4} \int_0^R \frac{r^3}{(a^2 + r^2)^{3/2}} \, dr . \] (2.42)

The primary field at the AM (without the disk) is the magnetic field at the centre point of the coils,

\[ B_1 = \left( \frac{4}{5} \right)^{3/2} \frac{\mu_0 NI}{R_c} . \] (2.43)

This can be seen by taking \( a = 0 \) in Equation 2.35.

Finally, the relationship between the primary field and the eddy current contribution to the secondary field is found by combining Equations 2.42 and 2.43

\[ \frac{B_2^e}{B_1} = A \mu_0 \omega (\omega \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r - i \sigma) , \] (2.44)

where

\[ A = \frac{B_p^y h}{B_1} \frac{4}{\frac{\mu_0}{R_c}} \left[ \frac{2a^2 + R^2}{(a^2 + R^2)^{1/2}} - 2a \right] . \] (2.45)

As with the previous configuration, the constant \( A \) depends only on the geometry of the system. In the case where \( a \) is small, one can take advantage of the uniformity of the Helmholtz current field – \( B_p^y \approx B_1 \) – to leave

\[ A = \frac{h}{4} \left[ \frac{2a^2 + R^2}{(a^2 + R^2)^{1/2}} - 2a \right] , \] (2.46)

otherwise

\[ A = \left( \frac{5}{4} \right)^{3/2} \frac{hR_c^3}{8} \left[ \frac{2a^2 + R^2}{(a^2 + R^2)^{1/2}} - 2a \right] \left[ \frac{1}{R_c^2 + (a + \frac{R_c}{2})^2} \right]^{3/2} \left[ \frac{1}{R_c^2 + (a - \frac{R_c}{2})^2} \right]^{3/2} . \] (2.47)

### 2.4.2 Perturbation due to permeability

Finally, the permeability component of the secondary field is derived for the Helmholtz imaging configuration. Recall that the field at the point \( P \) in the y-direction is defined as \( B_p^y \). Considering the differential volume element – \([r, r + \delta r] \times [\phi, \phi + \delta \phi] \times [0, h]\) – at P the
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magnetic of the magnetic dipole induced in this element can be shown to be

\[ dm = \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_0 \mu_r} B_p^y h r \, dr \, d\phi, \quad (2.48) \]

by making use of Equation 2.24.

The secondary field contribution of this dipole \((dm)\) at the AM in the \(y\)-direction is

\[ dB_m^y = B'_r \cos(\alpha) - B'_\theta \sin(\alpha) = \frac{\mu_0 \, dm}{4\pi} \frac{2a^2 - r^2}{(a^2 + r^2)^{5/2}} \phi, \quad (2.49) \]

a result of Equation 2.7 and the geometry in Figure 2.4.

Substituting for \(dm\), with Equation 2.48, yields

\[ dB_m^y = \frac{h}{4\pi} \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_0 \mu_r} B_p^y \frac{2\pi}{0} \frac{r(2a^2 - r^2)}{(a^2 + r^2)^{5/2}} dr \, d\phi. \quad (2.50) \]

The total permeability contribution to the secondary field is found by integrating over the volume of the disk

\[ B_m^y = \frac{h}{4\pi} \frac{(\mu_r - 1)}{\mu_0 \mu_r} B_p^y \frac{2\pi}{0} \frac{R}{0} \frac{r(2a^2 - r^2)}{(a^2 + r^2)^{5/2}} dr \, d\phi. \quad (2.51) \]

Recalling the primary field \(B_1\) in the absence of the disk (from Equation 2.43) the relationship between the primary field and the secondary field contribution is

\[ \frac{B_m^y}{B_1} = B(\mu_r - 1), \quad (2.52) \]

where I have used the assumption of a paramagnetic or diamagnetic material (see Section 2.3.2) and defined the constant \(B\) as

\[ B = \frac{B_p^y}{B_1} \frac{h}{2} \left[ \frac{R^2}{(a^2 + R^2)^{3/2}} \right]. \quad (2.53) \]

As in the previous section, when \(a\) is small one can take \(B_p^y \approx B_1\) to leave

\[ B = \frac{h}{2} \left[ \frac{R^2}{(a^2 + R^2)^{3/2}} \right], \quad (2.54) \]
otherwise

\[ B = \left( \frac{5}{4} \right)^{3/2} \frac{h R_C^3}{4} \left[ \frac{R^2}{(a^2 + R^2)^{3/2}} \right] \left[ \frac{1}{\left( R_C^2 + (a + \frac{R_C}{2})^2 \right)^{3/2}} + \frac{1}{\left( R_C^2 + (a - \frac{R_C}{2})^2 \right)^{3/2}} \right]. \] 

(2.55)

### 2.5 Comments on the EMI response

The previous sections have provided a qualitative description of the sample response in EMI. For a sample of conductivity \( \sigma \), relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_r \), relative permeability \( \mu_r \), and an excitation field frequency \( \omega \) the relationship between \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) was shown to be

\[ \frac{B_2}{B_1} = A \omega \mu_0 \left[ \omega \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon_r - 1) - i \sigma \right] + B (\mu_r - 1), \] 

(2.56)

where \( A \) and \( B \) are constants that depend on the geometry of the system. Following Griffiths et al. (2007) [108], the modification \( \varepsilon_r \rightarrow (\varepsilon_r - 1) \) has been included.

Without this transformation, in the absence of a sample (\( \sigma = 0, \varepsilon_r = 1, \mu_r = 1 \)) the secondary field includes a contribution from the displacement currents in the air. This is from the region where the sample would be present. The transformation removes this background contribution, effectively shifting it from \( B_2 \) to \( B_1 \). This ensures that the condition \( \frac{B_2}{B_1} = 0 \) holds with no sample present.

The first term on the RHS of Equation 2.56 is due to the induction of eddy currents in the sample \( (B_2^e) \). Whereas the second term arises from the magnetisation of the sample \( (B_2^m) \).

Using Equation 2.56, the following general observations about the response in EMI can be made:

1. Changes in the real part of the secondary field are related to changes in the relative permittivity (displacement current density) and relative permeability (magnetisation) of the sample.

2. Changes in the imaginary part of the secondary field are related to changes in the conductivity of the sample (eddy current density).

3. The presence of an imaginary component results in a phase-lag, \( \Phi \), of the total field with respect to the primary field. A phase sensitive detection scheme is therefore required to correctly characterise the response.
4. The contribution of $B_2^e$ increases with increasing excitation frequency.

5. The contribution of $B_2^m$ is not dependent on the excitation frequency. Therefore, it can often be isolated or removed.

It is important to note that Point 4 conflicts with Equation 2.5 (which states that the penetration distance decreases with $\omega$). The choice of operation frequency therefore determines both the size of the EMI response and the depth at which the sample’s properties are probed. This trade-off must be carefully examined in view of each desired application.

To comment further on the theoretical EMI response, consider the Argand diagrams in the following sections in which the predicted response of Equation 2.56 is explored for a number of measurement scenarios.

### 2.5.1 Conductive samples

For conductive samples – such as Cu and Al – the EMI response diagrams are depicted in Figure 2.5. The conductivity of the sample generates an imaginary contribution to the secondary field, leading to a phase-lag. The permittivity and permeability contributions can be neglected as $\{\epsilon_r, \mu_r\} \approx 1$.

In practical applications, the operation frequency often dictates that the skin depth is comparable or smaller than the thickness of the object. Equation 2.56 is no longer valid in this case\(^4\). The sample partially attenuates the primary field – which manifests as a negative contribution to the real part of the secondary field in Figure 2.5(a). This effect increases the measured $\Phi$ and decreases $B_{tot}$.

At sufficiently low frequencies – where the primary field fully penetrates the sample – the ideal response of Figure 2.5(b) is recovered. Only the conductivity component contributes to the signal. This value could therefore be extracted by measuring $Y$ (the change in the imaginary component of $B_{tot}$) or measuring $\Phi = \arctan \left( \frac{B_2}{B_1} \right)$.

The results presented in this thesis often lie between these two regimes. For Cu and Al samples the skin depth is often comparable to the sample thickness. The response in this regime is exploited in Section 6.5 to image concealed samples. In contrast, as the conductivity of the sample is lowered (for example in Section 6.4) one moves towards the regime of Figure 2.5(b).

\(^4\)As Assumption 3 of Section 2.3 no longer holds.
2.5.2 Biomedical samples

The conductivities of biomedical tissues are many orders of magnitude below those of metallic samples\(^5\). The permeability contribution can again be removed – as \(\mu_r = 1\). In the considered frequency band the skin depth is larger than the sample thickness – hence attenuation of the primary field due to eddy current generation can also be neglected.

Figure 2.6 depicts the predicted response for this scenario. A high operation frequency – typically several MHz – is required to excite a sufficient eddy current response. The secondary field includes a contribution to the real part (for displacement eddy currents) and the imaginary part (from conductive eddy currents). Therefore, measuring changes in the real and imaginary components (\(X\) and \(Y\)) of \(B_{tot}\) can allow imaging of \(\varepsilon_r\) and \(\sigma\).

\(^5\)Typically \(< 10^8\) m\(^{-1}\). For reference [121, 122].
conductivity solutions ($0.012 \text{ S m}^{-1} \leq \sigma \leq 3.2 \text{ S m}^{-1}$) the change in the imaginary component ($\text{Im}(B_2/B_1)$) is $< 10\%$, whereas the change in the real component ($\text{Re}(B_2/B_1)$) is $< 1.5\%$, for an operation frequency of 10 MHz and a large sample of thickness 120 mm and volume $2250 \text{ cm}^3$ [108].

Finally, the conductivity resolution of the images is considered. The secondary field response is weak ($|B_2| \ll |B_1|$) and dominated by its imaginary component. With reference to Figure 2.6, a Taylor expansion to first order in $\Phi$ gives

$$\Phi = \text{Im}(B_2/B_1).$$

Combining this with Equation 2.56 yields [15]

$$\Delta \Phi \propto \omega \Delta \sigma.$$ 

Hence, the detection of changes in conductivity is limited by the noise in the phase measurement. Increasing the stability of this measurement or increasing the operation frequency increases the resolution in conductivity.

### 2.5.3 Ferromagnetic samples

Finally, conductive ferromagnetic samples are considered (Figure 2.7). As for conductive samples, there is an imaginary component resulting from the conductivity contribution and the permittivity contribution can be neglected. In addition, there is a real and positive contribution arising from the permeability of the sample. This is due to an AC magnetisation generated in the region where the primary field penetrates the sample (see Section 2.3.2). Note that the approximation used for Equation 2.34 is not valid, as $\mu_r$ can vary significantly from 1.

For many practical applications, the skin depth will be comparable to the size of the sample. This results in a reduction in the real component due to attenuation of the primary field as a consequence of eddy current generation. The imaging of ferromagnetic samples is considered in Section 6.6.

### 2.6 Image reconstruction in MIT

For complex or cluttered images – or in 3D EMI – the solution to the inverse eddy current problem is required to reconstruct the sample properties [123]. This can be stated as finding
the changes $\Delta \kappa$ of the complex conductivity distribution $\kappa = \sigma + i \omega \varepsilon$ that cause the changes $\Delta B$ in the detected magnetic field. Let the forward (eddy) current problem be

$$B = \Psi(\kappa).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.59)

This equation is the discretised, nonlinear forward mapping of $\kappa$ to a vector of magnetic field measurements [124]. The corresponding inverse (eddy) current problem is

$$\kappa = \Psi^{-1}(B),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.60)

which is generally ill-posed and undetermined. The standard approach to this problem is an iterative algorithm on finite element mesh. Within each element of the mesh $\kappa$ is assumed to be constant. The iterative nature of this approach renders it computationally complex. However, there are a number of methods for reducing the number of required computational steps [123, 125, 124].

Inverse problems are an extremely rich and active area of applied mathematics. It would not be prudent to comment in great detail on this topic. Borges et al. (1999) [126] provides an overview of image reconstruction algorithms in the context of EMI. Taran-tola (2005) [127] summarises the general theory of inverse problems including the methods of solutions.

In Chapter 7, image reconstruction methods developed as part of this work are introduced and discussed. These take advantage of machine learning algorithms to circumvent the need of solving the inverse problem in the reconstruction of the complex conductivity distribution.
Chapter 3

Radio-frequency atomic magnetometers

In this chapter the physics underpinning the operation of RF-AMs is introduced. Firstly, the atomic structure and properties of Rb are reviewed for reference. The creation of macroscopic spin-polarisation via optical pumping and the detection of atomic precession by polarisation rotation are presented. The theoretical response of an RF-AM to oscillating magnetic fields is derived. Finally, the collisional and relaxational processes present in atomic vapour cells are reviewed and used to comment on both the practical and fundamental limits of sensitivity.

3.1 Rubidium: Atomic structure and density

There are two naturally occurring isotopes of Rb – $^{85}\text{Rb}$ and $^{87}\text{Rb}$. They have respective relative abundances of 0.7217 and 0.2783 [128, 129]. Both isotopes are used as the core of the AM experiments described in this work. For each isotope, both the $D_1$ line $^5S_{1/2} \rightarrow ^5P_{1/2}$ and $D_2$ line $^5S_{1/2} \rightarrow ^5P_{3/2}$ transitions are used. The hyperfine energy level structures for these transitions are included on the following pages: Figure 3.1 for the $^{85}\text{Rb}$ $D_1$ and $D_2$ lines, Figure 3.2 for the $^{87}\text{Rb}$ $D_1$ and $D_2$ lines.

The operation of an RF-AM requires two types of transitions coupling different levels of the atomic structure. Optical transitions, between ground and excited hyperfine levels, are used for optical pumping and the detection of atomic precession. Usually electric dipole transitions are used. These have the properties $\Delta F = \pm 1, \Delta m_F = \{0, \pm 1\}$ ($\Delta F$ labels changes of the F quantum number and $\Delta m_F$ of the magnetic quantum number, $m_F = [-F, -(F-1), \ldots, + (F-1), +F]$). Secondly, Zeeman transitions drive the atomic precession (see Section 3.2). These have the properties $\Delta F = 0, \Delta m_F = \pm 1$. Together, these transitions define the operation of an RF-AM.

Atomic vapour cells constitute the core element of an AM. In this work, the vapour
Figure 3.1: Rubidium 85 hyperfine level structure: (a) $^{85}$Rb D1 line, (b) $^{85}$Rb D2 line. The approximate Zeeman splittings for each level are included.
Figure 3.2: Rubidium 87 hyperfine energy level structure: (a) $^{87}$Rb $D_1$ line, (b) $^{87}$Rb $D_2$ line. The approximate Zeeman splittings for each level are included [129].
cells contain a small deposit of either naturally occurring isotopic Rb or isotopically-enriched $^{87}$Rb. The abundance of Rb means the vapour pressure at a given temperature follows the vapour-pressure model given by [128]

$$\log_{10}\left(\frac{P_{85,87}}{\mu_{85,87}}\right) = 2.881 + 4.857 - \frac{4215}{T} \quad \text{(solid phase, } < 39.3 \, ^\circ\text{C)} \tag{3.1}$$

$$\log_{10}\left(\frac{P_{85,87}}{\mu_{85,87}}\right) = 2.881 + 4.312 - \frac{4040}{T} \quad \text{(liquid phase, } > 39.3 \, ^\circ\text{C)} \tag{3.2}$$

where $P_{85,87}$ is the pressure in Torr of the given Rb isotope, $\mu_{85,87}$ is the relative abundance of that isotope, and $T$ is the temperature in Kelvin. The two equations represent the phases either side of the melting point at 39.3 °C (at atmospheric pressure). From the pressure one can find the vapour density from the ideal gas law

$$n_{85,87} = \mu_{85,87} \frac{133.3 P_{85,87}}{k_B T}, \tag{3.3}$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and the multiplication factor is for conversion to SI units. The vapour pressures and densities for the scenarios covered in this work are plotted in Figure 3.3. Both increase exponentially with increasing temperature. In general, the sensitivity of an AM increases with an increasing number of contributing atoms. Therefore, it is common to heat the vapour cell. In this work a temperature range of 20 °C – 60 °C was explored. This corresponds to a density range of $2.1 \times 10^9 \, \text{cm}^{-3} – 3.8 \times 10^{11} \, \text{cm}^{-3}$, depending on the choice of isotope and cell.

![Figure 3.3: Vapour pressure and density of Rb](image)

**Figure 3.3: Vapour pressure and density of Rb:** The dependence on temperature of the vapour pressure (a) and vapour density (b) of: $^{85}$Rb in an isotopic mixture (blue line), $^{87}$Rb in an isotopic mixture (red line), and isotopically-enriched $^{87}$Rb (yellow line).

---

1For isotopically-enriched $^{87}$Rb cells; $\mu_{87} = 1$ and $\mu_{85} = 0$. 

### 3.2 The Zeeman effect

The Zeeman effect describes the perturbations of the hyperfine structure under the application of a static magnetic field. This effect defines the operation principle of all AMs. A magnetic field splits the magnetic sub-levels, which are degenerate at zero-field. Each magnetic sub-level represents a different projection of the atomic angular momentum onto the quantisation axis imposed by the magnetic field. This applies for any general magnetic field $B$. For the RF-AM a controlled DC field $B_z$ is applied in the $z$ direction. This field is referred to throughout as the bias field, $B_{\text{bias}} = B_{\text{bias}}z$.

For a weak magnetic field the energy levels are evenly displaced. For the state $|F,m_F\rangle$ the change in energy is given by

$$\Delta E_{|F,m_F\rangle} = g_F \mu_B m_F B,$$

where $\mu_B$ is the Bohr magneton and $g_F$ is the hyperfine Landé g-factor, well approximated by

$$g_F \approx F(F+1) - I(I+1) + J(J+1) \cdot \frac{2F(F+1)}{2F(F+1)} g_J,$$

with $g_J$ the total angular momentum Landé g-factor.

The RF-AM experiments described in the latter chapters operate in fields below 5 G. In this regime the weak-field approximation of Equation 3.4 is valid.

The Zeeman effect defines the operating frequency of an RF-AM as

$$\nu_L = \frac{\Delta E_{|F,m_F+1\rangle} - \Delta E_{|F,m_F\rangle}}{h} = \frac{2\pi \gamma B_{\text{bias}}}{h},$$

where $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio.

An RF field oscillating at $\nu_L$ coherently drives the Zeeman (or RF) transitions. These act within the same hyperfine level ($\Delta F = 0$) transferring atoms between different magnetic sub-levels. This generates the atomic precession.

### 3.2.1 The second-order Zeeman effect

The above approach assumes linearity in the response of each magnetic sub-level to a magnetic field. Although the first-order approximation is valid in the regimes considered in this work, it is not sufficient to completely describe the RF-AM response. For this, second-order effects must be considered.
The second-order Zeeman effect splits the RF resonances corresponding to specific transitions between neighbouring ground state magnetic sub-levels. This becomes more important at higher bias fields (i.e. higher operation frequencies).

To calculate the contribution of the second-order Zeeman effect I use the transition energies for each Zeeman state as a function of the applied magnetic field. These energies are described by the Breit-Rabi equation \[ W(|F, m_F\rangle) = -\frac{\Delta W}{2(2I+1)} + g_I \mu_B m_F B \pm \frac{\Delta W}{2} \sqrt{1 + \frac{4m_F}{2I+1}x + x^2}, \] (3.7) where \[ x = \frac{(g_J - g_I)\mu_B}{\Delta W} B, \] (3.8) is the dimensionless field strength parameter. In addition: the choice of sign (+) is for \( F_\pm = I \pm \frac{1}{2}, \) \( \Delta W / h \) is the \( F_\pm \) hyperfine splitting (in Hz), and \( g_I \) is the nuclear g-factor.

Equation 3.7 can be used to compute the Breit-rabi diagrams shown in Figure 3.4. These show the shifts in each hyperfine ground state level due to magnetic fields from the weak-field (Zeeman) effect – highlighted in the insets – to the strong-field (Paschen-Back) regime.

Equation 3.7 allows the calculation of the operation frequency of the RF-AM in a given magnetic field as \[ \nu_{(m_F \rightarrow m_{F-1})} = \frac{1}{h} \left[ W(|F, m_F\rangle) - W(|F, m_{F-1}\rangle) \right]. \] (3.9) In our case the RF-AM operates on the \( F_+ \) ground state. Choosing the transition \( m_F = \)
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$F \rightarrow m_{F-1} = F - 1$, allows Equation 3.9 to be factorised. The operation frequency is thus described as

$$v_{RF} = \frac{g_I \mu_B B}{h} + \frac{\Delta W}{2h} \left[ (1+x) - \sqrt{1 + \left(2 - \frac{2}{F}\right)x + x^2} \right]. \quad (3.10)$$

For the other transitions ($m_F \rightarrow m_{F-1}$), Equation 3.9 does not factorise. The exact operation frequencies for all the magnetic sub-level transitions are plotted in Figure 3.5. The transition frequencies are linear and in good agreement with the linear Zeeman effect (Inset: dot-dashed red line). Nevertheless, the exact transition frequency for each pair of nearest-neighbour Zeeman sub-levels is different due to second order effects (magnified in Inset for a bias field of around 2 G).

![Figure 3.5: Resonant frequency against applied field:](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 3.5: Resonant frequency against applied field:** Calculated RF-AM operation frequency for $^{85}$Rb (blue) and $^{87}$Rb (red). Inset: Magnified transitions of $^{85}$Rb split due to second-order effects (position of inset marked by arrows). Good agreement with linear approximation – Equation 3.4 (dot-dashed, red line). Adapted from Reference [6].

The second-order contribution can be calculated by subtracting neighbouring transition frequencies – of the form of Equation 3.9. By choosing the transitions that allow for the greatest simplification, the second-order contribution can be stated as

$$\Delta v_{RF} = v_{(m_F=F-1 \rightarrow m_{F-1}=F-2)} - v_{(m_F=F \rightarrow m_{F-1}=F-1)}$$

$$= \frac{\Delta W}{2h} \left[ 2 \sqrt{1 + \left(2 - \frac{2}{F}\right)x + x^2} - \sqrt{1 + \left(2 - \frac{4}{F}\right)x + x^2 - (1+x)} \right]. \quad (3.11)$$

Additionally, the x-axis can be converted from magnetic field to operation frequency. The resulting function is defined as $\Phi^{85,87}(v)$. This is simply $\Delta v_{RF}$ (from Equation 3.11) as a function of $v_{RF}$ (from Equation 3.10). $\Phi^{85,87}(v)$ is referred to as the second-order Zeeman...
effect as a function of resonant frequency, for $^{85}\text{Rb}$ and $^{87}\text{Rb}$ respectively. These functions are plotted in Figure 3.6.

![Figure 3.6: The second-order Zeeman effect](image)

These calculations and the function $\Phi^{85,87}(\nu)$ are used in the results of Section 5.3.10. Table 3.1 lists the constants and values required for the calculations in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$^{85}\text{Rb}$</th>
<th>$^{87}\text{Rb}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_+$</td>
<td>$3$</td>
<td>$2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta W/\hbar$</td>
<td>$3.035 \text{GHz}$ [128]</td>
<td>$6.835 \text{GHz}$ [129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_J$</td>
<td>$2.0023$ [128]</td>
<td>$2.0023$ [129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_I$</td>
<td>$-2.936 \times 10^{-4}$ [128]</td>
<td>$-9.951 \times 10^{-4}$ [129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_F$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{6}g_J$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{4}g_J$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$9.233 \times 10^{-4}$ B(G)</td>
<td>$4.103 \times 10^{-4}$ B(G)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.1: Values required for calculations:** The constants and values required for calculating the second-order Zeeman effect.

### 3.3 Optical pumping

The detected RF-AM signal is directly proportional to the degree of atomic polarisation (see Section 3.4). A high degree of polarisation is obtained via optical pumping. Optical pumping is a standard technique for manipulating atomic populations by the transfer of angular momentum from resonant laser light [131]. In this section I modify the approach of Seltzer (2008) [132] to describe process of optical pumping in the RF-AM implementations of this work.
Consider an atomic vapour irradiated with a beam of circularly polarised (σ+) light. The direction of propagation of this beam is defined as the z-direction (parallel to the applied bias field). Firstly, the nuclear spin contribution is neglected and I describe the optical pumping of the electron spin.

The relative absorption rates and decay rates are calculated from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to give the branching ratios

\[ \langle J, m_J, 1, \Delta m_J | J', m_J' \rangle^2, \]  (3.12)

for the transition \(|J, m_J \rangle \leftrightarrow |J, m_J' \rangle\).

σ+ photons carry one unit of angular momentum, the total value of which must be conserved during light/atom interactions. Hence, upon absorption, the atoms transition to the corresponding excited state \(m_J'\), with \(\Delta m_J = +1\). The average rate at which an atom absorbs a photon from the pump beam is given by \(\Gamma_{op}\), the optical pumping rate. The excited state lifetimes are very short (≈ 26 ns for the \(5^2P_{1/2}\) and \(5^2P_{3/2}\) states of Rb [133]). The atoms decay, with probabilities given by the branching ratios, to one of the permitted ground-state levels, emitting a correspondingly-polarised resonant photon in the process.

The experiments described in this work employ optical pumping on both the \(D_1\) and \(D_2\) lines. These cases are discussed separately.

### 3.3.1 \(D_2\) line optical pumping

The process of \(D_2\) line optical pumping is shown in Figure 3.7. An atom in either of the ground states can be excited by absorbing a photon. The decay channels are defined by the branching ratios and the parameter \(a\). This parameter is defined as the probability of an atom undergoing collisional mixing. This is discussed further in Section 3.7. It involves collisions between the atoms in the excited state and buffer gas molecules. These act to redistribute atoms among the excited states. For complete mixing \((a = 1)\) the result is an equal probability of decay to each ground state. For no mixing \((a = 0)\) the branching ratios are recovered.

By defining the occupation probabilities of the ground state levels as \(P(m_J = -\frac{1}{2}) = \)
\[ m_j' \begin{array}{cccc} \hline -3/2 & -1/2 & 1/2 & 3/2 \\ \hline \Gamma_{\text{op}}/4 & 3\Gamma_{\text{op}}/4 & 1-a \end{array} \]

\[ S^2 P_{3/2} \]

\[ m_j \begin{array}{cccc} \hline -3/2 & -1/2 & 1/2 & 3/2 \\ \hline \Gamma_{\text{op}}/4 & 3\Gamma_{\text{op}}/4 & 1-a \end{array} \]

\[ S^2 S_{1/2} \]

Figure 3.7: D$_2$ line optical pumping of the electron spin: Relative absorption and decay ratios for optical transitions – with $a$ the degree of collisional mixing.

\[ \mathbb{P}(\cdot) \] and $\mathbb{P}(m_j = +\frac{1}{2}) = \mathbb{P}(+)$, the evolution – under optical pumping – can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\mathbb{P}(-)}{dt} &= -\frac{1}{4} \Gamma_{\text{op}} \mathbb{P}(-) + \frac{1}{3} \left( 1 + a/2 \right) \frac{\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{4} \mathbb{P}(-), \\
\frac{d\mathbb{P}(+)}{dt} &= -\frac{3}{4} \Gamma_{\text{op}} \mathbb{P}(+) + (1 - a) \frac{3\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{4} \mathbb{P}(+) + \frac{2}{3} \left( 1 - a/4 \right) \frac{\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{4} \mathbb{P}(-).
\end{align*}
\] (3.13) (3.14)

The degree of spin-polarisation is

\[ \langle S_z \rangle = \frac{1}{2} \left( \mathbb{P}(+) - \mathbb{P}(-) \right). \] (3.15)

This is in turn related to the atomic polarisation ($P$) by $P = 2 \langle S_z \rangle$. One can write

\[ \mathbb{P}(-) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - 2 \langle S_z \rangle \right), \] (3.16)

by taking $\mathbb{P}(+) + \mathbb{P}(-) = 1$. This assumption is validated by the short excited state lifetimes.

By combining Equations 3.13 – 3.16, the evolution of the spin-polarisation is found to be

\[
\frac{d\langle S_z \rangle}{dt} = \frac{(2 - 5a)}{24} \Gamma_{\text{op}} - \frac{(1 + 2a)}{6} \Gamma_{\text{op}} \langle S_z \rangle - \Gamma_{\text{loss}} \langle S_z \rangle,
\] (3.17)

where the inserted loss rate, $\Gamma_{\text{loss}}$, represents the combination of additional relaxation processes – discussed further in Section 3.7. The degree of atomic polarisation that can be attained is ultimately limited by these processes.

Solving Equation 3.17, subject to $\langle S_z \rangle(t = 0) = 0$, yields

\[
\langle S_z \rangle = \frac{(2 - 5a) \Gamma_{\text{op}}}{4(1 + 2a) \Gamma_{\text{op}} + 24 \Gamma_{\text{loss}}} \left[ 1 - e^{-\frac{(1 + 2a)}{6} \Gamma_{\text{op}} + \Gamma_{\text{loss}}} \right] t. \] (3.18)
The maximum atomic polarisation is given by the asymptotic value (i.e. after sufficient time has elapsed)

\[ P = 2 \lim_{t \to \infty} \langle S_z \rangle = \frac{(2 - 5a)\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{2(1 + 2a)\Gamma_{\text{op}} + 12\Gamma_{\text{loss}}} \] (3.19)

The atomic polarisation as a function of \( a \) is plotted in Figure 3.8. Assuming \( \Gamma_{\text{op}} \gg \Gamma_{\text{loss}} \), and in the absence of collisional mixing \((a = 0)\), full polarisation is possible. This is a consequence of the closed cycling transition between the \( m_J = +1/2 \) and the \( m_{J'} = +3/2 \) levels. As the degree of mixing increases, this cycling transition is weakened – allowing atoms in the \( m_J = +1/2 \) level to transition to the \( m_J = -1/2 \) level. For complete mixing \((a = 1)\), the atomic polarisation is limited to \( P = -1/2 \). Note that the atoms are polarised with negative angular momentum in this case. This is a consequence of how the rates of Figure 3.7 are modified for \( a = 1 \). On average each photon removes angular momentum from the atoms despite the \( \sigma^+ \) polarisation (see also Figure 3.11).

From Equation 3.19;

\[ P = \frac{\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{\Gamma_{\text{op}} + 6\Gamma_{\text{loss}}} \quad \text{for} \quad a = 0 \] (3.20)
\[ P = \frac{-3\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{6\Gamma_{\text{op}} + 12\Gamma_{\text{loss}}} \quad \text{for} \quad a = 1 \] (3.21)

![Figure 3.8: D₂ atomic polarisation](image)

**Figure 3.8: D₂ atomic polarisation:** Atomic polarisation with \( D₂ \) line optical pumping as a function of \( a \). Plotted for various optical pumping and loss rates.

### 3.3.2 D₁ line optical pumping

The scheme for \( D₁ \) line optical pumping is shown in Figure 3.9. An atom in the \( m_J = -1/2 \) level can absorb a photon and transition to the \( m_{J'} = +1/2 \) level, before decaying. Again, the decay channels are defined by the branching ratios and \( a \). With \( a = 1 \) resulting in an
equal probability of decay to each ground state and \( a = 0 \) giving the branching ratios. An atom in the \( m_J = +1/2 \) level is unable to absorb a photon and will remain in that state.

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
  m'_J & -1/2 & 1/2 \\
  \hline
  m_J & \hline
  -1/2 & 2\Gamma_{\text{op}} \hline
  1/2 & {1/3}(1+a/2) \hline
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

\( \frac{d\mathbb{P}(-)}{dt} = -2\Gamma_{\text{op}}\mathbb{P}(-) + \frac{4}{3}(1-a/4)\Gamma_{\text{op}}\mathbb{P}(-), \) \hfill (3.22)

\( \frac{d\mathbb{P}(+)}{dt} = \frac{2}{3}(1+a/2)\Gamma_{\text{op}}\mathbb{P}(-). \) \hfill (3.23)

Following the approach of the previous section, by combining the rate equations with Equation 3.15 and Equation 3.16, the spin-polarisation evolution is shown to be

\[
\frac{d\langle S_z \rangle}{dt} = \frac{(2+a)}{6} \Gamma_{\text{op}} - \frac{(2+a)}{3} \Gamma_{\text{op}} \langle S_z \rangle - \Gamma_{\text{loss}} \langle S_z \rangle, \hfill (3.24)
\]

where I have again inserted the additional loss rate, \( \Gamma_{\text{loss}}. \)

The solution of Equation 3.24 (subject to the same constraint \( \langle S_z \rangle(t = 0) = 0 \)) is

\[
\langle S_z \rangle = \frac{(2+a)\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{2((2+a)\Gamma_{\text{op}} + 3\Gamma_{\text{loss}})} \left[ 1 - e^{-\frac{(2+a)\Gamma_{\text{op}} + \Gamma_{\text{loss}}}{2}} \right]. \hfill (3.25)
\]

The maximum atomic polarisation is now given by

\[
P = 2 \lim_{t \to \infty} \langle S_z \rangle = \frac{(2+a)\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{(2+a)\Gamma_{\text{op}} + 3\Gamma_{\text{loss}}}. \hfill (3.26)
\]

The atomic polarisation as a function of \( a \), for the \( D_1 \) case, is plotted in Figure 3.10.
Assuming $\Gamma_{\text{op}} \gg \Gamma_{\text{loss}}$, full polarisation is possible regardless of the degree of collisional mixing. Repeated excitation depletes the $m_J = -1/2$ level with all the atoms accumulating in the $m_J = +1/2$ level.

From Equation 3.26:

$$P = \frac{2\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{2\Gamma_{\text{op}} + 3\Gamma_{\text{loss}}} \quad \text{for } a = 0,$$

(3.27)

$$P = \frac{\Gamma_{\text{op}}}{\Gamma_{\text{op}} + \Gamma_{\text{loss}}} \quad \text{for } a = 1.$$

(3.28)

Figure 3.10: $D_1$ atomic polarisation: Atomic polarisation with $D_1$ line optical pumping as a function of $a$. Plotted for various optical pumping and loss rates.

The efficiency of the optical pumping schemes can additionally be described by the average degree of angular momentum added to the atoms by each absorbed photon. By considering Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.9 this value can be seen to be $\frac{1}{3} (1 + a/2)$ for the $D_1$ line case, and $\frac{1}{12} (2 - 5a)$ for the $D_2$ line case.

These values are plotted in Figure 3.11. The $D_1$ line scheme is always more efficient, with collisional mixing increasing the efficiency further. In contrast, mixing reduces the $D_2$ line efficiency and reverses the sign of the atomic polarisation – as previously noted.

3.3.3 Optical pumping of the total atomic spin

The total atomic spin includes the coupling between the electron spin and the nuclear spin. This splits the electron energy levels into the hyperfine structure. The application of the bias field (along $z$) defines the quantisation axis and lifts the degeneracy of the magnetic sub-levels. When considering the total spin, optical pumping transfers atoms between the hyperfine levels and within the magnetic sub-levels.

Transfer within the ground-state magnetic sub-levels is depicted in Figure 3.12. Fig-
Figure 3.11: Angular momentum change per photon: Average change in atomic angular momentum per photon for both $D_1$ and $D_2$ line optical pumping.

Figure 3.12: Optical pumping of the total atomic spin: (a) $\sigma^+$ light on the $D_2$ line of $^{87}\text{Rb}$, $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 3$ transition. (b) $\sigma^+$ light on the $D_1$ line of $^{87}\text{Rb}$, $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 2$ transition. In both cases, decay (dashed arrows) occurs to various allowed states with known probabilities. For clarity, only the relevant spontaneous emission transitions are shown.
For Figure 3.12(b), the atoms again accumulate in the $|F = 2, m_F = +2\rangle$ state. In this case, atoms in this state are unable to absorb a $\sigma^+$ photon.

In the experiments using $D_2$ line optical pumping, the pump laser is tuned to the $F = 2$ ($F = 3$) to $F' = 3$ ($F' = 4$) hyperfine transition of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ ($^{85}\text{Rb}$), at 780 nm. This transition is chosen as the $F' = 3$ ($F' = 4$) state has the the greatest separation, in energy, from the other excited states. This minimises the probability of atoms being lost by decaying to the other ground hyperfine state.

For the experiments using $D_1$ line optical pumping, the pump laser is tuned to the $F = 1$ ($F = 2$) to $F' = 2$ ($F' = 3$) hyperfine transition of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ ($^{85}\text{Rb}$), at 795 nm. This approach efficiently depopulates the $F = 1$ ($F = 2$) ground state, creating strong atomic polarisation.

### 3.4 Magnetometer response

In this section the response of an RF-AM is discussed. The solution to the Liouville equation for the evolution of the density matrix is required to fully describe the atomic system. This is introduced in Section 3.4.5. However, the response can be well described by the phenomenological Bloch equations [134]. This is derived below.

#### 3.4.1 Bloch equations description

In this section, I modify the approach of Abragam (1961) [135] to analyse the behaviour of an RF-AM.

Consider the total atomic spin vector, $\mathbf{F} = \{F_x, F_y, F_z\}$. $\mathbf{F}$ is simply the sum of all the individual atomic spins that contribute to the magnetometer signal. The evolution of $\mathbf{F}$ in an external magnetic field $\mathbf{B}$ is given by

$$\frac{d\mathbf{F}}{dt} = \gamma \mathbf{F} \wedge \mathbf{B} - \frac{F_x \hat{x} + F_y \hat{y}}{T_2} - \frac{F_z - F_0}{T_1} \hat{z}, \quad (3.29)$$

where $\hat{x}, \hat{y}, \hat{z}$ are the unit vectors in the laboratory frame and $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio.

The terms on the right hand side of Equation 3.29 are, respectively, the equation of motion for free spins, the decay of any transverse spin components at a rate $1/T_2$ ($T_2$ is the transverse spin relaxation time), and the trend towards an equilibrium value ($F_z = F_0$) in the $z$-direction, at a rate $1/T_1$ ($T_1$ is the longitudinal spin relaxation time). In addition, Equation 3.29 requires the further assumption that any transverse perturbations to the field are small compared to the static field.

For the RF-AM systems discussed here, $T_2$ is the transverse spin relaxation time. This
is affected by a number of processes – such as alkali-alkali collisions – which are described in detail in Section 3.7. \( T_1 \) is effectively the optical pumping timescale. It is affected by the frequency, power, and polarisation of the pump beam.

The total field felt by the atoms is the sum of the static bias field and the RF field - \( \mathbf{B} = \mathbf{B}_{\text{bias}} + \mathbf{B}_{\text{RF}} \). The bias field is applied along \( \hat{z} \). This imposes a resonant Zeeman transition frequency – which I define as \( \omega_0 \) – via the Zeeman effect. This can be stated as

\[
\mathbf{B}_{\text{bias}} = B_{\text{bias}} \hat{z} = -\frac{\omega_0}{\gamma} \hat{z}.
\]

The RF field is applied along \( y \)-direction. Consider this field to be linearly polarised and oscillating at a frequency \( \omega \) and with an amplitude \( 2B_1 = 2\omega/\gamma \) (i.e. \( B_{\text{RF}} = 2B_1 \cos \omega t \)).

Moving to the rotating frame – about \( \hat{z} \) at frequency \( \omega \) – the total effective field is

\[
\mathbf{B}_{\text{eff}} = \left( B_{\text{bias}} + \frac{\omega}{\gamma} \right) \hat{z} + B_1 \hat{y} = \frac{\Delta \omega}{\gamma} \hat{z} + \frac{\omega_0}{\gamma} \hat{y},
\]

where \( \Delta \omega = (\omega - \omega_0) \) is the detuning of the RF field from the resonance and the unit vectors in the rotating frame are \( \hat{x}, \hat{y}, \hat{z} = \hat{z} \). Note that the counter-rotating component of the RF field has been neglected – an implementation of the rotating wave approximation.

In the rotating frame the Bloch equations (Equation 3.29) becomes

\[
\frac{d\tilde{\mathbf{F}}}{dt} = \gamma \tilde{\mathbf{F}} \wedge \mathbf{B}_{\text{eff}} - \frac{\tilde{F}_x \hat{x} + \tilde{F}_y \hat{y}}{T_2} - \frac{\tilde{F}_z}{T_1} \hat{z}.
\]

where the tilde terms (~) are the spin components in the rotating frame.

By combining Equation 3.31 and Equation 3.32 the equations of motion for the spin components in the rotating frame are shown to be

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{d\tilde{F}_x}{dt} \\
\frac{d\tilde{F}_y}{dt} \\
\frac{d\tilde{F}_z}{dt}
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
-\frac{1}{T_2} & \Delta \omega & -\omega_0 \\
-\Delta \omega & -\frac{1}{T_2} & 0 \\
\omega_0 & 0 & -\frac{1}{T_1}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\tilde{F}_x \\
\tilde{F}_y \\
\tilde{F}_z
\end{pmatrix}
+ \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
F_0/T_1
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

One can see that the general solution is given by a series of exponential terms of the form \( \mathbf{F} = \mathbf{v} e^{\lambda t} + \mathbf{c}(t) \), where \( \lambda \) and \( \mathbf{v} \) are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix.
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3.4.2 Steady-state solutions to the Bloch equations

The operation of an RF-AM is a continuous processes. Therefore, one can assume that sufficient time has elapsed to consider the steady-state solution of the Bloch equations. This is found by setting

\[
\frac{d\tilde{F}_x}{dt} = \frac{d\tilde{F}_y}{dt} = \frac{d\tilde{F}_z}{dt} = 0
\]

in Equation 3.33.

The resulting system of linear equations yields

\[
\tilde{F}_x = \frac{\omega_1 T_2}{1 + \omega_1^2 T_1 T_2 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2} F_0 , \quad (3.34)
\]

\[
\tilde{F}_y = \frac{-\omega_1 \Delta \omega T_2^2}{1 + \omega_1^2 T_1 T_2 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2} F_0 , \quad (3.35)
\]

\[
\tilde{F}_z = \frac{1 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2}{1 + \omega_1^2 T_1 T_2 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2} F_0 . \quad (3.36)
\]

Finally, substituting \( \omega_1 = \gamma B_1 \) (by definition) gives

\[
\tilde{F}_x = \frac{\gamma B_1 T_2}{1 + \gamma^2 B_1^2 T_1 T_2 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2} F_0 , \quad (3.37)
\]

\[
\tilde{F}_y = \frac{-\gamma \Delta \omega B_1 T_2^2}{1 + \gamma^2 B_1^2 T_1 T_2 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2} F_0 , \quad (3.38)
\]

\[
\tilde{F}_z = \frac{1 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2}{1 + \gamma^2 B_1^2 T_1 T_2 + \Delta \omega^2 T_2^2} F_0 . \quad (3.39)
\]

3.4.3 Predicted resonance line shapes

Returning to the laboratory frame, \( F_x = \tilde{F}_x \cos(\omega t) + \tilde{F}_y \sin(\omega t) \). Note that it is this spin component that is detected by the probe beam (see Section 3.5).

The RF-AM output thus comprises of components oscillating in phase and in quadrature with respect to the driving field. These correspond to absorptive \( \left(\tilde{F}_x\right) \) and dispersive \( \left(\tilde{F}_y\right) \) contributions. In practice, a dual-phase lock-in amplifier – referenced to the driving RF field at \( \omega \) – is able to extract these two components from the probe beam.

The resonant line shapes refer to the shape of the components \( \tilde{F}_x \) and \( \tilde{F}_y \) as the driving RF field \( (\omega) \) moves through the resonant frequency \( (\omega_0) \). By defining

\[
\Gamma = \frac{2}{T_2} \sqrt{1 + \gamma^2 B_1^2 T_1 T_2} \quad (3.40)
\]
as the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), it follows immediately that the line shapes are
given by Lorentzian distributions of the form

\[
\tilde{F}_x(\omega) = \frac{2A}{\pi} \left[ \frac{\Gamma}{4(\omega - \omega_0)^2 + \Gamma^2} \right],
\]

(3.41)

and

\[
\tilde{F}_y(\omega) = \frac{2A}{\pi} \left[ \frac{\Gamma(\omega_0 - \omega)}{4(\omega - \omega_0)^2 + \Gamma^2} \right],
\]

(3.42)

which are centred at the resonant frequency – \( \omega_0 \). The absorptive \( \tilde{F}_x \) component is a
standard Lorentzian, whereas the dispersive \( \tilde{F}_y \) component is an anti-Lorentzian function.

Example plots of \( \tilde{F}_x \) (blue) and \( \tilde{F}_y \) (red) are included in Figure 3.13.

![Figure 3.13: Example RF-AM resonance response](image)

Centred at \( \omega_0 = 100 \text{kHz} \) with \( \Gamma = 200 \text{Hz} \).

### 3.4.4 Comments on the resonant line shapes

#### 3.4.4.1 RF-AM sensitivity

In Section 3.6, the sensitivity of an RF-AM is shown to be inversely proportional to the
gradient of the dispersive curve. It is clear that this gradient, and therefore the sensitivity, is
maximised at resonance. The maximum value is given by

\[
\left. \frac{d\tilde{F}_y}{d\omega} \right|_{\omega = \omega_0} = \frac{-\gamma B_1 T_2^2 F_0}{(1 + \gamma^2 T_1^2 T_2)}. \]

(3.43)

From this it is easy to show that the optimum RF field amplitude – that maximises the
gradient – is \( B_1 = B_{\text{ideal}} \), where

\[
B_{\text{ideal}} = \frac{1}{\gamma \sqrt{T_1 T_2}}.
\]

(3.44)
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At this point the maximum dispersive gradient is
\[
\frac{d\tilde{F}_y}{d\omega} \bigg|_{\omega = \omega_{0, \text{max}}} = -\frac{F_0 T_2^{3/2}}{2\sqrt{T_1}}.
\] (3.45)

3.4.4.2 RF-AM linewidth

The FWHM (Equation 3.40) increases with RF field amplitude. Note that, at \(B_{\text{ideal}}\), the FWHM reduces to
\[
\Gamma = \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{T_2}.
\] (3.46)

Therefore, the linewidth of the magnetometer response – at the position of peak sensitivity – is narrowed by increasing the lifetime of the transverse spin component.

3.4.4.3 Asymptotic limits of the lineshapes

The peak of the absorptive profile clearly occurs at resonance (\(\Delta\omega = 0\)), where the maximum is given by
\[
\max\left(\tilde{F}_x\right) = \frac{\gamma B_1 T_2 F_0}{1 + \gamma^2 B_1^2 T_1 T_2}.
\] (3.47)

From this, it can be shown that \(B_{\text{ideal}}\) maximises the height of the peak – giving a maximum value
\[
\max\left(\tilde{F}_x\right) = \frac{F_0}{2} \sqrt{\frac{T_2}{T_1}}.
\] (3.48)

Below \(B_{\text{ideal}}\) the amplitude of the absorptive peak increases towards the maximum. Beyond it, the amplitude steadily decays towards zero (in the asymptotic limit)².

The peaks of the dispersive profile are found at the turning points of \(\tilde{F}_y(\omega)\). These are given by
\[
\Delta\omega = \pm \frac{1}{T_2} \sqrt{1 + \gamma^2 B_1^2 T_1 T_2} = \pm \frac{\Gamma}{2}.
\] (3.49)

The amplitudes at these points are found to be
\[
\pm \frac{\gamma B_1 F_0}{\Gamma}.
\] (3.50)

In contrast to the absorptive profile, the peaks of the dispersive profile continue increasing with RF amplitude to an asymptotic limit. This limit has the same value as Equation 3.48. It can be found by substituting for \(\Gamma\) in Equation 3.50, pulling out the square-root,

\[\text{This is easily seen by considering the behaviour of } \frac{1}{1+x^2} \text{ for } x > 0.\]
and applying the power rule;

$$\lim_{B_1 \to \infty} \left( \pm \sqrt{\frac{\gamma^2 B_1^2 T_2^2 F_0^2}{4(1 + \gamma^2 B_1^2 T_1 T_2^2)}} \right) = \pm \frac{F_0}{2} \sqrt{\frac{T_2}{T_1}}. \quad (3.51)$$

### 3.4.5 Density matrix formalism

To fully characterise the atomic system, a density matrix approach is required. This is comprehensively described in Appelt et al. (1998) [136], where the evolution of the density matrix for the RF-AM system is given by

$$\frac{d\rho}{dt} = \frac{1}{i\hbar} [H, \rho] + \Gamma_{op} [\phi (1 + 2s \cdot S) - \rho] + \Gamma_{se} [\phi (1 + 4\langle S \rangle \cdot S) - \rho] + D \nabla^2 \rho, \quad (3.52)$$

with only the terms that account for the significant processes in the system included.

The first term is the Liouville equation describing the free evolution under the Hamiltonian, $H$, defined as

$$H = H_g + H_{rf}. \quad (3.53)$$

$H_g$ is the ground state Hamiltonian. It includes the hyperfine structure and the magnetic-dipole coupling between the bias field and both the electron and nuclear spins. $H_{rf}$ is the Hamiltonian for the interaction between the electron spin and RF field,

$$H_{rf} = 2g_s \mu_B S_x B_1 \cos(\omega t), \quad (3.54)$$

where $g_s$ is the electron g-factor.

Returning to Equation 3.52, the second term describes the effect of optical pumping at the rate $\Gamma_{op}$. The third terms accounts for spin-exchange collisions between alkali atoms at the rate $\Gamma_{se}$. The final term is the diffusion term. Note how these terms account for the same phenomena as the terms in the Bloch equations (Equation 3.29).

In the limit of large spin-polarisation (i.e. efficient optical pumping) and under the application of resonant RF field ($B_{rf} = 2B_1 \cos(\omega t)$) the resulting transverse spin-polarisation component is the $x$-direction is

$$P_x = \frac{1}{2} \gamma B_1 T_2 \cos(\omega t). \quad (3.55)$$

---

3 This follows from Equation 169 of Reference [136].
This result can also be derived – up to the factor $1/2$ – from the Bloch equations description. In the limit of efficient optical pumping ($F_z \gg \{F_x, F_y\}$) and for a resonant RF field, the spin-polarisation component in the x-direction is

$$P_x \equiv \lim_{\Delta \omega \to 0} \left( \frac{F_x}{F_z} \right) = \lim_{\Delta \omega \to 0} \left[ \frac{\tilde{F}_x \cos(\omega t) + \tilde{F}_y \sin(\omega t)}{\tilde{F}_z} \right] = \gamma B_1 T_2 \cos(\omega t), \quad (3.56)$$

where I have made use of Equations 3.37 – 3.39.

### 3.5 Optical polarisation rotation

The previous section details how the presence of a resonant RF field results in the creation of a transverse spin-component ($P_x$). The detection of this atomic precession is achieved by an off-resonant, linearly polarised probe beam. Detuning is used to limit the perturbation of the atomic system during measurement.

The probe beam propagates through the cell in the x-direction. The linear polarisation can be decomposed into a combination of the two circular polarisations. For a circularly birefringent media the polarisation plane of the probe beam will be rotated by an angle $\phi$ when passing through it.

Using a semi-classical approach, the angle of rotation is derived in Erickson (2000) [137]. The resulting equation is

$$\phi = \frac{2\pi v l}{c} [n_+(v) - n_-(v)], \quad (3.57)$$

where $l$ is the distance travelled through the medium and $n_+(v)$ and $n_-(v)$ are the refractive indices of $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ – respectively. For a circularly birefringent medium $n_+(v) \neq n_-(v)$ – this is also known as circular dichroism.

The circular dichroism of the atomic vapour is a consequence of the spin-polarisation created by optical pumping. The rotation angle is determined by calculation of $n_+(v)$ and $n_-(v)$. See, for example, References [138, 137, 132]. For an RF-AM the rotation angle is given by [61],

$$\phi = \frac{1}{2} \pi l r_e c f n P_x D(v). \quad (3.58)$$
In this equation, $l$ is the distance travelled by the probe beam through the sensing volume\(^4\), $r_e = 2.82 \times 10^{-15} \text{ m}$ is the classical electron radius, $f$ is the absorption oscillator strength of the probe transition\(^5\), $n$ is the atomic vapour density, and $D(v)$ is the dispersive optical profile for the probe transition\(^6\).

Equation 3.58 states that the rotation angle of the probe beam’s plane of polarisation is proportional to $P_x$. Recall that $P_x$ is the transverse spin-polarisation component generated by the RF field – given by Equation 3.55. Hence, during measurement, the probe beam is imprinted with the information $P_x$ and, in turn, details of the oscillating magnetic field.

### 3.6 Magnetometer sensitivity

The sensitivity of a magnetometer is a fundamental parameter stating the smallest magnetic field the device is capable of detecting. For an RF-AM this can be expressed in two complementary ways, depending on the mode of operation. The DC field sensitivity is used when the magnetometer is used as a scalar DC magnetometer. The RF field sensitivity is used when the magnetometer is used as an AC magnetometer. This is the case for the EMI applications introduced in this work. Therefore, unless stated otherwise it is this value that is referred to as the ‘sensitivity’.

#### 3.6.1 DC sensitivity

The intrinsic DC sensitivity of an RF-AM is the smallest detectable shift in $B_{\text{bias}}$. This is directly related to the gradient of the dispersive slope at the resonant frequency – the steeper the slope the larger the change in output for a given change in field.

The DC sensitivity, at a given operation frequency, is given by \cite{68, 139}

$$\delta B_{\text{DC}} = \frac{\hbar}{g_F \mu_B} \frac{\Gamma}{\text{SNR}},$$

(3.59)

where $\hbar$ is Planck’s constant, $\mu_B$ is the Bohr magneton, $g_F$ is the Landé g-factor ($g = \frac{1}{3}$ for \(^{85}\text{Rb}\), $g = \frac{1}{2}$ for \(^{87}\text{Rb}\) \cite{128, 129}), $\Gamma$ is the FWHM resonance linewidth, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio.

Note that the slope of the dispersive response at the resonance frequency (see Section 3.4.4.1) is accurately described by the the response amplitude (i.e. the SNR) divided by

---

\(^4\)For a coated vapour cell this is the length of the cell in the x-direction. For a perpendicular pump-probe arrangement in a buffer gas cell, this is approximately the beam-waist of the pump beam. See Section 3.7.4.

\(^5\)For this work, $f = 0.696$ (the oscillator strength for the $D_2$ transition of \(^{85}\text{Rb}\) and \(^{87}\text{Rb}\) \cite{128, 129}).

\(^6\)For this work, $f = 0.696$ (the oscillator strength for the $D_2$ transition of \(^{85}\text{Rb}\) and \(^{87}\text{Rb}\) \cite{128, 129}).

\(^6\)For this work, $f = 0.696$ (the oscillator strength for the $D_2$ transition of \(^{85}\text{Rb}\) and \(^{87}\text{Rb}\) \cite{128, 129}).

\(D(v) = \frac{(v-v_0)}{(v-v_0)^2 + (\Delta v)^2} \) – with $v_0$ the probe transition frequency and $\Delta v$ the FWHM.
the response linewidth ($\Gamma$). Therefore, the ratio $\Gamma$/SNR (in Equation 3.59) implies that the sensitivity is inversely proportional to the gradient of the dispersive profile.

### 3.6.2 RF sensitivity

The RF field sensitivity is evaluated by determining the factors contributing to the noise in the spectrum of the magnetometer signal. A known calibration field (of magnitude $B_{RF}$) is applied and used to confirm the linearity and calibrate the spectrum response. In this work, this field is used to calculate the total noise floor – defined as the noise level when $B_{RF}$ is turned off but with all other experimental parameters turned on. The total noise floor represents the minimum detection level of an RF field at the calibration frequency.

The RF sensitivity, at a given frequency, can therefore be written as [61, 69, 62]

$$\delta B_{RF} = \frac{B_{RF}}{SNR}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.60)

In both measurements of sensitivity the unit is T/$\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$. The square-root Hz comes from the fact that SNR is computed from the square-root of a power spectrum.

### 3.7 Collisional and relaxation processes

Fundamentally, the RF-AM operation is a measurement of changes in the precession generated by Zeeman transitions. A reduction in the linewidth of these transitions results in an increase in the sensitivity of the magnetometer. This is achieved by maximising the spin-polarisation lifetime: as the linewidth is governed by the relaxation processes. The spin-polarisation lifetime is described by the timescales introduction in Section 3.4. These are the longitudinal relaxation time ($T_1$) and the transverse spin-relaxation time ($T_2$).

The longitudinal relaxation time is limited by spin-destructive collisions in the vapour cell, the interaction with the probe beam, the rate of optical pumping, radiation trapping, and collisions with the cell walls. Spin-destructive collisions can be further split into alkali-alkali collisions and collisions with other species – such as buffer gas – contained in the cell.

The transverse spin-relaxation time is affected by spin-exchange collisions and magnetic field gradients, as these effects introduce dephasing in the atomic precession.

#### 3.7.1 Spin-destructive collisions

Spin-destructive collisions are interactions for which the spin-polarisation of the atomic vapour is not conserved. They can occur between two alkali atoms (of the same or different
isotopes) and between alkali atoms and buffer gas molecules. For a colliding pair (A and B) this can be represented as

\[ A(\uparrow) + B(\downarrow) \rightarrow A(\downarrow) + B(\downarrow). \] (3.61)

In general, the rate of these collisions is significantly smaller than that of spin-exchange collisions (discussed below). Therefore, it can often be neglected unless operating in a regime where spin-exchange is eliminated – e.g. SERF magnetometry.

### 3.7.2 Probe beam interaction

The measurement interaction between the atomic vapour and the probe beam results in depolarisation of the atomic spin. This relaxation rate is reduced by reducing the beam’s intensity and detuning sufficiently far from resonance. However, this also results in a reduction in the detected optical polarisation rotation signal. This trade-off must be empirically evaluated to optimise the sensitivity of the magnetometer.

### 3.7.3 Radiation trapping

Optical pumping creates atomic alignment along the quantisation axis. Therefore, the optical pumping rate affects \(T_1\). During optical pumping the excited atoms decay by emission of a resonant photon. At high atomic densities it becomes likely that this photon will excite a surrounding atom. As the direction and polarisation of the emitted photon are random, this can result in the depolarisation of the second atom. When the second atom decays the process can continue in a chain reaction, depolarising several atoms before a photon exits the cell. This process is called radiation trapping [140].

One can include a quenching gas in the vapour cell to overcome this effect. These gases – typically \(N_2\) – possess a number of internal vibrational and rotational energy states that are near-resonant with the alkali optical transitions. Therefore, excited alkali atoms are able to decay non-radiatively when colliding with a \(N_2\) molecule [141].

It is important to note that collisions between the alkali atoms and the buffer/quenching gases increase the degree of collisional mixing \((a)\) – discussed in Section 3.3. This is because a quenching decay has an equal probability of returning the atom to either ground state – i.e. the decay is no longer governed by the branching ratios.

The cells used in this thesis contain 20 Torr of \(N_2\). In the explored temperature range, approximately 80% of the excited state’s decay channels are non-radiative quenching tran-
sitions. At the densities used (below $3.8 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$) the degree of radiation trapping is negligible, the primary function of the $N_2$ is as a buffer gas – introduced below.

### 3.7.4 Wall collisions

A collision between a polarised alkali atom and a wall of the vapour cell is completely depolarising. During such a collision the atom is absorbed into the wall for a non-negligible period of time – before returning to the vapour. During this time, it experiences strong interactions from the atoms and molecules at the surface of the cell. These interactions act to randomise the orientation of the atomic spin.

There are two common approaches used to limit spin-relaxation due to wall collisions in atomic magnetometry. The first is the use of an organic surface coating, such as paraffin. Such coatings have low adsorption energies. This reduces the average time an atom spends at the surface, leading to virtually elastic collisions. This implies the internal degrees of freedom of the atoms are unchanged by such collisions, preventing depolarisation. Each atom can remain polarised through many thousands of wall collisions. The use of a coated cell generally implies an increased sensitivity as a greater number of atoms contribute to the signal. One can consider the magnetometer to be averaging the response over the entire cell volume.

Alternatively, one can insert an inert buffer gas into the cell. The buffer gas limits the speed at which the atoms diffuse to the cell walls. Consequently, the interaction time between the laser beams and the atoms is increased. The pressure of the gas must be chosen appropriately. With increasing pressure there is a balance between the decrease in wall collisions with an increase in pressure broadening.

Buffer gas cells are used for the experiments presented in this work. Using a buffer gas cell means the effective sensor volume is defined as the overlapping region of the pump and the probe beams. In the context of EMI, this provides an increase in the spatial resolution of the measurements/images (compared to averaging over the cell volume for coated cells).

### 3.7.5 Spin-exchange collisions

Spin-exchange collisions represent a major source of broadening. These result from alkali-alkali collisions and are, therefore, increasingly prevalent at increasing vapour densities.

Spin-exchange collisions see the total spin conserved whilst the electron spins of the
two colliding atoms are reversed. For two alkali atoms (A and B) this can be represented by

\[ A(\uparrow) + B(\downarrow) \rightarrow A(\downarrow) + B(\uparrow). \] (3.62)

The origin of the spin-exchange interaction is the difference in energy between the singlet potential (\(\uparrow\downarrow\)) and the triplet potential (\(\uparrow\uparrow\)) for the system AB [131]. The consequence of these collisions is to limit the degree of atomic polarisation by redistributing the atomic populations between the \(m_F\) sub-levels – whilst the total atomic spin is preserved. Hence, they introduce dephasing (reducing \(T_2\)) without affecting \(T_1\).

To discuss the dominant source of collisional noise in an AM I introduce the collision rate between Rb and a species \(S\) as

\[ \Gamma_{\text{Rb},S} = n_S \sigma_{\text{Rb},S} \bar{v}_{\text{Rb},S}, \] (3.63)

where \(n_S\) is the density of the second species, \(\bar{v}_{\text{Rb},S}\) is the mean relative velocity, and \(\sigma_{\text{Rb},S}\) is the cross-section for the interaction.

These cross-sections can be used to judge the relative contributions of each type of collision to the relaxation of the polarisation. The cross-sections for the collisions discussed in this section are presented in Table 3.2. Spin-exchange is the dominant collisional process – orders of magnitude above the other collision rates.

### 3.7.6 Magnetic field gradients

Magnetic field gradients across the sensing volume broaden the RF-AM response. This is because atoms in different locations experience a different bias magnetic field. Hence, they have different resonant precession frequencies.

Suppressing the magnetic gradients decreases the linewidth – increasing the sensitivity. With a coated cell the motion of the atoms throughout the cell’s volume acts to average the
3.8 Practical limits of sensitivity

In practice, the high-sensitivity operation of an RF-AM requires control across the collision and relaxation processes and the accompanying experiment parameters. The rate of spin-destructive collisions, spin-exchange collisions, wall collisions, and the effect of radiation trapping are fixed by the choice of the vapour cell and the operation temperature. The cell geometry (including the size, shape, and alkali source) and the inclusion of coatings, buffer and quenching gases all play an important role. The optical pumping rate and the probe beam perturbation are dependent on the laser beams’ frequencies and intensities. For buffer gas cells the beam waists also define the effective sensing volume. In addition, the vapour density (temperature) affects the degree of propagation of the beams through the cell. Furthermore, the impact of the strength of the applied RF field on the magnetometer’s response and it’s sensitivity has been discussed.

This experimental parameter space must be carefully explored to optimise the performance of the sensor.

For the RF-AMs developed in this work the magnetic field noise is by far the most important limiting effect. The dominant contribution to this noise is the power line noise – oscillating at 50 Hz. The majority of previous RF-AMs implementations feature multiple layers of mu-metal shielding enclosing the sensor. This protects the sensor against magnetic field noise and results in an increased sensitivity. However, the cost and footprint of the sensor are dramatically increased and such an approach is infeasible for many field applications (e.g. NQR detection of explosives, or EMI introduced here).

The limited practicality of shielded AMs motivates the development of unshielded AMs – used throughout this work. The approaches developed for actively stabilising the ambient magnetic field and reducing magnetic field gradients are introduced in the following chapter, and the results are (mainly) presented in Section 5.3.9 and Section 5.4.4.
3.9 Fundamental noise limits

Technological improvements have seen AMs overcome many experimental limitations to their sensitivity. As a result, devices have begun to approach the fundamental limits of sensitivity imposed by quantum mechanics. These are related to quantum fluctuations in the atomic vapour and probe beam. This section describes these limitations following the analysis of Savukov et al. (2005) [61]. The three quantum-limits are known as the spin-projection noise, the photon-shot noise, and the light-shift noise.

The total, fundamental quantum mechanical uncertainty in the measurement is given by the combination of these limits

$$
\delta B = \sqrt{\delta B_{\text{spn}}^2 + \delta B_{\text{psn}}^2 + \delta B_{\text{lsn}}^2}.
$$

(3.64)

3.9.1 Spin-projection noise

The spin-projection noise arises from the quantum mechanical uncertainty of projecting a spin-polarised atom during measurement. If the measurement basis is orthogonal to the direction of polarisation then the result of the measurement is random.

With complete spin-polarisation along \( z \), the atomic ensemble can be described as an eigenstate of \( F_z \). The traverse components (\( F_x \) and \( F_y \)) are governed by the commutation relation

$$
[F_x, F_y] = i F_z,
$$

(3.65)

and therefore they experience fluctuations arising from Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,

$$
\sigma^2(F_x) \sigma^2(F_y) \geq \frac{|F_z|^2}{4}.
$$

(3.66)

Assuming there is no spin squeezing (\( \sigma(F_x) = \sigma(F_y) \)), then the uncertainty in the measured parameter – \( F_x \) – is

$$
\sigma(F_x) = \sqrt{\frac{F_z^2}{2}}.
$$

(3.67)

Repeated uncorrelated measurements using an ensemble of \( N \) atoms improves this by \( \sqrt{N} \).

The measurement of polarisation rotation in the RF-AM is a continuous process. As an atom’s alignment is destroyed during interaction with a probe beam photon, all measurements cannot be considered to be uncorrelated. Subsequent measurements on the same individual atom will not provide additional sensitivity. Adapting the uncertainty in \( F_z \) for
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continuous measurement gives [61]

\[ \sigma(F_x) = \sqrt{\frac{2F_x T_z}{N}} . \] (3.68)

The uncertainties in the measurement of \( F_x \) can be related to the uncertainty in the measurement of \( B_1 \) using Equation 3.55

\[ \sigma(P_x) = \frac{\sigma(F_x)}{F_z} = \frac{\gamma T_2}{2} \delta B_{\text{spin}} . \] (3.69)

The spin-projection contribution is the calculated by combining Equation 3.68 and Equation 3.69 [61]

\[ \delta B_{\text{spin}} = \frac{1}{\gamma} \sqrt{\frac{8}{F_z n V T_z}} , \] (3.70)

where \( V \) is the effective sensor volume and \( n \) is the atomic vapour density.

3.9.2 Photon-shot noise

Photon-shot noise is associated with the measurement of the angle of rotation (\( \phi \)) of the probe beam with a finite number of photons. For a balanced polarimeter it arises from the uncertainty in the number of photons in each detection arm. This results in an uncertainty in the angle of rotation of [49]

\[ \delta \phi = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2 \Phi \eta}} , \] (3.71)

where \( \Phi \) is the photon flux of the probe beam and \( \eta \) is the quantum efficiency of the photodiode.

By recalling Equation 3.58, the uncertainty in \( P_x \) is related to the uncertainty in \( \phi \) by

\[ \sigma(P_x) = \frac{2}{\pi l r_e c f n D(\nu)} \delta \phi . \] (3.72)

Finally, the photon-shot noise contribution is the calculated by combining Equation 3.69, Equation 3.71, and Equation 3.72,

\[ \delta B_{\text{psn}} = \frac{2 \sqrt{2}}{\pi l r_e c f n \gamma T_2 D(\nu) \sqrt{\Phi \eta}} . \] (3.73)
3.9.3 Light-shift noise

The light-shift noise arises from polarisation fluctuations of the probe beam. Light shift, or the AC Stark effect, is the electric equivalent of the Zeeman effect. It sees the slight perturbation in atomic levels in the presence of resonant or near-resonant light.

The effect can be considered as a virtual magnetic field, $B_{LS}$. For a probe beam on the $D_2$ line, this field is given by [132]

$$B_{LS} = \frac{\pi r_e c f \Phi D(\nu)}{2 \gamma e A} s_x,$$

(3.74)

where $\Phi$ is again the photon flux of the probe beam, $\gamma e$ is the gyromagnetic ratio for an isolated electron, $A$ is the cross-sectional area of the probe beam, and $s_x$ is the degree of circular polarisation of the beam.

For the linearly polarised probe $s_x \approx 0$. However, quantum fluctuations in the polarisation lead to an uncertainty in this parameter given by [61]

$$\delta s_x = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\Phi}}.$$  

(3.75)

The light-shift noise contribution to the uncertainty in magnetic field measurements is therefore found by combining Equation 3.74 and Equation 3.75 [61, 132]

$$\delta B_{lsn} = \frac{\pi r_e c f D(\nu) \sqrt{2\Phi}}{\gamma e A}.$$  

(3.76)
Chapter 4

Experimental apparatus

In this chapter the experimental setups of the EMI-AM instruments are described. Firstly, an overview of the components common to each implementation is provided. Each experimental development is then introduced chronologically – with the major advantages and advances of each stage described.

4.1 Overview of RF-AM implementation

A schematic sketch of the unshielded RF-AM setup is shown in Figure 4.1. The arrangement follows that first described in Savukov et al. (2005) [61]. An alkali vapour cell containing Rb is the core of the sensor. The atomic vapour is spin-polarised by optical pumping. This is done by the application of a circularly polarised pump beam and a parallel DC magnetic field (the bias field – $B_{\text{BIAS}}$). The direction of the pump beam is defined as the $z$ direction. The $\sigma^+$ polarisation of the pump beam is prepared immediately before the cell using a quarter-wave plate ($\lambda/4$).

The bias field is controlled by a series of Helmholtz coils. The magnitude of this field sets the operation frequency of the RF-AM – a consequence of the Zeeman effect. In this way, the operation frequency can be tuned in light of the desired application.

The magnetometer is calibrated with a known AC magnetic field ($B_{\text{RF}}$) in the $y$ direction. This field excites spin coherences between nearest-neighbour ground state Zeeman sub-levels producing a transverse atomic polarisation rotation.

The atomic precession is read out by the rotation of the plane of polarisation of a linearly polarised probe beam. This crosses perpendicular to the pump beam at the centre of the cell. The overlapping region defines the sensing volume. The perpendicular arrangement allows fine control over the size of the sensing region. This allows a balance between the signal (larger with a larger sensing volume) and the spatial resolution of the measure-
ments (larger with a smaller sensor).

The probe beam is usually blue-detuned, from the reference transition, to minimise the disturbance of the atomic polarisation. The linear polarisation of the probe beam is set by a half-wave plate ($\lambda/2$) before the beam propagates through the cell in the $x$ direction. The polarisation of the probe beam is chosen to balance the power on each arm of the polarimeter.

The polarimeter, consisting of a polarising beam splitter and a balanced photodiode (Thorlabs PDB210A), detects the probe beam’s polarisation rotation. The output of the photodiode is interrogated by a lock-in amplifier (LIA, Ametek 7280 DSP) and a spectrum analyser (SA, Anritsu MS2718B). The LIA simultaneously extracts four streams of data: the in-phase (absorptive, $X$) and out-of-phase (dispersive, $Y$) components of the polarimeter single along with the radius ($R \equiv X^2 + Y^2$) and phase ($\Phi \equiv \arctan(Y/X)$). The desired outputs of the LIA ($X$, $Y$, $R$, and $\Phi$) and the spectrum traces recorded by the SA are acquired on a laptop.

Figure 4.1: Overview of an RF-AM setup: Schematic of the general unshielded magnetometer setup (not to scale). A uniform bias magnetic field (along the pump beam) is provided by a Helmholtz coil system – described further in the text. Rb vapour is optically pumped with circularly polarised light. An RF coil provides a uniform calibration field. A linearly polarised probe beam crosses the pump beam perpendicularly and its polarisation rotation is read out by a balanced photodiode. The photodiode output is interrogated by either a lock-in amplifier or a spectrum analyser. $\lambda/2$: half-waveplate, $\lambda/4$: quarter-waveplate, PBS: polarising beam-splitter. Adapted from Reference [6].

---

1Note that these equivalences are not equalities, with four separate measurements acquired.
4.1.1 Vapour cell

The vapour cells used are 25 mm × 25 mm × 25 mm cubic quartz cells supplied by Triad Technology (photographed in Figure 4.2). The cell has optical windows on four sides arranged in two orthogonal pairs – allowing access for both beams. Each cell contains either a naturally occurring vapour mixture of $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb, or isotopically enriched $^{87}$Rb. The cells also contain 20 Torr of nitrogen as a buffer gas. No anti-relaxation wall coatings are used.

Figure 4.2: Photograph of a vapour cell: Cubic quartz cell side-length 25 mm of the type used throughout this thesis. Containing Rb vapour and $N_2$ as a buffer gas.

4.1.2 Lasers

The lasers are commercial distributed Bragg reflector lasers (Vescent Photonics D2-100-DBR). These emit on either the $D_1$ or $D_2$ lines for Rb at 795 nm and 780 nm, respectively. The lasers can be locked to the desired transitions by means of Doppler-free dichroic atomic vapour laser lock (DAVLL) or peak-locked via frequency modulated saturated absorption spectroscopy. This is controlled by a lock box (Vescent Photonics Lock-Box D2-125).

4.2 Overview of EMI with an RF-AM

A general schematic showing the principles of EMI with an RF-AM is provided in Figure 4.3.

An excitation coil provides the primary magnetic field ($B_{RF}$) – oscillating at $\omega_{RF}$ – in the $y$ direction. The frequency is chosen on the basis of the desired skin depth.

When this field is incident on a sample it excites an eddy current (EC) response. The EC density decays exponentially along $y$ (due to the skin effect). The ECs produce a secondary magnetic field $B_{EC}$ opposing the primary one. In addition, the secondary field perturbation introduces a phase-lag ($\Phi$) between the the total field $B_{tot}$ and $B_{RF}$
Chapter 2 details how the characteristics of the sample are transferred onto the properties of $B_{\text{tot}}$. The field contains information on the sample’s conductivity $\sigma$, relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r$, relative permeability $\mu_r$, and its geometry.

The RF-AM is used to detect $B_{\text{tot}}$. In this way, the characteristics of the sample are imprinted into the precessing motion of the atomic spins. This is passed to the polarisation rotation properties of the probe beam before being extracted by the detection scheme.

By measuring $B_{\text{tot}}$ at various positions non-invasive, contactless 2D maps of the sample’s properties are constructed. These scans are performed by moving the sample relative to the excitation coil – exciting ECs in a different location for each measurement. An X,Y-stage ($2\times$Thorlabs LTS150) provides the translational motion for the imaging. Computer control of the stage motion and measurement system allows the images to be constructed in real time by the laptop.

**Figure 4.3: Overview of an AM-based EMI imaging system:** An AC magnetic field $B_{\text{RF}}(t,y)$ oscillating at $\omega_{\text{RF}}$ induces eddy currents (EC) in the sample. ECs produce a secondary field perturbation $B_{\text{EC}}$ opposing $B_{\text{RF}}$ and phase-lagged (by an angle $\Phi$) with respect to it. $B_{\text{EC}}$ contains information on the sample’s conductivity $\sigma$, relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r$, relative permeability $\mu_r$, and its geometry. The perturbation of the sample is detected by the RF-AM as changes in the precessing motion of the atomic spins. Position-resolved measurements allow 2D maps of the sample’s characteristics to be constructed in real time. Adapted from Reference [8].

**4.3 Overview of EMI-AM systems**

The EMI-AM systems have been continuously developed and upgraded throughout this thesis. The experiments can be split into three major iterations of the design. For reference, these systems and their main features are summarised in Table 4.1. Each system is then
described in detail in the remainder of this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Features and upgrades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMI-AM I</td>
<td>Initial proof-of-principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI-AM II</td>
<td>Transverse field compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-axis gradient compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active compensation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active temperature stabilisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1 line optical pumping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triggered data acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMI-AM III</td>
<td>Increased bias field homogeneity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-axes gradient compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-frequency operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated magnetic field optimisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Details of EMI-AM systems: Summary of the major features and upgrades for each of the EMI-AM experiments.

4.4 EMI-AM I

This section introduces the initial proof-of-principle system for EMI with an RF-AM. This setup was used for the results presented in Reference [1].

4.4.1 Optical setup

A sketch of the optical setup is shown in Figure 4.4. A single laser source is tuned to either the $D_2$ line $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 3$ hyperfine transition of $^{87}$Rb or to the $D_2$ line $F = 3 \rightarrow F' = 4$ hyperfine transition of $^{85}$Rb. The beam is then split into two arms – the pump beam and the probe beam.

The pump beam is approximately 1 mW with a beam waist of around 4 mm. Assuming a uniform distribution, the intensity is therefore 7.9 mW cm$^{-2}$. This is equivalent to $4.6 I_s$, where $I_s$ is the saturation intensity for the pumping transition [128, 129]. The probe beam is blue-detuned via a double pass acoustic optical modulator (AOM), with a total detuning of 400 MHz. The probe beam waist is 2.5 mm with a power of 25 µW – equivalent to an intensity of 0.52 mW cm$^{-2}$. 
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Figure 4.4: EMI-AM I optical setup: Pump beam (blue) and probe beam (green) cross orthogonally in the vapour cell. Beams provided by a single 780 nm laser. DAVLL: dichroic atomic vapour laser lock (grey region). HWP: half-wave plate ($\lambda/2$). QWP: quarter-wave plate ($\lambda/4$). NPBS: non-polarising beam-splitter. PBS: polarising beam-splitter.

Figure 4.5: EMI-AM I level diagram: (a) $^{85}$Rb. Pump tuned to the $D_2$ line $F = 3 \rightarrow F' = 4$ transition, probe blue-detuned by 400 MHz. (b) $^{87}$Rb. Pump tuned to the $D_2$ line $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 3$ transition, probe blue-detuned by 400 MHz.
4.4.2 Sensor design

A scale model of the sensor unit is shown in Figure 4.6. The bias magnetic field is provided by a pair of Helmholtz coils of diameter 80 mm.

The AC magnetic field is supplied by a single small ferrite-core coil (diameter = 7.8 mm, \(L = 680 \mu\text{H at 1 kHz}\)) centred on the cell, 63 mm above the beams. This field both drives atomic precession (when calibrating the sensor) and acts as the EMI primary field.

![Figure 4.6: EMI-AM I sensor arrangement](image)

**Figure 4.6: EMI-AM I sensor arrangement:** Scale model of EMI-AM I sensor. Bias field provided by an 80 mm Helmholtz coil pair. RF coil induces eddy currents (white loop) in a sample. RF-AM detects \(B_{\text{tot}}\), the combination of the primary field and the eddy currents’ contribution. Adapted from Reference [1].

4.4.3 Array setup

The arrangement described thus far details a single sensor operation. The pump and probe beams were split further to create four such sensors. Figure 4.7 shows a schematic of the optical paths for the 2\(\times\)2 sensor array. This array was used for the results presented in Reference [4].

Each of the four sensors are operated independently and simultaneously. They are positioned at the corners of a 105 mm\(\times\)105 mm square. Non-polarising beam splitters (NPBSs) evenly split the pump and probe beams to direct the same laser power to each cell. The polarisations of the eight beams are prepared independently, immediately before the cells.

4.5 EMI-AM II

To build on the results of the previous system, a number of limitations in the design are removed. Examples include the basic bias field control – limiting the sensitivity and tunability.
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Figure 4.7: EMI-AM I array optical setup: Four sensors operated simultaneously. Cells positioned at the corners of a 105 mm × 105 mm square. HWP: half-wave plate (λ/2). QWP: quarter-wave plate (λ/4). NPBS: non-polarising beam-splitter. PBS: polarising beam-splitter.

The EMI-AM II system represents the second iteration of the imaging platform. The modifications and upgrades, which improved the sensing and imaging performance, are described in this section. The EMI-AM II system was used for the results reported in References [3, 5, 6, 8].

4.5.1 Sensor design

The initial optical arrangement of the system was unchanged – although rearranged – from the previous design. The beam profiles were modified and additional control on the beam powers added. This is obtained by controlling the modulation depth of the AOM, thus changing the amount of light conveyed to the diffracted order in use. This achieved by exploiting the amplitude modulation of the AOM driver. This resulted in a pump beam with waist 5 mm and an intensity controlled up to a maximum of 21.4 mWcm⁻². The probe beam waist is 3 mm and its intensity can be controlled up to 18.6 mW cm⁻². Note that the saturation intensities for the pumping and probing transitions are 1.6 mW cm⁻² and 2.5 mW cm⁻², respectively [128, 129, 145].

A scale model of the EMI-AM II design is presented in Figure 4.8. The design is dominated by the active magnetic field compensation system. The DC magnetic field at the position of the sensor is given by the Earth’s magnetic field plus perturbations from other
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sources. Therefore, it is unlikely that the bias field will be aligned parallel to the pump beam. This means that the field in each axis must be controlled to ensure that the quantisation axis is correctly aligned along the z-direction. The background magnetic field at vapour cell’s position is $\{-171 \text{ mG}, -323 \text{ mG}, 63 \text{ mG}\}$ in the $x, y, z$ basis. Recall that: the pump beam propagates along $z$, the probe beam along $x$, and the RF field is applied along $y$. For an operation frequency of 400 kHz this is equivalent to a misalignment of the quantisation axis by $25.4^\circ \ (39.8^\circ)$ from the desired direction for $^{87}\text{Rb} \ (^{85}\text{Rb})$ – severely limiting the optical pumping efficiency.

![Figure 4.8: Scale model of the EMI-AM II system](image)

To account for this, the sensor is surrounded by a 1.3 m 3-axes square Helmholtz coil system. This allows compensation of the Earth’s magnetic field along all three axes. The 1.3 m side length maximises the region of magnetic homogeneity across the cell. Along $z$ an additional 40 cm diameter circular Helmholtz coil (OP$_z$) provides the bias field for high-field operation. A 1.2 m square anti-Helmholtz coil along $z$ further increases the bias field homogeneity by allowing gradient compensation.

The RF calibration field is generated by a further Helmholtz coil pair of diameter 18 cm (RF$_y$). This arrangement provides a uniform field across the cell. For imaging, the 7.8 mm ferrite core coil provides the primary field. Details of all the coils in the system are provided.
in Table 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrangement</th>
<th>Side-length/Diameter (cm)</th>
<th>No. turns</th>
<th>Wire diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Helmholtz</td>
<td>129.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>Helmholtz</td>
<td>124.7</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>Helmholtz</td>
<td>121.1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPz</td>
<td>Helmholtz</td>
<td>39.2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>anti-Helmholtz</td>
<td>120.4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFz</td>
<td>Helmholtz</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Details of magnetic field coils: Arrangement, size, number of turns, and wire diameter for each coil in the magnetic field system for the EMI-AM II experiment.

Eddy currents from conductive elements near the sensor introduce further noise. This effect is reduced by constructing the sensor support and Helmholtz coils from 3D printed PLA components. The coil cage alone comprises of 200 custom-made pieces. The vapour cell is lifted 650 mm above the top of the optical table to further reduce the proximity of metallic components.

4.5.2 Active compensation system

For many practical applications, operation in unshielded environments is required. In this case, magnetic field noise is the major limitation to the sensor’s performance. The response of the atomic sample is susceptible to changes in the background magnetic field and to oscillating magnetic field noise. The dominant source of this noise is 50 Hz noise arising from mains power lines.

For EMI applications these need to be strongly suppressed. This is because a stable magnetometer response is required to reliably image samples. The active compensation scheme, shown schematically in Figure 4.9, achieves this by controlling the currents in the magnetic field coils around the sensor in response to changes in magnetic field.

The system is based on a 3-axes fluxgate magnetometer (Bartington MAG690-1000) positioned next to the cell, and PID controllers (Stanford Research Systems SIM960). The magnetic field for each axis is fed to the PID ‘measure’ input. In the z direction the desired magnetic field set-point \( SP_z \) is chosen to impose the desired operation frequency. The PID acts to minimise the error between the bias field \( B_z \), measured by the fluxgate) and \( SP_z \). This works by regulating the current supplied to the z coil with a MOSFET whose gate voltage is driven by the PID output. In this way, ambient magnetic field variations and
oscillating magnetic noise are actively compensated. As a result, the bias field is locked at the desired set-point. Alternatively, for low-field operation ($\nu \lesssim 200\text{kHz}$), the current in the bias field coils can be supplied and regulated directly by the PID output. The transverse ambient magnetic fields (along $x$ and $y$) are zeroed and can be optionally maintained at that value with two further feedback loops. The compensation system performs well from DC up to the 3 dB bandwidth limit of the fluxgate at 1 kHz.

AMs operating in a gradiometric configuration offer an alternative approach to compensating magnetic field noise in unshielded environments [63, 64, 84, 146]. Such approaches can either subtract the signal from two (or more) separate magnetometers – cancelling the common noise, or take advantage of the AM’s sensitivity to implement the feedback to the coil current. However, gradiometer arrangements are only suitable for measuring local, rapidly-decaying fields. Therefore, in the context of EMI, operation with a gradiometer configuration is complicated, and yet to be demonstrated. This is because any approach must be capable of decoupling (and suppressing) the magnetic field noise from the perturbations due to the sample that one aims to detect.

Figure 4.9: Active compensation system: Schematic diagram of the active compensation for a single axis. Three-axis fluxgate magnetometer (FG) measures the magnetic field at the cell’s position. Fluxgate output ($B_z$) fed to a PID controller along with the desired field set-point ($SP_z$). The PID output drives the gate voltage of a MOFSET to control the current flowing in the $z$ coil. Alternatively, the PID output can supply the coil current directly. The feedback loop minimises the difference between $B_z$ and $SP_z$ – actively stabilising the field. Active compensation is optionally extended to all three axes.

4.5.3 Active temperature stabilisation

The sensitivity of an AM scales with the atomic vapour density as $1/\sqrt{N}$. As a result, vapour cells are often heated. For EMI, long-term signal stability is required to accurately
determine features of the images. This places an additional constraint on the temperature stability. The active temperature stabilisation system described in this section achieves this. The design is shown in Figure 4.10.

The heating element consists of thin (0.22 mm diameter) copper wire wrapped in an anti-inductive arrangement around the cell. The current in the coil is modulated by an H-bridge (NJM2675), computer-controlled by a data acquisition (DAQ) device (National Instruments USB-6343). This provides up to 2.2 W of heating.

The H-bridge works in the following manner. A constant current source – typically around 600 mA – is applied to the input. The direction of current flow through the output (the heating coil) depends on the voltage state in the direction pins (DIR1 and DIR2). When DIR1 is high and DIR2 is low, the current flows one way through the coil. The current direction is reversed when DIR1 is low and DIR2 is high. Applying 50% duty cycle square waves that are completely out-of-phase to these pins results in an AC current of the same frequency being supplied to the coil. An AC current is desirable as it produces a smaller magnetic field perturbation (to the bias field) than a DC current. The perturbation is further reduced by the anti-induction winding. Furthermore, the heater frequency is set by the computer and is adjusted to a value far detuned from both the magnetometer resonance and the bandwidth of the active compensation system. A frequency of around 40 kHz was typically used in this work.

The enable pin provides additional control over the heating system. This pin acts as a simple digital switch, turning the current supply on or off. It is used in conjunction with a temperature sensor (described below) to create a relay controller. The cell temperature is stabilised by switching off the heater once the temperature reaches a controllable set-point. Additionally, the enable pin allows the heater to be momentarily paused whilst the atomic precession is probed. Completely removing the possibility of any stray magnetic fields affecting the measurements.

A temperature sensor (resistance temperature detector, Labfacility PT100RTD) provides the feedback for the temperature stabilisation. It consists of a thin platinum coil wound around an high-purity alumina (Al₂O₃) core – as such it has no magnetic components\(^2\). The sensor has a resistance/temperature relationship of 0.384 Ω/°C and a nominal resistance of 100 Ω at 0 °C. The sensor is also powered by the DAQ device, again allowing

---

\(^2\)During optimisation of the setup, the magnetic contribution of a conventional sensor (Analog Devices AD590) noticeably degraded the RF-AM performance.
Figure 4.10: Active temperature stabilisation system: The heater is an anti-inductive wound coil supplied with an AC current from a computer-controlled H-bridge. Feedback provided by an resistance temperature detector (RTD). DAQ control allows the temperature to be stabilised and the currents momentarily paused during measurement windows. Further details in the text.

the sensor to be switched off during sensitive measurements. The 5 V supply is split across a voltage divider to supply an expected 5 mA to the sensor. The voltage across the resistor is measured by the DAQ. One expects to record a voltage change of around 2 mV/°C. After calibration the response was found to be 1.65 mV/°C. The system is able to maintain the vapour cell temperature to within 0.1 °C.

4.5.4 D1 line optical pumping

An upgrade to the EMI-AM II system included the addition of a second laser emitting at 795 nm – resonant with the Rb D1 line. This laser provided the pump beam in the updated optical setup (Figure 4.11). The potential benefits of optical pumping on the D1 line in atomic magnetometry were discussed in Section 3.3.

This upgrade coincided with an additional double pass 350 MHz AOM being included in the probe beam path. This brings the total blue-detuning of the probe to 1.1 GHz from the D2 line reference transition – see Figure 4.12.

4.5.5 Triggered data acquisition

I have discussed the effect of 50 Hz power line noise on unshielded AM operation (Section 3.8). The active field stabilisation system (described above) reduces the effect of this noise. Further improvements can be made by time-gating the data acquisition of the mea-
Figure 4.11: EMI-AM II D\textsubscript{1} line optical setup: Pump beam (blue) provided by a D\textsubscript{1} line laser at 795 nm. Probe beam (green) provided by a D\textsubscript{2} line laser at 780 nm. DAVLL: dichroic atomic vapour laser lock (grey region). HWP: half-wave plate (λ/2). QWP: quarter-wave plate (λ/4). NPBS: non-polarising beam-splitter. PBS: polarising beam-splitter.

Figure 4.12: EMI-AM II D\textsubscript{1} line level diagram: (a) \textsuperscript{85}Rb. Pump tuned to the D\textsubscript{1} line $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 3$ transition. Probe blue-detuned by 1.1 GHz from the D\textsubscript{2} line $F = 3 \rightarrow F' = 4$. (b) \textsuperscript{87}Rb. Pump tuned to the D\textsubscript{1} line $F = 1 \rightarrow F' = 2$ transition. Probe blue-detuned by 1.1 GHz from the D\textsubscript{2} line $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 3$. 

$\Delta = 1.1$ GHz
measurements at 50 Hz. The circuit diagram for the technique is depicted in Figure 4.13.

![Circuit Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.13: Triggered data acquisition:** LM311N comparator configured as a zero-crossing detector converts the mains input to an in-phase 50 Hz square wave. This provides a TTL signal in-phase with the power line which triggers the measurement electronics.

The aim is to always acquire measurements at the same point of the 50 Hz oscillations. In this way, the standard deviation of measured values are minimised – suppressing the effect of the noise. Simply using a 50 Hz waveform is not sufficient. This is because the phase of the power line noise changes regularly as various equipment and devices are turned on and off. Instead, the data acquisition is triggered directly from the power line.

A 9 V AC power adapter (AD4120-09.0-09) is plugged into a spare mains socket. The output is split across a voltage divider to bring the supply into the input range of the comparator (LM311N). The comparator is configured as a zero-crossing detector. This converts the mains input to an in-phase 50 Hz square wave, the phase of which tracks the changes in the power line. A second voltage divider on the output converts the TTL signal range to $0 \rightarrow 5 \text{ V}$ – suitable as a trigger signal for the measurement electronics. Passing this signal to the trigger input of the LIA ensures that the measurements are only taken on receipt of a trigger signal – i.e. always at the same point of the 50 Hz noise cycle. The effect of triggering the data acquisition is presented in Section 5.3.11.

### 4.6 EMI-AM III

The EMI-AM III system represents a further new experimental implementation for high-frequency EMI-AM. In Chapter 2 (see, in particular, Section 2.5.2), I discussed how higher primary field frequencies can give access to low-conductivity samples. The experiment described in this section is designed specifically with this in mind – with a view to performing
EMI-AM imaging of biological tissues.

4.6.1 Optical setup

The optical arrangement is a further evolution of the previous setups. In general, the setup is used with isotopically enriched $^{87}\text{Rb}$ vapour cells. This takes advantage of the higher operation frequency of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ for a given magnetic field (the frequency/field relationship of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ is $700\text{kHz}/\text{G}$, compared to $470\text{kHz}/\text{G}$ for $^{85}\text{Rb}$). Further advantages are found in the reduced effect of the second-order Zeeman splitting in $^{87}\text{Rb}$ – see Section 3.2.1 for details.

The pump beam path includes an 80 MHz AOM to allow the beam’s power to be set by the software. This brings the pump beam slightly to the blue of the $D_1$ line $F = 1 \rightarrow F' = 2$ transition.

A 200 MHz AOM on the probe beam also provides control over the power. In this setup the probe is frequency-modulation locked to the $^{85}\text{Rb} D_2$ line $F = 3 \rightarrow F' = 3/4$ crossover. This equates to a total probe detuning of $1.35\text{GHz}$ to the blue side of the $^{87}\text{Rb} D_2$ line $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 3$ reference transition.

The light generation and preparation of the beams is performed on an optical table. The light is then transferred to a second ‘sensor’ table with a pair of polarisation maintaining fibre optic cables (Thorlabs P1-780PM-FC-5). This allows a further decoupling of the sensor from potential noise sources, such as the electronics and magnetic/metallic components.

![EMI-AM III optical setup](image)

**Figure 4.14: EMI-AM III optical setup:** Pump beam (blue) on the $D_1$ line at 795 nm. Probe beam (green) on the $D_2$ line at 780 nm. AOMs on each beam allow computer control of the beams’ intensities. Lasers and beam generation performed on an optical table. Light transferred via optical fibres to the sensor table (see text for details). HWP: half-wave plate ($\lambda/2$). QWP: quarter-wave plate ($\lambda/4$). NPBS: non-polarising beam-splitter. PBS: polarising beam-splitter.
4.6.2 Sensor design

Figure 4.15 is a scale model of the experimental design for the EMI-AM III system. The design features the separation of sensor from the electronics and light-generation. The vapour cell is positioned on a marble table supported by a wooden frame. Motional damping is provided by a set of passive Sorbothane vibrational isolators (Thorlabs AV6/M). The sensor is located at the centre of a 3-axes magnetic field and field-gradient system – made of perspex. This reduction in the quantity of metallic components in the vicinity of the sensor reduces the noise from eddy currents. The only metal comes from the required optical components. These are limited to: the two fibre output collimators, the two waveplates (1 × HWP, 1 × QWP), two mirrors, and the balanced photodiode. The beam waists of both beams are increased to 8 mm.

The cell is secured in the centre of the table by a 3D printed PLA mount. This mount also secures the fluxgate (for active field stabilisation). An updated heating coil design increases the heating power to 4.6 W. The calibration field is generated by a 2 turn 200 mm Helmholtz coil in the y direction (RFy).

4.6.3 Magnetic field and gradient suppression

An upgraded Helmholtz coil system is used to impose the desired bias field, cancel stray magnetic fields, and actively compensate for changes in these fields and oscillating magnetic field noise. In this design anti-Helmholtz coils are included on all axes to suppress magnetic field gradients.

Details of each coil in the experiment are given in Table 4.3. The dimensions of each coil range from 1.3 m to 1.41 m. The increased number of turns available in the z direction unlocks higher operation frequencies. Under application of the typical maximum currents (of Table 4.3) the operation frequency is predicted to be around 9.5 MHz. This is achieved despite the removal of the 40 cm diameter OPz coil (from the previous arrangement). The magnetic field homogeneity across the cell is increased with all coils being greater than 1.3 m and the inclusion of gradient compensation along x and y.

During operation, a fixed DC current is applied to z1 and/or z2 to impose the majority of the bias field. The current in zA is then regulated by the PID feedback to lock the field to the desired set-point. The fields from the traverse compensation coils (x and y) can also be locked to fix \( B_x = B_y = 0 \). When not locking these fields, the currents in these coils can be automatically calibrated and set by the control software which takes advantage of
Figure 4.15: Scale model of the EMI-AM III system: Model of the sensor table arrangement. 3-axes coil system controls the magnetic field and gradients at the vapour cell position. Marble table top, wooden supports, 3D printed components, and acrylic coil formers reduce noise by removing a number of metallic components. Further details included in the text.

the magnetometer response. Further software enables the automatic optimisation of the anti-Helmholtz coils for gradient suppression.

4.6.4 High-frequency setup

Operation above 2 MHz requires an alternative approach to signal extraction from the RF-AM. This is provided by an RF gain and phase detector (Analog Devices AD8302). This chip provides the magnitude ratio and phase difference between two input signals from DC to 2.7 GHz. These are effectively equivalent to the $R$ and $\Phi$ data streams extracted by the LIA.

The measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.16. Two phase-locked waveform generators (WGs, Agilent A33220A) provide the input signals for calibration and operation. One is supplied to an input of the AD8302 as a reference. A computer-controlled switch (Mini-Circuits ZY5WA-2-50DR) switches the other AD8302 input between the second WG (for calibration) and the magnetometer output (for operation). Both WGs output sine waves at the RF-AM resonant frequency, with one used to drive the RF coil. The corner frequency
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrangement</th>
<th>Side-length/ Diameter (cm)</th>
<th>No. turns</th>
<th>Wire (mm)</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
<th>Current (A)</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z₁ Helmholtz</td>
<td>127.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.408 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z₂ Helmholtz</td>
<td>124.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>6.56 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x Helmholtz</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.474 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y Helmholtz</td>
<td>133.0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.490 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dx anti-Helmholtz</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4 mG/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dy anti-Helmholtz</td>
<td>133.0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4 mG/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz anti-Helmholtz</td>
<td>127.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4 mG/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFᵧ Helmholtz</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.26 mA</td>
<td>4.74 nT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Details of magnetic field coils: Arrangement, size, number of turns, wire diameter, wire length, typical maximum current, and resultant magnetic field for each coil in the magnetic field system for the high-frequency EMI-AM III setup. z₁ and z₂ impose a static DC field in the z direction. z∆ is supplied by the PID feedback system for active magnetic field stabilisation. x and y cancel the stray magnetic fields along their corresponding axes, and have the option of being actively maintained. dx, dy, and dz counteract stray magnetic field gradients. Current values and corresponding magnetic fields are the typical expected maximums for each coil. RFᵧ is the RF-AM calibration coil.

The device is set to around 60 kHz by the 33 nF input capacitors. This allows the chip to perform well across the desired frequency regime. The phase and gain outputs (Pₒᵤₜ and Rₒᵤₜ) are smoothed by 130 Hz low-pass filters before being acquired by a DAQ.

![AD8302 Measurement Setup](image)

Figure 4.16: AD8302 measurement setup: WGs provide calibration signals and drive the RF-AM. Switch changes the AD8302 inputs between the calibration signal and the magnetometer output. Magnitude and phase outputs are recorded by a DAQ.

---

3This is the high-pass cut-off frequency of the input loop, defining the minimum operating frequency.
Typical calibration curves at 5 MHz are included in Figure 4.17. These are obtained by sweeping the phase (or amplitude) of one of the WGs and recording the response of the chip. The nominal response scales as 10 mV/deg for the phase detection and 30 mV/dB for the gain. From Figure 4.17(a), one sees that the phase response is most linear and the phase error minimum at a phase difference around ±90°. Therefore, this region defines the optimum operation point. The results of the calibration – detailed in Table 4.4 – are taken from this point. The amplitude error is small across the range of input ratios (Figure 4.17(b)). The calibration values are taken at a 0 dB input ratio. All calibration values are calculated from fits to the calibration curves at each frequency (e.g. dashed lines in Figure 4.17).

![Figure 4.17: AD8302 calibration](image)

To accurately investigate the magnetometer signal, a 90° phase difference between the magnetometer output and the reference input is therefore required. Prior to acquisition the chip is used to ensure such a phase difference exists between the WG providing the reference input and the WG driving the magnetometer (see Figure 4.16). The input is then switched to the polarimeter signal and the phase and amplitude responses recorded. The reference WG has an output amplitude of −24 dB to match the typical amplitude of the RF-AM signal. The results of the high-frequency operation are included in Section 5.4.5.

### 4.7 Experimental control software

In parallel to the incremental development of the experiment design, a software package has been developed and continuously updated to provide computer-control across all the

---

This is in agreement with the AD8302 datasheet.
Table 4.4: Calibration values for the AD8302 chip: $P_{\text{out}}$, $P_{\text{slope}}$, $R_{\text{out}}$, and $R_{\text{slope}}$ across a range of frequencies. Recorded for inputs of equal magnitude. Note that $P_{\text{out}}$ and $P_{\text{slope}}$ are independent of the input ratio.
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Sensor performance

This chapter reports on the performance of the sensors developed for EMI-AM, and on the improvements obtained as the experiments progressed. The characteristics of each system are then discussed. This includes the dependence on each experimental parameter and the capabilities of the various techniques aimed at suppressing magnetic field noise in unshielded environments.

5.1 Overview of sensor progression

For this overview, the performance is reduced to two simple characteristics. The sensitivity (i.e. the smallest detectable magnetic field) and the linewidth (the width of the magnetometer response). The sensitivity is found via the methods described in Section 3.6. For the linewidth, the half-width-half-maximum (HWHM, $\Gamma/2$) of the in-phase resonance profile is used.

Figure 5.1 charts the progression of the sensitivity. The sensitivity of the device has continually improved. The total improvement is more than four orders of magnitude – across the time frame of this thesis.

The first point (chronologically) is the EMI-AM I system sensitivity at $3.2 \, \text{nT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$. The red circles are measurements from the EMI-AM II system. The major changes providing the improvements over time are as follows. Firstly, the addition of the active compensation system for suppressing stray and oscillating magnetic field noise ($\delta B = 22 \, \text{pT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$). Secondly, the addition of the heating system to increase the vapour density and actively maintain it ($\delta B = 3.3 \, \text{pT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$). Finally, the addition of a second laser allowing optical pumping on the $D_1$ line ($\delta B = 130 \, \text{fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$). The most recent data point comes from the EMI-AM III experiment characterisation. The reduced field inhomogeneity from larger bias field coils and all-axes gradient cancellation resulted in an improvement to $55 \, \text{fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$. All
measurements were performed at an operation frequency of 100 kHz to ensure direct comparisons are possible.

Figure 5.1: Overview of sensitivity progression: This figure charts the improvement in magnetometer sensitivity – from 3.2 nT/√Hz to 55 fT/√Hz – across the time frame of this thesis. Details of the major changes providing each improvement are in the text. EMI-AM I system – blue diamond, EMI-AM II system – red circles, and EMI-AM III system – purple square.

Figure 5.2 shows the progression of the in-phase (X) resonance response of each RF-AM implementation. These results are recorded by sweeping the frequency of the calibration field through the resonant frequency – imposed by the bias field. Each trace tracks the same changes over time as the sensitivity results (above).

Figure 5.2(a) displays the raw traces on a linear scale. This provides a direct comparison of the size of the signal response over time. The height of the peak is related to the magnetometer SNR. The linewidth and SNR are linked to the sensitivity by Equation 3.59. Therefore, effectively, the taller the peak the better the sensitivity. The progression of the peak height is emphasised in the inset which plots the peak height over time – an approximate 500 times increase.

Figure 5.2(b) plots the normalised traces of the same data. This charts the reduction of the magnetometer linewidth over time. The narrower the linewidth the better the sensitivity. The reduction in the HWHM over time is highlighted in the inset – from 3.3 kHz to 36 Hz.

5.2 EMI-AM I performance

Figure 5.3 shows a typical RF resonance profile for the EMI-AM I system. This experiment displayed a sensitivity of 3.2 nT/√Hz and a HWHM of 3.3 kHz. The aim of the setup was to demonstrate EMI with an RF-AM for the first time. The results of the imaging are discussed in Section 6.3 and presented in Reference [1].
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Figure 5.2: Overview of resonance progression: Improvements in the $X$ resonance response. (a) Resonance response progression. Inset: Peak values over time. (b) Normalised traces show the reduction of the magnetometer linewidth. Inset: Magnetometer HWHM over time.

Figure 5.3: EMI-AM I resonance response: Typical in-phase (blue circles) and out-of-phase (red squares) response of the EMI-AM I system near 100 kHz ($B_z = 213$ mG for $^{85}$Rb).

5.2.1 Performance limitations

The system’s design suffered from a number of limitations. The dominant one being the lack of background field cancellation in the transverse directions, which severely reduces the optical pumping efficiency. Other factors (which are addressed below) include: the homogeneity of the bias field, the effect of AC magnetic noise, the ability to cycle through the experimental parameter space to optimise performance, the limited efficiency of optical pumping on the $D_2$ line, and control over the cell temperature.
5.3 EMI-AM II performance

The second-generation EMI-AM II system was designed and developed to remove these limitations. Details of the experiment are provided in Section 4.5. Many of the results also appear in Reference [6]. The system achieved a final measured sensitivity of $130 \text{ fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ and a HWHM of 104 Hz. A typical profile of the RF-AM response at 100 kHz is shown in Figure 5.4. The inset shows the oscillations at the resonance frequency taken directly from the polarimeter output.

![Figure 5.4: EMI-AM II resonance response](image)

Optimising the magnetometer’s performance requires one to find the optimum set of values from the experimental parameter space. This is done by recording the effect of each parameter on the magnetometer response. In particular, the in-phase ($X$) signal amplitude, linewidth ($\Gamma/2$), and the out-of-phase ($Y$) gradient are recorded from the LIA response. Further information is gained by examining the signal amplitude and SNR, along with the contributing factors limiting the noise from the SA.

The parameters of interest are the strength of the applied RF field, the pump and probe beam intensities, and the temperature. These are described in the sections below. Each of these parameters can broaden the atomic response. The aim is to find the point for each parameter that provides the largest response amplitude without broadening the linewidth. The operation frequency for optimisation was nominally chosen to be 100 kHz. The vapour cell used contained an isotopic mixture of $^{85}\text{Rb}$ and $^{87}\text{Rb}$, along with 20 Torr of $N_2$ buffer.
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Gas. Unless stated otherwise, the system was operating with the pump beam on the $D_1$ line of $^{85}\text{Rb}$ and a vapour cell temperature of 45 °C.

5.3.1 RF field response

The amplitude of the applied RF field is proportional the voltage applied to the calibration coil from the LIA oscillator output. The relationships between the RF-AM’s amplitude and HWHM, and the RF voltage are shown in Figure 5.5. For completeness, note that each point in the figure is derived from a Lorentzian fit to the $X$ response – of the form of the blue trace in Figure 5.4. For these measurements the pump and probe beam powers are set to comparatively small values to limit their effect – 300 µW and 25 µW, respectively.

From Figure 5.5, the optimum applied RF voltage was taken to be 130 mV. This value is just below the onset of RF power broadening [147]. It equates to an applied oscillating field of 6.03 nT. This value remains fixed throughout the following measurements.

![Figure 5.5: Magnetometer amplitude and HWHM as a function of applied RF voltage](image)

5.3.2 Pump beam response

The pump beam intensity is the next parameter of interest. Changing the power of the beam is sufficient as the beam waist is fixed at 5 mm. The effect of pump power on the amplitude and HWHM of the magnetometer’s response is shown in Figure 5.6. These measurements are performed with the optimum RF field (found above), whilst the probe remains fixed at 25 µW.

Again, the optimum value is chosen just below the regime of power broadening. At this point the power is 400 µW. This gives an average intensity of 2.0 mW cm$^{-2}$, equivalent to $1.2I_s$ [145].
5.3.3 Probe beam response

Figure 5.7 presents the dependence of the amplitude and HWHM on the probe beam – controlled in the same manner as before. The magnetometer signal increases with the probe power before saturating at the point where the probe begins to broaden the atomic response.

In parallel to the LIA results, the effect of the probe beam power on the magnetometer spectrum is examined by the SA. This is displayed in Figure 5.8. Here, each measurement point is the average of 15 traces of the polarimeter output spectrum.

The magnetometer amplitude from the SA (blue, filled circles) is analogous to Figure 5.7(a). The signal increases with probe beam power to at maximum around 300 µW – decreasing slightly beyond this. The saturation and decrease at higher powers is due to broadening, as the probe beam disrupts the population alignment created by the pump beam (pump beam power 400 µW). The red, filled squares mark the total noise level of the
RF-AM. This level – and other noise components – are discussed further in Section 5.3.6 (below). The SNR (black, open squares) is computed directly from the above measurements.

![Figure 5.8: Magnetometer signal, noise, and SNR as a function of probe beam power](image)

Figure 5.8: Magnetometer signal, noise, and SNR as a function of probe beam power: Signal (blue, filled circles), Noise - measured with the RF field off (red, filled squares), and corresponding SNR (black, open squares). Fixed values: pump power 400 µW, RF field amplitude 6.03 nT. Adapted from Reference [6].

5.3.4 Sensitivity: D1 line optical pumping

From the above measurements the magnetic field sensitivity can now be computed and plotted against the probe beam power. The RF sensitivity is calculated following Equation 3.60. Similarly, the DC sensitivity is calculated following Equation 3.59. The results of both calculations are given by Figure 5.9.

The similarity between these two independent measures is expected, and confirms the validity of the measured results. The system achieves a maximum sensitivity with a probe beam power of around 70 µW, giving a total optical power of only 470 µW.

![Figure 5.9: Magnetometer sensitivity as a function of probe beam power](image)

Figure 5.9: Magnetometer sensitivity as a function of probe beam power: RF sensitivity (blue, filled circles) and DC sensitivity (red, open squares) at 45 °C. Optimum parameters: Probe power 70 µW, pump power 400 µW, RF field amplitude 6.03 nT.
5.3.5 Y-channel gradient

The out-of-phase gradient has been introduced as an alternative figure-of-merit describing the sensitivity of an RF-AM. From Equation 3.59, one has that $\delta B_{DC} \propto \Gamma / \text{SNR}$. One can think of $\text{SNR}/\Gamma$ as effectively equivalent to the out-of-phase gradient. Therefore, the out-of-phase gradient is inherently inversely related to the sensitivity.

This is confirmed in Figure 5.10, which plots the $Y$-channel gradient against the probe beam power. Each data point is calculated by a linear fit to the $Y$-channel response at resonance – e.g. fitting a straight line to the slope of the red curve in Figure 5.4 at zero detuning. For clarity, the computed gradients are inverted to give positive values. As expected, the gradient response mirrors that of the sensitivity – with the maximum gradient given by the same 70 µW probe beam power.

![Graph](image)

Figure 5.10: Magnetometer Y-channel gradient as a function of probe beam power: Fixed values: pump power 400 µW, RF field amplitude 6.03 nT. Line serves to guide the eye.

5.3.6 Noise analysis

Further analysis of the polarimeter signal with the SA can be used to determine the contributing factors to the noise that limit the sensitivity. Figure 5.11 characterises the noise components around 100 kHz with the magnetometer operating at 45 °C.

The technical noise (dashed, black line) arises from electrical noise in the measurement scheme. It is measured without the probe beam and is the dominant contribution at low probe beam powers.

The photon-shot noise is added to this to give the off-resonant noise (dot-dashed, red line). This is also referred to as the baseline noise. It is recorded with the bias field detuned from the RF resonance. The photon-shot noise becomes dominant with higher probe-beam power, scaling as the square root of the power (see also Figure 5.8).
The remaining noise terms arise from resonant noise sources. These include the spin-projection noise and the light-shift noise, along with environmental noise at the resonant frequency. I refer to this as the total noise (solid, blue line). It is recorded with the RF driving off and the bias field on. It is therefore the minimum detectable level of field at the resonant frequency in operating conditions – i.e. the sensitivity. The total noise floor is $165 \text{ fT/} \sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ at 45 °C. This level is marked by the arrows in Figure 5.11.

It is important to note that the total noise level – not the baseline noise – is used to calculate the SNR. This is in turn used to calibrate the SA scale and define the sensitivity. Some papers alternatively use the baseline noise as the measure for the sensitivity. In this case improved values are quoted – $147 \text{ fT/} \sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ for Figure 5.11. However, as this approach is somewhat less relevant to practical applications, the total noise is taken as the limiting factor for the RF-AM sensitivity throughout this work.

![Magnetometer noise components](image)

**Figure 5.11: Magnetometer noise components:** Magnetometer noise sources around 100 kHz recorded by the SA at 45 °C with other parameters optimised. Total noise (solid, blue line) measured with the RF field off and pump beam on. Total noise level of $165 \text{ fT/} \sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ marked by arrows. Dominated by the detection of a 100 kHz signal and corresponding 50 Hz side-bands. Photon-shot noise (dot-dashed, red line) measured with the bias field off. Technical noise floor (dashed, black line) measured without the probe beam. From Reference [6].

The total noise measurement (solid, blue line of Figure 5.11) reveals the detection of environmental interference at 100 kHz and of amplitude 1.4 pT. This signal, and the corresponding 300 fT 50 Hz side-bands, are assumed to originate from a neighbouring laboratory.

### 5.3.7 Temperature response

The atomic density is another significant experimental parameter to explore. Although the majority of AM experiments heat the vapour cell with the aim of increased sensitivity, the
goal of the heating system was originally long-term signal stability. In EMI this stability is required to allow accurate comparison between images taken at different times/on different days. A periodic change in the RF-AM signal was first noticed in the early analysis for the machine learning-aided image reconstruction results (see Section 7.2).

Figure 5.12 shows an example of the unwanted signal modulation. The change in the RF-AM signal – with a period of approximately 27 minutes – was traced to the AC unit in the room. The feedback for the AC unit creates slow oscillations in the room temperature, enough to severely disrupt the long-term magnetometer stability.

The temperature stabilisation system (Section 4.5.3) was designed to eliminate this effect. It provides continuous control over the cell temperature – to within $0.1 \, ^\circC$ – over many days of operation.

![Figure 5.12: Effect of temperature oscillations: Oscillations with a period of 27 minutes in the RF-AM response. Due to the feedback for the AC creating slow oscillations in the room temperature.](image)

The heating system allows control over the temperature from $21 \, ^\circC$ to $60 \, ^\circC$. This corresponds to atomic densities in the range $6.1 \times 10^9 \, \text{cm}^{-3} - 2.4 \times 10^{11} \, \text{cm}^{-3}$ (when considering $^{85}\text{Rb}$ in an isotopically mixed cell). This range is significantly lower than that explored in many previous works [63, 64, 83]. However, the absence of an oven reduces the complexity of the sensor and increases the ease-of-operation and portability.

The results of changing vapour density are presented in Figure 5.13. This plots the magnetometer sensitivity and out-of-phase gradient against temperature. Increasing the vapour density increases the sensitivity but also increases the rate of spin-exchange collisions (broadening the linewidth), and increases radiation trapping of the probe beam (fixed at $70 \, \mu\text{W}$ across the measurements). Both of these effects can reduce the signal. Nevertheless, in the explored regime, increasing vapour density had a positive effect on the sensitiv-
ity. A maximum sensitivity of 130 fT/√Hz was recorded at 60 °C. However, note that the rate of improvement slows above 42 °C. These observations are mirrored in out-of-phase gradient where the steepest response (and also the narrowest linewidth) are recorded around 45 °C. Sub-picotesla sensitivity was achieved with only modest heating to 29 °C.

Figure 5.13: Magnetometer RF sensitivity and Y-channel gradient as a function of temperature: Magnetometer sensitivity (blue, filled circles) and out-of-phase gradient (red, open squares) as a function of vapour cell temperature. All results recorded at with pump beam power 400 µW and with probe beam power 70 µW. A peak sensitivity of 130 fT/√Hz was recorded at 60 °C. From Reference [6].

5.3.8 Sensitivity: D₂ line optical pumping

The characterisation process detailed above involved the pump beam operating on the D₁ line. This section briefly presents the results when performing the same procedure with D₂ line optical pumping.

The optimisation – RF field amplitude, pump beam, and probe beam – was performed independently at 25 °C, 35 °C, and 45 °C. The resultant plots of RF and DC sensitivity are shown in Figure 5.14. With this pumping scheme the maximum recorded sensitivity was 3.3 pT/√Hz at 45 °C. A figure of 22 pT/√Hz was achieved at room temperature. For completeness, the results required to derive these values are included in Appendix C.

5.3.9 Active field stabilisation performance

This section evaluates the performance of the active compensation system. The technique is described in Section 4.5.2. This approach makes the consistent high-sensitivity operation of the magnetometer in unshielded environments possible. It also allows EMI images to be acquired without averaging – speeding up applications.

The design involves regulating the current in the magnetic field coils with a feedback loop. The current can either be controlled by a MOFSET-driven PID or supplied directly by
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Figure 5.14: Magnetometer sensitivity as a function of probe beam power: (a) RF sensitivity and (b) DC sensitivity for the EMI-AM II system with $D_2$ line optical pumping.

The PID output. There is no difference in sensor performance between the two configurations. There is also the option to use a single-axis feedback system (in the $z$ direction), or a three-axes system (which also maintains $B_x = B_y = 0$). The latter approach does not further improve the sensor’s characteristics or sensitivity. However, it is inherently more suited to long-term data acquisition and field applications.

The Fourier transform of the PID output is presented in Figure 5.15. This indicates the frequencies that the system is working to compensate – up to the 3 dB bandwidth of the fluxgate at 1 kHz. The correction signal is dominated by a 50 Hz response to the power line noise and its higher order harmonics. This is as expected, with the 50 Hz noise component being the dominant source of noise for operation of AMs in unshielded environments.

Figure 5.15: Magnetometer noise compensation frequencies: FFT of the PID output used to actively stabilise the bias field ($B_z$). The correction signal is dominated by 50 Hz noise and corresponding harmonics. From Reference [6].

The effect of magnetic field locking is highlighted in Figure 5.16. This graph displays consecutive traces of the resonance response without field stabilisation. The settings are
otherwise the same as in Figure 5.4. The severe distortion to the resonance lineshape and
the non-repeatability of the response renders consistent operation of the sensor impossible.

![Graph showing magnetic field compensation system effect on magnetometer resonance]

Figure 5.16: Effect of active compensation system on magnetometer resonance: Typical in-
phase (blue circles) and out-of-phase (red squares) responses of the magnetometer
without magnetic field compensation. (a) and (b) are consecutive traces, both recorded
within a 30 s period. The response is non-repeatable and severely distorted in compar-
ison to the field-stabilised case (Figure 5.4). From Reference [6].

Figure 5.17 plots the effect of the active field stabilisation on the magnetometer spec-
trum. In unshielded environments, the spectrum of an RF-AM exhibits a broad set of 50 Hz
sidebands spread symmetrically about the resonant frequency. The magnetic field locking
strongly suppresses these sidebands whilst increasing the magnetometer amplitude (Fig-
ure 5.17(a)). The degree of suppression is better seen in the insets. Here, the results are
replotted against the same linear axis.

In addition to the loss of consistent operation, the sensitivity of the RF-AM is reduced
by an approximate factor of 2 without the active stabilisation of the magnetic field. Both
these effects are due to the modulation of $B_z$ at 50 Hz.

I define the amplitude of this modulation as $B_{50Hz}$. Without active compensation, this
value was independently measured by two sensors. It was found to be 120 nT at the posi-
tion of the vapour cell. For $^{85}$Rb this generates an oscillation in the resonant frequency of
1.1 kHz. This value is similar to those reported for other unshielded atomic magnetometers
[63].

When the compensation system is active, the residual oscillations in the bias field can
be extracted directly from the LIA. This is shown in Figure 5.18. In these conditions the
oscillations are 56 Hz. This is equivalent to $B_{50Hz} = 11.9$ nT. The active compensation
system reduces the dominant 50 Hz noise component by a factor of ten.
Figure 5.17: Effect of active compensation system on magnetometer sidebands: Polarimeter spectrum (a) with and (b) without active field stabilisation. Field locking increases the magnetometer signal and strongly suppresses the sidebands due to 50 Hz and higher-order harmonics. This is emphasised in the insets which compare the same data on a linear scale.

Figure 5.18: Noise reduction: 50 Hz oscillations in resonant frequency of the RF-AM. With field stabilisation, the modulation is ±56 Hz (blue line), this corresponds to $B_{c50Hz} = 11.9\, nT$. Without stabilisation, $B_{c50Hz} = 120\, nT$, giving a modulation of 1.1 kHz – level indicated by the shaded area. Active magnetic field locking reduces the 50 Hz noise by an order of magnitude. Adapted from Reference [6].
5.3.10 Range of operation frequency

In this section I explore the tunability of operation frequency of the magnetometer. A broad range is crucial for many practical applications where a number of detection frequencies may be required. In particular, tuning the penetration depth or imaging samples of different conductivities in EMI.

To maintain relevance to practical applications, the experimental parameters are fixed at the optimum values found at 100 kHz (pump power 400 µW, probe power 70 µW, temperature 45 °C). It is important to note that the inductance of the calibration coil depends on the operation frequency. The value of $B_{RF}$ at each frequency requires the coil to be calibrated across the range. This is performed a priori.

Recall that the device can easily be commuted between $^{85}$Rb and $^{87}$Rb. The latter demonstrates a larger tunability. This higher dynamic range is a consequence of a larger gyromagnetic factor ($\gamma_{87} \approx 1.49 \gamma_{85}$).

The tunability of the operation frequency is shown in Figure 5.19. This highlights the large dynamic range of the system when operating as an $^{87}$Rb RF-AM. The magnetometer resonance is plotted from 100 kHz to 2 MHz. This is equivalent to a spread in $B_z$ from 0.14 G to 2.86 G. The RF-AM displays a relatively small degradation in performance – a factor of 8 in amplitude – across the range.

![Figure 5.19: EMI-AM II range of operation frequency](image)

Figure 5.19: EMI-AM II range of operation frequency: RF resonance traces of the RF-AM demonstrating reliable operation between 100 kHz and 2 MHz – limited only by the detection electronics. Adapted from Reference [8].

Figure 5.20 presents the sensitivity and out-of-phase gradient when operating as an $^{85}$Rb RF-AM. The range explored here is from 3.5 kHz – 1 MHz. This equates to a bias field regime of 7.47 mG – 2.13 G. The magnetometer operates with sub-picotesla sensitivity
from 30 kHz to 1.1 MHz at 45 °C. This increases to between 15 kHz and 1.4 MHz at 60 °C.

**Figure 5.20: EMI-AM II range of operation frequency:** (a) Magnetometer sensitivity as a function of operation frequency, demonstrating consistent operation across three orders of magnitude. From Reference [6]. (b) Gradient of the magnetometer \(Y\)-channel response across the same range. Lines serve to guide the eye.

Combined, the sensor demonstrates consistent operation without averaging across three orders of magnitude: from 3.5 kHz to 2 MHz. The upper end of this range is only limited by the maximum frequency of the LIA used. The range corresponds to a bias field values \(B_z\) between 7.47 mG and 2.85 G. This is significantly greater than those explored in other AM experiments.

The maximum sensitivity is found to be across the 100 kHz to 700 kHz regime. At lower frequencies an increase in the technical noise becomes the limiting factor. At higher frequencies the decrease in sensitivity is due to the broadening of the atomic response.

The source of this broadening is explored in Figure 5.21. This compares the high-frequency broadening for both an \(^{85}\)Rb and \(^{87}\)Rb RF-AM. The magnetometer HWHM for each isotope is fitted with a function

\[
f(v) = \alpha_{85,87} + \beta_{85,87} \Phi_{85,87}^{85,87}(v),
\]

where \(\Phi_{85,87}^{85,87}(v)\) is the second-order Zeeman effect as a function of operation frequency \(v\). The function \(\Phi_{85,87}^{85,87}(v)\) is derived in Section 3.2.1. The best fit parameters are \(\alpha_{85} = 145\) Hz, \(\alpha_{87} = 160\) Hz, \(\beta_{85} = \beta_{87} = 1.6\). The strong agreement with experimental data confirms that the broadening results from second-order effects and not from the introduction of magnetic field gradients due to high-field operation.

The second-order broadening of the magnetometer resonance is further confirmed in Figure 5.22. This presents the \(X\) resonance response of the magnetometer operating on \(^{87}\)Rb
near 2 MHz ($B_z = 2.85$ G). One can clearly discern the individual RF transitions between different pairs of nearest-neighbour magnetic sub-levels. Their separation exactly matches that predicted from the function of $\Phi^{87}(\nu) - 1.16$ kHz. In these conditions the magnetometer exhibits a sensitivity of $4.3$ pT/$\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$.

**Figure 5.22: Second-order splitting:** Second-order Zeeman splitting of magnetometer resonance – $^{87}$Rb magnetometer operating at 2 MHz. Marked peaks and splittings (red lines) are calculated from $\Phi^{87}(\nu)$. From Reference [6].

### 5.3.11 Triggered data acquisition performance

During operation, the effect of the 50 Hz noise is further reduced by time-gated data acquisition triggered directly from the power line. This noise can be viewed as an amplitude modulation of the bias field. In turn, this modulates the resonant frequency of the RF-AM – by $\pm 0.56$ Hz with the active compensation system and 1.1 kHz without (Figure 5.18). Given
that the HWHM of the magnetometer resonance is around 140 Hz, such changes are enough to push the magnetometer out of resonance.

The triggered data acquisition system – introduced in Section 4.5.5 – ensures that each measurement is taken at the same point of the 50 Hz oscillation. This point is when the oscillation crosses zero – i.e. when there is no modulation to the bias field. The effect is seen in Figure 5.23. This compares two traces of the RF-AM resonance. Without the triggered acquisition (Figure 5.23(b)) each measurement is near random due to modulation from the power line noise.

![Figure 5.23: Effect of triggered data acquisition on resonance](image)

**Figure 5.23: Effect of triggered data acquisition on resonance:** Typical X traces of the magnetometer response (a) with and (b) without triggered data acquisition. Recorded at 100 kHz.

The effect can also be understood by imaging the magnetic field. Here, I only consider imaging the background field (no sample for EMI is present). The bias field is fixed and the frequency fixed to the corresponding resonance – i.e. the magnetometer operates at the top of the peak in, for example, Figure 5.23(a).

Without the triggered acquisition each consecutive pixel of the image is susceptible to noise. This leads to an image containing large variations in the signal level (Figure 5.24(a)). The noise can be removed by using a longer LIA time constant ($T_c$). The time constant can be seen as setting the cut-off frequency of a low-pass filter on the LIA output. The response is averaged for a given period of time, removing high-frequency noise. Figure 5.24(a) uses $T_c = 2 \text{ ms}$ (allowing 50 Hz to pass). In contrast, Figure 5.24(b) uses $T_c = 10 \text{ ms}$ – averaging out the 50 Hz noise. This results in a smooth image. However, the values recorded when averaging are root-mean-square averages (RMS). These are lower than the expected peak value, meaning a reduced sensitivity and a reduced contrast in the EMI images. Note
that, when sweeping the RF resonance with $T_c = 10\text{ms}$ the RMS average broadens the magnetometer linewidth by a factor $\sqrt{2}$. A smooth image is recorded for the $T_c = 2\text{ms}$ case using triggered data acquisition – Figure 5.24(c). The signal level is also greatly increased, due to the triggering point being set at the maximum value exactly on resonance.

![Figure 5.24](image)

**Figure 5.24: Effect of triggered data acquisition on imaging:** Images of the background magnetic field. (a) and (b) without triggered acquisition. Noise in the $T_c = 2\text{ms}$ image is averaged out for $T_c = 10\text{ms}$. (c) with triggered acquisition and $T_c = 2\text{ms}$, 50 Hz noise is suppressed and sensitivity is higher. All images plotted against the same colour scale for comparison.

The variations within each background image and the increase of signal when using the triggered data acquisition is further highlighted in Figure 5.25. Here, the same data is displayed as a surface plot. From this it is clear to see that longer time constants average the effect of the noise. Whereas the triggered acquisition always records the peak value.

![Figure 5.25](image)

**Figure 5.25: Effect of triggered data acquisition on imaging:** Surface plot of the data from Figure 5.24. Untriggered acquisition with $T_c = 2\text{ms}$ (blue), untriggered acquisition with $T_c = 10\text{ms}$ (red), triggered acquisition with $T_c = 2\text{ms}$ (yellow).

Finally, the mean, standard deviation, and relative deviation for the three measurement schemes is compared. The details are found in Table 5.1.
### Table 5.1: Details of triggered data acquisition:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_c$ (ms), Condition</th>
<th>$\mu$ (mV)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (mV)</th>
<th>$\sigma/\mu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2, untriggered</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10, untriggered</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, triggered</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean, standard deviation, and relative deviation for the three data acquisition measurement schemes.

#### 5.4 EMI-AM III performance

The high-frequency EMI-AM III system represents the third-generation in the development of this new imaging platform. This system was designed to achieve this by building on the performance of the previous device and extending the range of operation frequency. This gives access to lower conductivity samples – as discussed in the previous chapters. With this in mind the system uses isotopically enriched $^{87}\text{Rb}$ vapour cells. This isotope provides a higher dynamic range and is less affected by the second-order Zeeman effect (see Figure 5.21). The experimental details are provided in Section 4.6.

Firstly, a typical response profile of the RF-AM at 100 kHz is presented in Figure 5.26. The inset shows the oscillations at the resonance frequency in the polarimeter output. Note that the response amplitude (HWHM) is significantly larger (narrower) than the response of the previous system (Figure 5.4).

![Figure 5.26: EMI-AM III resonance response](image-url)

**Figure 5.26: EMI-AM III resonance response:** Typical in-phase (blue circles) and out-of-phase (red squares) response of the magnetometer near 100 kHz ($B_z = 142$ mG). Inset: polarimeter output at the resonant frequency fitted with sine wave of the same frequency. Near-optimised conditions: pump power 330 µW, probe power 60 µW, vapour cell temperature 45 °C.
Optimising the magnetometer’s performance follows the same procedure as above. In particular, the effects of the applied RF field, the pump and probe beam intensities, and the temperature are explored. This was again done at 100 kHz to provide a direct comparison with the previous results. Only the main results of this process are included here. For reference, the results for each parameter are included in Appendix D.

All of the results in this section are obtained with the laser beams propagating to the sensor table in free-space. This followed the removal of the optical fibres (see Section 4.6.1) due to instabilities caused by a nearby AC unit.

### 5.4.1 Sensitivity

Figure 5.27 plots the RF and DC sensitivities at each explored temperature – 25 °C, 45 °C, and 65 °C. Again, the two independent measures of the sensitivity are closely matched. The system achieved a maximum measured sensitivity of $55 \text{ fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ and a HWHM of $36 \text{ Hz}$. The new experiment also demonstrates clear sub-picotesla performance at room temperature.

This represents a clear improvement in the sensitivity. It is primarily the result of an increased magnetic field homogeneity, arising from all coils being greater than 1.3 m and the inclusion of automated gradient compensation.

These values are limited by the choice of the total noise for the SNR. The increased sensitivity and narrower bandwidth of the new system sees a significant contribution to the resonant noise. This is discussed further in Section 5.4.3.

Alternatively, one can use the photon-shot noise limit as the measure for the sensitivity. With this approach the values improve to: $29 \text{ fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ at 45 °C and $10 \text{ fT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ at 65 °C. These numbers are similar for both the RF and DC sensitivity.

### 5.4.2 Y-channel gradient

Figure 5.28 plots the $Y$-channel gradient against the probe beam power. As before, the response confirms the inverse relationship between the gradient and the sensitivity. Note that the value of the gradients recorded in Figures 5.28(b)/(c) are an order of magnitude steeper than the values presented in Figure 5.10. This improvement reflects the degree of improvement seen in the sensitivity and the photon-shot noise level.

### 5.4.3 Noise components

Figure 5.29 plots the contributing factors to the noise around 100 kHz with the magnetometer operating at 45 °C. Recall that these components are: the technical noise in the
Figure 5.27: Magnetometer sensitivity as a function of probe beam power: (a) 25 °C, (b) 45 °C, and (c) 65 °C. RF sensitivity (blue, filled circles), DC sensitivity (red, open squares). Note the change in scale between (a) and (b)/(c).

Figure 5.28: Magnetometer Y-channel gradient as a function of probe beam power: (a) 25 °C, (b) 45 °C, and (c) 65 °C. Lines serve to guide the eye. Note the change in scale between (a) and (b)/(c). The values recorded at higher temperatures are an order of magnitude steeper than those of the previous system.
measurement electronics (black line) – measured with the probe beam blocked, the photon-shot, or baseline, noise (red line) – measured with the bias field detuned from the resonance, and the total noise (blue line) – measured with the RF driving off and the bias field on.

Resonant noise sources lift the level of the total noise above the photon-shot noise level. The signature of this noise is a Lorentzian profile with the same linewidth as the RF-AM resonance response (dashed, red line of Figure 5.29). This noise includes fundamental components – the spin-projection noise and the light-shift noise. In addition there is a significant contribution from environmental noise at the resonant frequency. However, the environmental contribution does not represent a fundamental limit to the sensitivity. This is because it can be (almost entirely) removed by shielding the sensor and would be different depending on the sensor location. For unshielded RF-AMs a gradiometric arrangement reduces the resonant noise close to the photon-shot noise level. This effect can be seen, for example, by comparing Figure 3(a) and 3(b) of Keder et al. (2014) [64].

![Figure 5.29: Magnetic field noise components](image)

**Figure 5.29: Magnetic field noise components:** Noise sources around 100 kHz at 45 °C. Total noise – RF driving off (blue), photon-shot noise – bias field detuned from resonance (red), and technical noise – probe beam blocked (black). Resonant noise sources lift the total noise level above the photon-shot noise level. The fingerprint of these sources is given by the Lorentzian profile of the total noise with a comparable HWHM to the RF-AM response (dashed, red line).

For this reason the baseline noise if often quoted as the fundamental sensitivity limit of unshielded magnetometers. This level is given by 29 fT/√Hz in this case of Figure 5.29. An improved level of 10 fT/√Hz was recorded at 65 °C. However, the total noise level – with a maximum recorded value of 55 fT/√Hz – defines the practical limit to the sensitivity for the EMI-AM applications developed in this work.
5.4.4 Automated magnetic field and gradient suppression

The major improvement – providing the gains in sensitivity – is the increase in magnetic field homogeneity. This is a result of larger bias field coils, gradient compensation across all axes, and the reduction in metallic components in the sensor’s vicinity. The compensation coil system in this setup is controlled by two dedicated LabVIEW programs that optimise the magnetic fields based on the magnetometer response.

Firstly, consider the DC magnetic field in the transverse directions ($x$ and $y$). The field in the $z$ direction is fixed and regulated by the compensation system. The resonant frequency of the RF-AM has a quadratic dependence on the transverse coil currents. This follows from

$$\nu = \frac{\gamma |B|}{2\pi} = \gamma \sqrt{B_x^2 + B_y^2 + B_z^2}, \tag{5.2}$$

where $\nu$ in the operation frequency and $\gamma$ the gyromagnetic ratio. Therefore, when the transverse fields are fully suppressed ($B_x = B_y = 0$) the RF-AM resonance frequency is minimised.

The optimisation process performs a simple one dimensional hill climbing algorithm. The axes can be treated independently due to their orthogonality. Example results are presented in Figure 5.30. The program explores the quadratic dependence of the resonant frequency on the coil current. The currents are automatically set at the values that minimise the resonant frequency.

![Figure 5.30: Automatic calibration of DC coils](image)

A quantitative understanding of the effect of each coil can be gained from the quadratic coefficients of the fit. These describe the degree of change in resonant frequency to a change in current. The values are $5.45 \times 10^5$ Hz/A$^2$ for the $x$ direction and $6.37 \times 10^5$ Hz/A$^2$ for
the y direction. The similarity of these values is expected from the symmetry of the system.

Secondly, consider the suppression of magnetic field gradients. Magnetic field gradients across the sensing volume broaden the atomic resonance as atoms at different locations precess at different frequencies (see Section 3.7.6).

Again one dimensional hill climbing algorithms are performed, taking advantage of the orthogonality of the coils. The effect of each gradient coil on the RF-AM linewidth is plotted in Figure 5.31. Each response is fitted with a quadratic relationship. The currents are automatically set at the values that minimise $\Gamma$ – increasing the sensitivity.

The RF-AM is inherently more sensitive to gradients along the quantisation axis, as expected. This is borne out in the quadratic coefficient of each fit. For $dx$ and $dy$ the values are $1.26 \times 10^3$ Hz/A$^2$ and $4.33 \times 10^3$ Hz/A$^2$, respectively. In contrast, the value for $dz$ is an order of magnitude larger – at $1.75 \times 10^4$ Hz/A$^2$.

![Figure 5.31: Automatic calibration of gradient coils: Magnetometer HWHM as a function of (a) the dZ coil current, (b) the dX coil current, and (c) the dY coil current. The system cycles through the currents, fits the response with the quadratic (shown), and automatically selects the optimum current value as the minimum of the fit. Note that the response is significantly more sensitive to gradients in the z direction.](image)

5.4.5 High-frequency operation

The high-frequency setup (Section 4.6.4) is designed to operate at frequencies that exceed the 2 MHz limit of the LIA. Figure 5.32 presents a comparison of the magnetometer outputs
at this limit. Figures 5.32(a) and 5.32(b) are the amplitude and phase responses recorded by the LIA. Note that the splitting due to the second-order Zeeman effect is more clearly defined in comparison to the previous response of the EMI-AM II system (Figure 5.22). This is a consequence of the narrower linewidth of the EMI-AM III experiment. Figures 5.32(c) and 5.32(d) are recorded by the AD8302 chip in the same conditions. The responses have been converted according to the calibration values in Table 4.4. The $R$ responses are near indistinguishable. The $\Phi$ responses record the same features, however the values do not match. This is due to the initial phase difference between the RF-AM output and the reference signal (reference phase). For the LIA this is set to 0°. However, the AD8302 requires a 90° phase difference for optimum performance. In addition, the LIA phase response ranges from $-180^\circ$ to $180^\circ$. In contrast, the AD8302 phase response is periodic over 0° to 180° (see Figure 4.17(a)). Nevertheless, the combined amplitude and phase response validates

![Figure 5.32: Comparison of LIA and AD8302: The magnetometer $R$ response (a) and phase response (b) recorded by the LIA. These compare well with the $R$ response (c) and phase response (d) recorded by the AD8302. Recorded around 2 MHz, equivalent to $B_z = 2.85$ G for $^{87}$Rb.](image-url)
5.5. Discussion

this alternative approach of the extracting the magnetometer signal at higher frequencies and in larger magnetic fields.

Operation at higher frequencies is proven by Figure 5.33. This displays the magnetometer phase response at around 5 MHz, recorded in a bias field of 7.13 G. This is the largest magnetic field that an AM has operated in. It is close to the 8.2 G (5.75 MHz) limit imposed by the currently installed power supplies. Note that, the peaks in the corresponding amplitude response are only just visible above the noise level, and the separation between the peaks exactly matches the calculations from the second-order Zeeman effect.

This result further significantly extends the operation range of RF-AMs beyond both the EMI-AM II system and all previous AM experiments. Increasing the operating band increases the scope of applications to those requiring detection at high frequencies – including the EMI-AM imaging of very low-conductivity samples.

![Figure 5.33: EMI-AM III system high-frequency response](image)

Figure 5.33: EMI-AM III system high-frequency response: Typical phase response of the magnetometer near 5 MHz. Recorded in a bias field $B_z = 7.13$ G with an $^{87}$Rb RF-AM. The separation of $7.34$ kHz between peaks exactly matches the calculation from $\Phi^{87}(\nu)$.

5.5 Discussion

This chapter has detailed the development of a single-channel RF-AM operating in unshielded environments. The device has been continuously improved to a demonstrated sensitivity of $55 \, \text{fT/} \sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ and a photon-shot noise limit of $10 \, \text{fT/} \sqrt{\text{Hz}}$. To date, the low-temperature single-channel unshielded RF-AM is the most sensitive of its kind reported in literature. The sensor has a narrow linewidth response tunable across several orders of magnitude in operation frequency. This range, equivalent to a bias field of up to 7.13 G,
is an order of magnitude larger than previous AMs have achieved. The consistent response without averaging or magnetic shielding is based on the active locking of the magnetic field. This increases the stability of the signal and results in a factor 10 reduction of the power line noise. Finally, by retaining a single-channel configuration, the device is suitable to the detection of both local and remote magnetic field sources. Together, the demonstrated flexibility of the magnetometer greatly increases its applicability in comparison to other RF-AM implementations.
Chapter 6

Imaging performance

This chapter details the imaging performance in EMI-AM systems. Firstly, an overview detailing the range of samples imaged in this work is presented. This provides context for the work and for the technique of EMI-AM in general. A number of example images are included to demonstrate the range and performance of the EMI-AM systems. Imaging low-conductivity materials and imaging through conductive barriers are then described in more detail. Finally, the use of EMI-AM for non-destructive evaluation (NDE) applications and imaging ferromagnetic materials is introduced.

The results presented in this chapter are reported in References [1, 3, 7, 8].

6.1 Overview of imaging performance

In EMI/MIT, for many materials the dominant component of the secondary field arises from the conductivity ($\sigma$) – and that this component scales with the operation frequency ($\omega$) as $\sigma \omega$. For an EMI system to be applicable to imaging a wide range of materials it must have:

(i) a broad tunability in its operation frequency, and
(ii) a high-sensitivity across this range.

The RF-AM sensors realised in this thesis have been designed and developed to have these characteristics. This has allowed a range of materials to be explored by EMI-AM.

The landscape of EMI-AM is presented in Figure 6.1. It charts the range of imaged materials and their conductivities. Each material is listed in accordance with its first reported occurrence. Closed symbols are used for materials first imaged as part of this work. The shaded region is used to define work done with shielded AMs.

The range of conductivity spans more than five orders of magnitude – from Cu at $5.98 \times 10^7$ $\text{S m}^{-1}$ to an n-doped Si sample at $500$ $\text{S m}^{-1}$. The operation frequencies required cover the range from around 1 kHz to 2 MHz.

The geometry of the samples is a crucial parameter that requires discussion. The sizes
of all the samples in this thesis are detailed in their respective sections. In summary, all samples are 50mm × 50mm or less (in the imaging plane) and have a thickness of 10mm or below. For reference, the largest sample volume is 12.5 cm³, for the lowest conductivity samples (n-doped Si) the volume is 6.25 cm³. Furthermore, eddy currents are only locally excited within these samples. This allows detailed high-resolution EMI of the sample’s features to be performed.

This is in stark contrast to early work with coil-based MIT systems. These systems demonstrated the ability to detect conductivities at (or below) the 1 S m⁻¹ level. However, the test samples used were significantly larger (for example 2262 cm³ in Griffiths et al. (2007) [108]). The volume in which eddy currents are excited renders high-resolution EMI imaging impossible.

![Figure 6.1: The progression of sample conductivities imaged by EMI with AMs: Materials reference to their first appearance. The shaded area indicates magnetometers operating in shielded environments. Closed symbols are for materials first imaged as part of this thesis.](image)

6.2 EMI data acquisition and display

EMI images are constructed by moving the samples via the computer-controlled two-axis stage. The stage rasters the sample across the field of view in the x, z-plane. At each position the EMI-AM systems automatically record the response of the RF-AM. As shown, the secondary magnetic field contribution perturbs the atomic motion of the atoms. This is in turn imprinted in the rotation of the probe beam’s plane of polarisation. The probe beam signal is selectively amplified by the LIA. The LIA extracts four streams of data: the amplitude (R), phase (Φ), and the real (X) and imaginary (Y) components. The results at each point
are added to a corresponding matrix, building up an image of each parameter in real time.

The datasets are smoothed to ease the recognition of the image features. The first stage is the convolution of the dataset with a nearest-neighbour Gaussian filter – typically of radius 1 or 2 pixels. This accounts for any fluctuations in the measured values. A piecewise cubic interpolation then applied.

The high-contrast colour scale is chosen to ease the identification of the sample’s shape and highlight further features. For the majority of images, the colour map is scaled between the maximum/minimum of the secondary field response within the image and the equilibrium value. This is defined as the average value from a region where the sample is not present. This conveys the idea of a variation in the imaging parameter (due to the secondary field) from the equilibrium value (due to the primary field only). In addition, this allows an easier direct comparison of the secondary field contributions from different samples in different conditions. No background image subtraction is required – or applied – in any of these results. This is a paramount in view of translating the technology to practical applications.

6.3 Electromagnetic induction images

In this section a number of EMI-AM images are presented. These are shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. They are chosen to demonstrate the power of EMI with an RF-AM operating in unshielded environments.

The samples consist of a range of shapes and materials. The conductivity ranges from $5.98 \times 10^7 \text{ S m}^{-1}$ for Cu to $500 \text{ S m}^{-1}$ for n-doped Si. The operation frequency correspondingly varies between 1 kHz and 2 MHz. The results emphasise the need to adapt the frequency based on the sample material and thickness. By appropriately adjusting the excitation frequency similar levels of signal change are recorded, despite the large differences in conductivity.

Images are shown for a number of the parameter streams extracted by the LIA. Each of these represents a different property of the secondary field and can be associated to different electromagnetic properties of the sample (see Chapter 2). The full details of the scans displayed in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 are reported in Table 6.1.

In all cases the images accurately reproduce the size and shape of the sample. The “rounding-off” of corners is attributed to the limited flow of eddy currents in those regions. As eddy current flows are circular their density is reduced in areas containing sharp angles.
Figure 6.2: Electromagnetic induction imaging with an atomic magnetometer (i): Example electromagnetic induction images of various materials and parameters using an RF-AM. Images accurately reproduce the size and shape of sample objects. See Table 6.1 for details of the scan parameters.

In addition, the application of nearest-neighbour filtering naturally contributes to this effect.

These images are a collection from across the time frame of this work. Chapter 5 charts the increase in sensor performance of the EMI-AM systems as they have been developed. The results of Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 include examples from the initial EMI-AM I experiment and throughout the development of the EMI-AM II system. As such, the results include RF-AMs operating with different isotopes of Rb, and results using both $D_1$ and $D_2$. 
6.3. Electromagnetic induction images

On the surface the imaging performance may not appear to have changed greatly as the systems have been developed. However, it is important to note that the latest imaging of low-conductivity samples is only possible due to the improvements in sensitivity, stability, and range of tunability of the sensor.

This is best seen by comparing the background (dark-red regions) of Figure 6.2(f) (taken with the EMI-AM II system) to the background in Figures 6.2(a) – (e) (taken with the EMI-AM I system). The increased signal stability of the EMI-AM results in a reduction in the background noise. As a consequence, the image outline is more clearly defined.

The experimental control software has been developed and improved in parallel to the system development. For the EMI-AM I system the LIA data streams were recorded with a DAQ (NI USB-609) from the LIA’s analogue output channels. The outputs are given in volts. In particular, the $\Phi$ parameter is converted as $1\text{ V}/20^\circ$. For the EMI-AM II system onwards, the data is read directly from the device. The $X, Y,$ and $R$ channels are the signal in mV and $\Phi$ in degrees.
Table 6.1: Details of electromagnetic induction images. The material, sample dimensions, conductivity ($\sigma$), operation frequency ($\nu$), skin depth ($\delta$), imaging parameter, experimental setup, isotope, and optical pumping configuration for the EMI-AM images shown in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (Sm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\nu$ (kHz)</th>
<th>$\delta$ (mm)</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Experimental Setup</th>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>Optical Pumping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>25 mm x 25 mm, 1 mm thick</td>
<td>5.98 x 10$^7$</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>EMI-AM I</td>
<td>$^{87}$Rb</td>
<td>D$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>37 mm x 38 mm, 3 mm thick</td>
<td>25 mm x 25 mm, 1 mm thick</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>EMI-AM I</td>
<td>$^{87}$Rb</td>
<td>D$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese</td>
<td>25 mm x 25 mm, 1 mm thick</td>
<td>5.40 x 10$^4$</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>EMI-AM II</td>
<td>$^{85}$Rb</td>
<td>D$_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-doped Si</td>
<td>25 mm x 25 mm, 10 mm thick</td>
<td>1 x 10$^4$</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>EMI-AM II</td>
<td>$^{87}$Rb</td>
<td>D$_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-doped Si</td>
<td>25 mm x 25 mm, 10 mm thick</td>
<td>5 x 10$^4$</td>
<td>1790</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>$\Phi$</td>
<td>EMI-AM II</td>
<td>$^{87}$Rb</td>
<td>D$_1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Semiconductor imaging

I have discussed the lack of instrumentation for imaging the bulk electromagnetic properties of low-conductivity materials and biological tissues. In this section, imaging the doping concentration of low-conductivity semiconductors – down to 500 S m\(^{-1}\) – via EMI-AM is demonstrated. The results are reported in Reference [8].

Current semiconductor imaging technologies suffer from a number of limitations. For example, scanning electron microscopy requires dedicated preparation of the samples and is usually destructive in nature [151]. Raman microscopy offers an alternative approach but is only sensitive to relatively high-dopant concentrations (\(> 10^{18} \text{cm}^{-3}\)) [152]. However, these methods are confined to surfaces and interfaces. In addition, they are limited to small areas (around 10\(^4\) \(\mu\text{m}^2\)) and do not map the electrical conductivity and the related distribution of dopants.

In contrast EMI-AM provides direct non-destructive access to dopant concentrations, without any former preparation of the sample. The imaging, characterisation, and identification of low-conductivity semiconductors is relevant to applications in semiconductor devices [153], solar cells [154], as well as other fields including recycling – by identifying and isolating valuable and potentially pollutant semiconductor waste [155, 156].

6.4.1 Details of Si samples

The semiconductors are float-zone Si samples supplied by PI-KEM Ltd. The dimensions are 25 mm \(\times\) 25 mm, with a thickness of 10 mm (controlled to within \(\pm 50 \mu\text{m}\)). The electrical conductivities are tailored by adjusting the abundance of n-donors (phosphorus). Each phosphorus atom contributes five valence electrons. Four are required for bonding to the surrounding Si lattice, the fifth acts as a charge carrier – increasing the conductivity. The details of each sample are summarised in Table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>(\rho) (Ω cm)</th>
<th>(\sigma) (S m(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Donor concentration ((\text{cm}^{-3}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-doped Si</td>
<td>1 (\times) 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>1 (\times) 10(^4)</td>
<td>5 (\times) 10(^{18})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-doped Si</td>
<td>2 (\times) 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>2 (\times) 10(^{18})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-doped Si</td>
<td>1 (\times) 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8 (\times) 10(^{16})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-doped Si</td>
<td>2 (\times) 10(^{-1})</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3 (\times) 10(^{16})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Details of semiconductor samples: The material, resistivity (\(\rho\)), conductivity (\(\sigma\)), and donor concentration of each semiconductor sample.
6.4.2 Low-conductivity EMI-AM imaging

Chapter 2 describes how the operation frequency and the sample conductivity effect both the skin depth (via Equation 2.4) and the EMI response (via Equation 2.56). In summary, as

As discussed in Chapter 2, the operation frequency increases the penetration of the primary field is progressively confined to the surface (via Equation 2.4). The secondary field response is proportional to \( \omega \sigma \) (Equation 2.56). Therefore, the EMI imaging of low-conductivity samples requires an increase in \( \omega \) and a highly-sensitive detector. The operation range and sensitivity of the EMI-AM II system provides these characteristics. For these results, the primary field is provided by a small ferrite-core coil to locally excite eddy currents in the samples.

Figure 6.3 presents phase maps of the semiconductor samples. \( \Phi \) is used as it can be directly related to \( \sigma \) – and hence the donor concentration. Furthermore, changes in \( \Phi \) can only be caused by the contribution of eddy currents – not mere shielding of the RF-AM.

The most doped sample \((1 \times 10^4 \text{Sm}^{-1}, \text{Figure 6.3(a)})\) produces the largest phase variation, \( \Delta \Phi = -40^\circ \). The 5000 \( \text{Sm}^{-1} \) sample (Figure 6.3(b)) exhibits a maximum variation of \( \Delta \Phi = -32^\circ \). In both cases, the large response creates a well defined boundary corresponding to the size and position of the sample. This definition is partially degraded for the lowest conductivity samples – 2000 \( \text{Sm}^{-1} \) (Figure 6.3(c)) and 500 \( \text{Sm}^{-1} \) sample (Figure 6.3(d)). The maximum variations are \( \Delta \Phi = -9^\circ \) and \( \Delta \Phi = -7.5^\circ \), respectively. For each sample the operation frequency is adjusted to optimise the contrast in \( \Delta \Phi \). For decreasing sample conductivity, the respective frequencies are: 1.37 MHz, 1.58 MHz, 1.79 MHz, and 2 MHz. The expected EMI response (given by Equation 2.56) is confirmed by the linear relationship between \( \Delta \Phi \) and \( \omega \sigma \) \((R^2 = 0.96)\).

Figure 6.4 displays EMI images comparing different dopant concentrations. The scans simultaneously acquire the details of two of the semiconductor samples. This demonstrates the direct, non-destructive imaging of the distribution of bulk doping in Si.

As expected, samples of different dopant concentrations produce different responses. Figure 6.4(a) compares the two highest conductivity samples. The recorded responses \( \Delta \Phi \) (taken from the centre of each sample) are consistent with the differing values of \( \sigma \). The same behaviour is observed in the comparative responses of the two least doped samples – see Figure 6.4(b). The similar ratio between the responses of the two samples in
(1.17 in Figure 6.4(a) and 1.23 in Figure 6.4(b)) is a consequence of the identical ratio between the conductivities.

Figure 6.4(c) presents a single EMI scan comparing the most and least doped Si samples. The difference in conductivity (a factor 20) represents the largest difference imaged in a single scan with an AM. The $1 \times 10^4 \text{ S m}^{-1}$ sample (left hand side) is well defined and produces a comparable response to that of the other configurations. The lowest conductivity sample ($500 \text{ S m}^{-1}$, right hand side) has a lower contrast in the colour scale used. However, it’s clearly discernible and produces a signal level consistent with the previous cases. In summary, the EMI-AM technique demonstrates a large dynamic range in its ability to detect large differences in conductivity – in the same image at a single frequency.

### 6.4.3 Discrimination of n-dopant concentration

Finally, this section explores the capability of EMI-AM in the characterisation of materials. For this I follow a procedure derived from eddy current impedance spectroscopy [157, 158]. The approach is adapted to the images produced by the EMI-AM systems.

Recalling Equation 2.56, the secondary field response has both real and imaginary components. The real part perturbs the atomic precession in-phase with the primary field. The imaginary part’s perturbation is in-quadrature with respect to the primary field. Both of these components vary with $\omega$ – the primary field frequency. In addition, the penetration of the primary field into the sample changes from complete to zero as $\omega$ increases. These effects are combined to write the EMI response as

$$S(\omega) = X(\omega) + iY(\omega). \quad (6.1)$$
The variations of $X$ and $Y$ as a function of $\omega$ can be attributed to different characteristics of the sample.

$X$ initially increases with $\omega$. At sufficiently high frequencies, where the skin depth is negligible compared to the sample thickness, eddy currents are confined to the surface. At this point $X$ becomes a function of the surface geometry, saturating at this value.

In contrast, the $Y$ response peaks at a given frequency (depending on the sample) before decaying. The $Y$ response is sensitive to the bulk conductivity of the sample. At low frequencies ($\omega \to 0$) the primary field passed through the sample with virtually no attenuation. At high frequencies ($\omega \to \infty$) the field does not sufficiently penetrate the bulk. In both these cases the generation of eddy currents is limited and the $Y$ response is near zero. At intermediate frequencies the skin depth is a significant proportion of the sample’s thickness. Efficient generation of eddy currents in the bulk results in a peak $Y$ response in this region. By acquiring $X$ and $Y$ images of each sample at different frequencies, it is possible to discriminate between materials. This approach is applied to discriminate the n-dopant level in semiconductors. It is equally applicable to p-doping along with other materials and geometries.

Multi-frequency EMI analysis of each sample is used to test the discrimination of the donor concentrations. Eleven images are acquired of each sample in the same conditions. The frequencies used were $\nu = \{100, 180, 311, 522, 733, 944, 1116, 1370, 1580, 1790, 2000\}$ kHz. The responses ($\Delta X$ and $\Delta Y$) are taken as the value change within the respective parameter image. These values are then normalised with $|S|$ – the total signal. For reference, example multi-frequency imaging results are included in Appendix E.

The normalised values are plotted against frequency. This is shown in Figure 6.5. The data points corresponding to each sample are fitted with a quadratic polynomial of the form $f(\nu, \{\Delta X, \Delta Y\}) = \alpha \nu^2 + \beta \nu + \gamma$. No potentially anomalous points are excluded from the fit. For all fits the point $(\nu = 0, \{\Delta X, \Delta Y\} = 0)$ is added. This reproduces the zero level observed at $\nu = 0$, where no eddy currents are generated and the RF-AM cannot operate.

For $\Delta X$ (Figure 6.5(a)), the analysis clearly distinguishes the $1 \times 10^4$ S m$^{-1}$ sample and the $5000$ S m$^{-1}$ sample from the data corresponding to the two lowest-conductivity samples. For $\Delta Y$ (Figure 6.5(b)), four clearly defined curves allow the unambiguous identification of the conductivity of each sample – i.e. the level of n-doping in semiconductors. The peaks of the curves are displaced (in frequency) due to the relative differences in conductivity
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and the associated penetration into the bulk. Although the frequency spectrum is limited to 2 MHz (by the LIA), the fits exhibit trends similar to the predictions above. This is also in agreement with observations obtained via eddy current impedance spectroscopy with metallic samples [157].

In summary the EMI-AM technique is shown to provide unambiguous discrimination of different n-dopant concentrations in semiconductors spanning two orders of magnitude – $10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ to $10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. Changes in dopant levels as small as a factor 2.5 are distinguished.

![Graphs](a) Normalised in-phase response ($\Delta X/|S|$) and (b) normalised quadrature response ($\Delta Y/|S|$) for each sample as a function of frequency. Fits (dot-dashed lines) are quadratic polynomials. From Reference [8].

6.5 Through-barrier imaging

The detection and identification of hidden illicit or dangerous items in cargo and vehicles is paramount for the security industry. In this context, the ability to image through ferromagnetic and metallic shields is a crucial feature in security screening applications.

Currently deployed technologies are based on x-ray or gamma-ray radiography [159, 160, 161]. Other techniques include neutron-based systems, such as pulsed fast neutron analysis [162, 163]. However, these approaches have the inherent risk of delivering doses of radiation to both operators and potential stowaways.

EMI represents an alternative, non-radiating, active approach to imaging through metallic enclosures. Tomographic measurements can be constructed by varying the frequency of the applied field, thus varying the penetration depth into the sample. In this way an EMI device can be tuned to penetrate shields and detect objects concealed beneath them.
In this section the potential for EMI-AM based security screening is demonstrated. This is done by imaging samples concealed beneath shields of differing electromagnetic properties – including both ferromagnetic and non-magnetic materials. The results are reported in Reference [3].

The EMI-AM II imaging system was used for these experiments. The primary field is provided by a small ferrite-core coil centered 30 mm above the sensor. Low frequency operation is the key to increasing the penetration of AC magnetic fields through barriers. The choice of operation frequency is therefore based on the required penetration range. At 500 Hz, the skin depth ($\delta$) enables penetration of thick conductive barriers. A bias magnetic field of around 1 mG is required to impose an RF-AM operation frequency around this value.

The shields and samples are positioned between the inductor and the vapour cell. Figure 6.6 displays the arrangements used. Initially, a sample concealed between two shields is considered (Figure 6.6(a)). In practice, the attenuation of the primary field due to the top shield can be compensated for by increasing the amplitude of the field. Instead, the detection of samples is limited by the shielding of the weaker secondary field from the RF-AM by the bottom shield. The arrangement in Figure 6.6(b) is therefore used to evaluate the performance of the system. Both shields affect the secondary field only and, therefore, the EMI performance. This configuration is tested with both a single shield and a combination of two shields. The shield materials are ferromagnetic steel and Al. The dimensions of the shields are such that they extend over the entire field of view – therefore any eddy current edge effects can be neglected. The choice of sample size and material is arbitrary. 2D images are constructed by sweeping the samples across the field of view using the $x,y$-stages – whereas the shields remain stationary.

Example EMI images of concealed samples are presented in Figures 6.7(a) – 6.7(c).
In this section, only images of the phase parameter of the oscillating field are used. As discussed previously, this is because a detected change in $\Phi$ can only be caused by eddy current generation in the sample behind the shield. The magnitude of the changes in $\Phi$ depend on the conductivity, geometry, and thickness of the concealed sample. In all images an increase in the phase lag is observed in the region of the sample. This is consistent with an increased imaginary component of the secondary magnetic field due to the excitation of eddy currents.

![Figure 6.7: EMI phase images of concealed samples](image)

The ferromagnetic steel shield is 142 mm x 142 mm and 2.5 mm thick. The exact magnetic and dielectric properties of the steel are unknown. This mimics practical scenarios, where the magnetic history of shields/containers would not be known\(^1\). The DC magnetic field from the steel shield has a 38 mG component along the bias field and a total magnitude of over 102 mG. This would result in a change in the resonant frequency of over 47 kHz without the active control of the magnetic field vector (see Section 4.5.2). This would push the RF-AM far out of resonance, rendering detection and imaging impossible. The Al shield is 150 mm x 210 mm and 2 mm thick.

An applied AC primary field of just 1.0 $\mu$T is sufficient to drive the magnetometer through all the shields – in both configurations of Figure 6.6. The driving amplitude is further reduced to 0.2 $\mu$T when using the Al shield only. The primary field attenuation due to the steel shield is approximately 15 times greater than that of the Al shield. The decrease in skin depth is attributed to the non-unity magnetic permeability of the steel.

\(^1\)Cutting, heating, and exposure to magnetic fields are among the effects that alter the magnetic properties of steels.
All the images in this section – and throughout this thesis – are single scans. This is in contrast to previous EMI/MIT works where the presence of a concealed sample was only revealed after background image subtraction. This can be done by simply subtracting a background (‘empty box’) image of the shield/enclosure [33]. However, this is infeasible for practical screening applications. An alternative approach is multi-frequency image subtraction [32]. This takes advantage of the skin effect. A low-frequency image penetrates the enclosure and acquires information about any objects within. A high-frequency image then records information only from the surface of the enclosure. Subtracting the two removes the enclosure’s contribution, revealing the contents.

A single-acquisition approach is desirable in practical applications where prior knowledge of the shield/enclosure (or stable conditions for dual-frequency imaging) may not be available. Furthermore, it is particularly advantageous for time sensitive applications – when a high throughput is required.

### 6.5.1 Imaging through ferromagnetic and metallic shields

In this section a series of systematic measurements of different shields and concealed samples are presented. The results are shown in Figure 6.8. In all cases the concealed sample is clearly detected and resolved by the system. A maximum phase change of 19.3° is recorded in the most challenging measurement scenario – for the smallest sample (Cu disk, diameter 30 mm, thickness 2 mm) concealed behind the thick combination of shields. This compares to typical maximum phase fluctuations of 3.7° when no sample is present. The shape and size of each sample is also faithfully reproduced. This is explored in more detail in Section 6.7.3.

For each sample – i.e. a row of Figure 6.8 – the images are plotted against the same colour scale for comparison. This highlights the relative attenuation of the secondary MIT field by each shield material. On average, the maximum detected phase lag is 2.1 times smaller for the steel shield compared to the Al shield. In addition, the combination of shields sees a further 5% reduction above that of the steel alone.

### 6.5.2 Imaging through metallic enclosures

Finally, the detection of an object contained within a metallic enclosure is explored. The sample is imaged directly in a single acquisition. Example results are displayed in Figure 6.9.

The metallic enclosure is an Al box with all sides, top, and bottom of thickness 2 mm.
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The outer dimensions of the box are 105 mm × 105 mm × 29 mm. A 40 mm diameter and 5 mm thick Cu disk is concealed within.

The EMI-AM approach is able to reveal the sample without the need of any background image subtraction. The presence, location, and approximate size of the sample can be seen directly in the image in both examples – Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b). A typical background scan of the empty enclosure is included in Figure 6.9(c). The same colour scale is used for all three images to allow a direct comparison.
Figure 6.9: EMI phase images through a metallic enclosure: Al box enclosed on all sides with a wall thickness of 2 mm. $\nu = 430\text{Hz}$, $\delta_{\text{Cu}} = 3.15\text{mm}$, $\delta_{\text{Al}} = 3.95\text{mm}$ for all scans. (a) and (b) Cu disk (diameter 40 mm, thickness 5 mm) centered at (18,32) and (32,18), respectively. (f) EMI of an empty enclosure. All images on the same colour scale for comparison.

6.6 Non-destructive evaluation and ferromagnetic materials

Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) is a traditional application area for eddy current methods [114]. As such, these applications should lend themselves to EMI-AM. They include the detection of anomalies, material fatigue, and inspection of welding – critical throughout manufacturing and construction.

6.6.1 Material fatigue

The first demonstration of EMI-AM applied to NDE involved the detection of defects/fatigue in components. This is simulated by a sub-mm crack in a 2 mm thick Al ring – see Figure 6.10(a). The crack disrupts the flow of eddy currents in the local region. This results in a reduction in the secondary field and is detected as a local decrease in the signal.

The EMI-AM I system was used to investigate the EMI response of this sample. The results are presented in Figure 6.10(b) [1]. This displays an $R$ map of a $20\text{mm} \times 20\text{mm}$ region centred on the crack. The primary field excitation frequency is 10 kHz. The presence of the defect is clearly revealed as a decrease in the $R$ response. The image accurately reproduces the features of the sample.

The secondary field response does not drop to zero at the position of the crack. This is because the primary field coil (ferrite core, 7.8 mm diameter) is larger than the dimensions of the defect. The dipolar spread of the primary field has a FWHM of approximately 6 mm at the samples’ position. The EMI response therefore probes a region significantly larger than the crack itself – lifting the response above zero. This effect is further increased as a consequence of the nearest-neighbour filtering.
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Figure 6.10: Non-destructive evaluation: (a) Photograph of the sample: 6 mm aluminium ring, 2 mm thick, the width of the crack is <1 mm. Adapted from Reference [1] (b) High-resolution EMI \( R \) image at 10 kHz.

6.6.2 Steel discrimination

The majority of NDE applications involve the investigation of steel structures. This section reports on work done with the EMI-AM I system into EMI of steels. The details of each sample are given in Table 6.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>( \sigma ) (S m(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel 304L</td>
<td>( \phi 38 ) ( \text{mm} ), 6 mm thick</td>
<td>( 1.4 \times 10^6 ) S m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy steel EN19T (AISI 4140)</td>
<td>25 mm ( \times ) 25 mm, 1 mm thick</td>
<td>( 4.0 \times 10^6 ) S m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy steel EN24T (AISI 4340)</td>
<td>25 mm ( \times ) 25 mm, 1 mm thick</td>
<td>( 4.0 \times 10^6 ) S m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel AISI 420</td>
<td>25 mm ( \times ) 25 mm, 1 mm thick</td>
<td>( 1.8 \times 10^6 ) S m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Details of steel samples: The material, dimensions, and conductivity (\( \sigma \)) of the steel samples investigated in this section.

The first sample is 304L. This is the most widely used grade of stainless steel. It is austenitic – rendering it effectively non-magnetic. As a consequence, the EMI-AM response is similar to other non-magnetic metallic materials (such as the Cu and Al samples of Figure 6.2). The secondary field response is dominated by conductive eddy currents, which oppose the primary field. An example \( \Phi \) image of the sample is presented in Figure 6.11. The excitation frequency of 5 kHz is chosen such that the skin depth/thickness ratio is approximately 1 (\( \delta_{304L} = 5.6 \) mm). As seen throughout this chapter, the EMI-AM technique reproduces the position, shape, and size of the object with high-fidelity.

The remaining samples are ferromagnetic. EN19T and EN24T are high-carbon steel
alloys (equivalent codes are AISI 4140 and 4340, respectively). The ‘T’ indicates that they have been heat treated. Both steels have similar properties and are near-interchangeable in their uses. The final sample is AISI 420, another commonly used stainless steel.

All these samples have a relatively high permeability. This affects the measured signal in two ways. Firstly, the dominant contribution to the secondary field results from oscillating local magnetisation in the sample – not from the generation of eddy currents (for details, see Section 2.3.2). This magnetisation is aligned with the primary field, increasing its effect. This is depicted in Figure 2.7. Secondly, ferromagnetic samples have a macroscopic non-zero magnetic moment. This changes throughout the history of the sample. For example, during cutting and heat treatment. The result is unknown variations in of the magnetic moment across the material surface. This perturbs the DC magnetic field that imposes the magnetometer operating frequency – modifying the response of the sensor. Recall that these measurements are performed with the EMI-AM I system without any active magnetic field stabilisation to counteract these effects. However, due to the broad linewidth of the EMI-AM I system (around 3 kHz HWHM), the response generally remained within the resonance profile.

The EMI-AM images of these samples include a combination of these effects. As a result, the sample geometry and features are not recognisable in the recorded images. However, it is assumed that the characteristics of the sample are in some way imprinted into the measured response.

The EMI-AM response can be examined to distinguish between each sample. This is done via a similar multi-frequency approach that was later applied to low-conductivity semiconductors (in Section 6.4.3). An image of each sample was acquired in the same con-
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All samples are of the same dimensions (squares of side 25 mm and 1 mm thick). This rules out any geometric effects.

The results are presented in Figure 6.12. Again, the normalised in-phase response ($\Delta X / R$, Figure 6.12(a)) and normalised quadrature response ($\Delta Y / R$, Figure 6.12(b)) are plotted against frequency. The EMI-AM response very clearly distinguishes the EN19T sample from the two other materials (EN24T and AISI 420). This is a surprising result as the properties of EN19T and EN24T are similar, with both materials having a conductivity of $4 \times 10^6$ S m$^{-1}$. These results demonstrate the potential for EMI-AM in steel detection, identification, and in recycling.

In contrast, the system is unable to clearly discriminate between the EN24T and the AISI 420 stainless steel sample. The properties of these samples differ greatly, such that they can easily be distinguished by eye. This apparently odd behaviour could be explained by the unknown permittivities and permeabilities of the tested samples, and their specific history.

![Figure 6.12: Steel discrimination via multi-frequency EMI-AM: (a) Normalised in-phase response ($\Delta X / R$) and (b) normalised quadrature response ($\Delta Y / R$) for each sample as a function of frequency.](image)

### 6.6.3 Non-destructive inspection of steelwork

Work in EMI-AM based NDE was expanded on in collaboration with the National Physical Laboratory (NPL)\(^2\). This work focuses on the particular application of corrosion under insulation (CUI). The results are briefly discussed in this section, further details can be found in Reference [7].

CUI is responsible for 60% of leaks in pipework, resulting in significant environment-
The presence of insulation both conceals corrosion and limits the applicability of testing methods, which often require direct access to the material surface. In contrast, EMI-AM allows non-invasive and non-contact investigations of material structures.

This was demonstrated by measuring changes in the thickness of industry-grade carbon steel via EMI with a caesium RF-AM [7, 62]. The magnetic contribution of the sample on the bias field was nullified in three ways. Firstly, by the active compensation of the magnetic field – using the approach detailed in Section 4.5.2 and Section 5.3.9. Additionally, the sample was positioned 30 cm from the vapour cell. Together, these reduced the samples’ perturbation of the resonant frequency to below 850 Hz. Finally, each pixel of the images was acquired by sweeping the RF field to find position of the resonance – rather than operating at a single frequency. This removes the DC field effect of the sample completely.

The results demonstrated the detection of 24.5 mm diameter recesses in the centre of 150 mm × 150 mm and 6 mm thick samples. The EMI-AM technique was shown to resolve 0.1 mm changes in the recess depth. And to image the recess when concealed beneath a 0.5 mm thick Al sheet – mimicking conductive insulation. A $\Phi$ map of this case, recorded at 12.6 kHz, is included in Figure 6.13.

![Figure 6.13: Corrosion under insulation](image)

**Figure 6.13: Corrosion under insulation:** EMI $\Phi$ map of a 24.5 mm diameter, 3.6 mm deep recess in a 6 mm thick carbon steel plate at 12.6 kHz. The recess is concealed behind a 0.5 mm thick aluminium sheet mimicking a layer of conductive insulation. Adapted from Reference [7].
6.7 EMI-AM imaging performance

In this chapter, EMI with atomic magnetometers has been demonstrated across a wide range of sample conductivities with a number of applications explored. In all cases, the technique has been shown to faithfully reproduce the characteristics of the samples used with a spatial resolution around 1 mm. This section aims to quantify the imaging performance by examining the accuracy of the EMI-AM response via edge detection.

6.7.1 Edge detection

Edge detection encompasses a number of algorithms which are widely employed in image processing [164]. The aim is to detect sharp changes in brightness – i.e. discontinuities in the image. This breaks up images into segments allowing the detection and extraction of features. These techniques are used throughout computer and machine vision.

Edge detection techniques have previously been applied in the context of EMI. In particular, Canny edge detection in a coil-based planar array [32, 165]. This method – and other commonly used approaches – did not perform satisfactorily when applied to the EMI-AM images produced in this work. Instead, a bespoke edge detection algorithm was developed.

6.7.2 Edge detection algorithm

The aim of the algorithm is to extract the position (localisation) and estimate the size of samples from EMI-AM $\Phi$ maps. These can then be compared to the known values.

The first step is to sort the interpolated raw data into two distinct sets. These are referred to as the background set and the sample set. Recall that the phase lag increases in the presence of a sample. The background set is therefore constructed from the points with smallest detected phase lag ($\Delta\Phi$). This set grows until the standard deviation of the set, $\sigma_{BG}$, exceeds 2.9°. The standard deviation – rather than the measured phase change, $\Delta\Phi$ – is used as the threshold parameter as $\Delta\Phi$ varies greatly with changing sample material, size, and application. The threshold value, $\sigma_{BG} = 2.9$, is fixed after repeated tests on the basis of the overall system performance. This value is approximately 4 times the standard deviation observed for a background image with no sample. The sample set consists of all the points that are not in the background.

The edge set is defined as the points in the image that form the boundaries between the two sets. The edge set is then sorted into distinct edge components. This is required for the automatic detection of multiple samples (Figure 6.14(c), for example) or the separation of the sample from any other regions where the threshold is exceeded.
Formally, for the edge set \( E = \{ e_i \} \) and edge components \( E_i \)

\[
1) \quad E = \bigcup_i E_i : \quad \forall E_i, E_j \subset E, \quad E_i \cap E_j = \emptyset ,
\]

\[
2) \quad \forall e_i \in E_i, \quad \exists e_j \in E_i : \quad ||e_i - e_j|| < \rho ,
\]

where \( \rho \) is a constant that depends on the scan size. Equation 6.2 simply states that the edge set is composed of any number of distinct components. Equation 6.3 states that each edge component consists of edge points that have a nearest-neighbour within the set less than a distance \( \rho \) apart.

Each edge component is then programmatically fitted with a circle or a square fit, with the parameters of the best performing fit recorded. This gives a position and estimated size for each detected component.

Figure 6.14 displays examples of EMI-AM phase maps overlaid with the edges detected by the algorithm. For these images, with a scan size of 80 mm, \( \rho = 1.7 \) mm.

![Figure 6.14: Edge detection examples: Shape, size, and position reconstruction via edge detection and EMI-AM. (a) and (b), edge-detection algorithm applied to Figures 6.8(c) and 6.8(h), respectively. (c) Multiple sample detection. Cu disk (left, diameter 30 mm, thickness 2 mm) and Al square (right, side-length 20 mm, thickness 2 mm), concealed by 2 mm Al shield (\( \nu = 580 \) Hz, \( \delta_{Cu} = 2.7 \) mm, \( \delta_{Al} = 3.4 \) mm). From Reference [3].](image)

### 6.7.3 Edge detection in through-barrier imaging

Here, the edge detection algorithm is used to evaluate the performance of EMI-AM for the detection of concealed samples. The algorithm is applied to each image displayed in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.15(a) shows the extracted center positions. For each image the algorithm correctly identifies the position of the sample to be in the vicinity of the actual position (40,40). The average distance between the estimated position and actual position is 2.4 mm with the greatest deviation being 5.1 mm.

Figure 6.15(b) shows the estimated sample sizes. This is a diameter or a side-length,
6.8 Discussion

This chapter has demonstrated the technique of EMI-AM. The performance of the RF-AM sensor (Chapter 5) is exploited to perform high-resolution EMI of a wide range of samples and to explore a number of potential applications.

Sample conductivities span $500 \text{S m}^{-1}$ to $1 \times 10^7 \text{S m}^{-1}$, with operation frequencies across the Hz to MHz band. In the low-conductivity regime the measured sample volumes are orders of magnitude lower than coil-based MIT results. All images are acquired in a non-destructive, non-contact manner with no sample preparation, image processing, or background subtraction required. In all cases the images accurately reproduce the characteristics of the samples, with detection of sub-mm features validated.

Applications include the discrimination of materials via multi-frequency imaging. Non-ionising penetration of ferromagnetic and metallic barriers is also performed. This has obvious advantages in the security screening of cargo and vehicles. Finally, the imaging of ferromagnetic materials is successfully explored in the context of NDE of corrosion in structural steelwork and pipelines.
Chapter 7

Image reconstruction

In this chapter the first viable alternative to the solving the inverse problem is introduced and evaluated. This aims to maximise the amount of information that can be extracted from EMI images. The results were obtained in collaboration with Dr Lewis Griffin and Dr Matthew Caldwell of the Department of Computer Science, UCL (CS).

7.1 Overview of machine learning aided EMI

The benefits and applications of imaging the electromagnetic properties of materials have been discussed throughout this work. The preceding chapters have introduced and demonstrated the potential of EMI-AM for this problem. However, for more complex distributions of dielectric properties image reconstruction algorithms are required to infer the structures from the measurements.

The electromagnetic inverse problem is the conventional approach to image reconstruction in EMI/MIT. This is discussed in Section 2.6. The problem is ill-posed and computationally complex to solve numerically. The approach described here employs machine learning algorithms (ML) to circumvent the need of solving the inverse problem. Algorithms are trained using a set of images acquired by EMI-AM. The performance of these algorithms is then tested against a blind dataset for a number of different scenarios. This approach shifts the computational burden to the acquisition of training data and the optimisation of the algorithm’s parameters. However, once performed, the evaluation of additional images can be performed (effectively) in real time.

For this work, the measurement approaches were planned in collaboration with CS. An iterative approach informed the choices of test scenarios and the quantity/structure of the training data (within the experimental limitations). The datasets where acquired with the EMI-AM systems and corresponding dedicated software. In total around 68,000 images
were taken. 31,584 image files are used for the results in this chapter. The ML algorithms were implemented and tested by CS using a combination of Wolfram Mathematica and Python 3.6.

ML techniques require a large number of training images. The time-limiting factor in the imaging process is the step size of the translational stage. The majority of images in Chapter 6 use a step size of 2 mm to accurately reproduce the EMI features of the scene. These images typically take around 15 minutes to acquire. For the ML datasets the imaging resolution was significantly decreased to reduce the acquisition time by an approximate factor 10. Examples of the resulting raw data are shown in Figure 7.1. The top images are $R$-maps and the bottom the corresponding $\Phi$-maps of a 50 mm $\times$ 25 mm $\times$ 3 mm Al rectangle. The centre-point of the rectangle is marked by a dot and the orientation of the longest side by a dotted line. The decrease in resolution results in a severe degradation in the image quality. The recognition of the sample’s position, material, size, and orientation are no longer possible by eye. However, I show that the ML approach is able to maximise the information extracted from the images by performing all these tasks with a low error rate.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure7.1.png}
\caption{Example images from ML dataset: Low-resolution $R$ (top row) and $\Phi$ (bottom row) EMI images of a 50 mm $\times$ 25 mm $\times$ 3 mm Al rectangle. Dots mark the centre-point of the sample, dotted lines mark the orientation of the longest side.}
\end{figure}

The trade-off between number of training images, image resolution, and data acquisition time was explored in the early stages of the collaboration with CS. The data was
acquired using the EMI-AM II system. Long-term image acquisition ran continuously over several days. This took advantage of the signal stability provided by the active compensation system. RF-AM resonance traces from across the acquisition runs (Figure 7.2) demonstrate this robustness. The consistency of the operation was further increased by operating the RF-AM above its optimum sensitivity.

**Figure 7.2:** Long-term stability of the system: RF-AM resonance traces across several days of data acquisition. Adapted from Reference [5].

### 7.2 Images of single samples

This section considers a single sample positioned randomly within each image. The algorithms aim to infer the position (localisation) of the sample along with additional properties such as material, shape, and orientation. The results of this section are also reported in Reference [5].

#### 7.2.1 Structure of the data

Each scan is of an 80 mm × 80 mm scene in the \( \{x, z\}\)-plane, producing images in four features \( \{X, Y, R, \Phi\} \). The centre-position of the sample is varied randomly within a \([0, 30] \times [0, 30]\) mm\(^2\) region in the centre of the scene. The step resolution is typically 8 mm – resulting in each image being an 11 × 11 matrix. In some cases a higher 4 mm resolution is used, giving 22 × 22 matrices. The primary field was applied across the entire field of view using the 180 mm diameter calibration coils. This results in eddy current excitation across the entire sample, further reducing the resolution of local features. A fixed operation frequency of 200 kHz was used throughout.

The problems (tasks) for each image are divided into two classes: localisation – es-
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timating the centre-position \( \{x, z\} \) of the sample, and classification – identification of the sample’s material, shape, or orientation.

Each image can be described as a 121-element vector \( \mathbf{m} \) of measured values. Each image also has a underlying ground-truth. This is described by a vector \( \mathbf{t} \) which details the true centre-position and classification. Typically, 1020 images were taken for each of the 12 classifications (4 materials, 4 shapes, 4 orientations). 160 blind images were also acquired for each task in a different measurement run. The ground-truths for the blind data were randomised and unknown during the ML analysis. All data used for these results is available online – see Reference [166].

7.2.2 Machine learning models

A general algorithm, \( \mathbf{f} \), generates a prediction \( \mathbf{p} \) for the ground-truth vector

\[
\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{f}(\mathbf{m}) .
\]  

In this sense it is analogous to the inverse problem, returning an estimate of the distribution of complex conductivity from the measured values. The performance of a number of different algorithms is discussed in the following.

For each task, the algorithms are tested and tuned by cross-validation. This involves randomly splitting the training data into training and testing subsets. The algorithm’s parameters are tuned by optimising over the random splits. This approach reduces the influence of any potential erroneous data in the training set.

The optimised algorithms are then applied to the blind datasets. Again, the tests are repeated on random splits of the blind data to compute standard deviations as a measure of consistency.

For the localisation tasks the positions of the sample are effectively continuous across the region. Position estimation is formulated as a linear regression model of the form

\[
\mathbf{p} = \mathbf{W}\mathbf{m} ,
\]  

where \( \mathbf{W} \) is a weights matrix. \( \mathbf{W} \) is determined from training data by minimising the difference between the predicted positions and the ground-truth positions. Preliminary results showed linear regression to be the best performing approach for localisation. This is attributed to the underpinning linear nature of the problem. It is important to note that the
Classification tasks require a model that chooses between discrete classes. Standard approaches – such as k-nearest neighbours (kNN), logistic regression (LR), support vector machines (SVM), and random forests (RF) – were tested. All these algorithms attempt to find boundaries within the sets of images that separate the different classifications. Details of these techniques can be found in Reference [167], among others.

### 7.2.3 Evaluation

A measurement detailing the performance of each model is required. Such evaluations are used during the tuning phase to optimise the model parameters. They are also used to compare the performance of different algorithms and different datasets. Finally, they are used to validate the approach when testing against blind data.

The models are evaluated against the baseline and ceiling levels. The baseline level is the level achieved when always performing the best random guess. The ceiling level is the best that can be achieved given the limitations of the data (data variability).

The localisation tasks are evaluated using the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) – the expectation value of the squared difference between the predictions and the ground-truths. This difference is represented by the distance

\[
d_i = \sqrt{(x_{p,i} - x_{t,i})^2 + (z_{p,i} - z_{t,i})^2},
\]

where the subscripts \( p \) and \( t \) represent the predicted and ground-truth positions, respectively.

The RMSE then becomes

\[
\text{RMSE} = \frac{\sum_i d_i}{\sqrt{N}}. 
\]

For the localisation tasks, the baseline level is 12.4 mm. The ceiling performance is half of the step size that defines the spatial resolution – 4 mm in most cases.

For classification tasks, the success rate, \( S \), is used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. It is defined as

\[
S = \sum_i s_i \frac{s_i}{N}, \quad \text{where} \quad s_i = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } p_i = t_i, \\
0 & \text{for } p_i \neq t_i.
\end{cases}
\]
The analogous error rate, \( \varepsilon \), is also used. It is expressed as a percentage by

\[
\varepsilon = 100(1 - S) .
\]  

(7.6)

The baseline performance for classification tasks is an error rate of 75%. The ceiling performance is 0%.

7.2.4 Feature set and algorithm selection

The optimum feature set is the best performing combination of parameters from \{\(X, Y, R, \Phi\}\}. This set was identified by evaluating the performance of different combinations on the training data. Figure 7.3 shows the results of localisation and classification for the materials dataset using different combinations of features. The materials dataset is discussed in more detail below.

The results for the localisation task are presented in Figure 7.3(a). For all combinations the algorithms performed significantly better than the baseline level. In many cases the ceiling performance was also exceeded. The \(R\) and \(X\) parameters perform best for the localisation tasks. Results cannot be improved by adding further features. This performance is explained by the origins of this pair of features. Changes in \(R\) and \(X\) are dominated (or exclusively) due to perturbations in the real part of the primary field. This is in turn dominated by the attenuation of the primary field due to the skin effect – shielding the sensor from the primary field. Changes in \(R\) and \(X\) are therefore largest at the sample’s location, hence their performance in localisation tasks.

Changes in \(Y\) and \(\Phi\) arise from eddy current generation in the sample. The size of these changes are related to the conductivity of the material and the volume of eddy current excitation. As the primary field extends over the entire scene, this volume is proportional to the surface area and the skin depth. The \(Y\) and \(\Phi\) parameters are therefore naturally more suited to the classification tasks rather than localisation. This is borne out in Figure 7.3(b). Here, combining one parameter from \{\(X, R\)\} with one from \{\(Y, \Phi\)\} yields a significant improvement. One parameter from each of these pairs is required for optimum performance. The feature set \{\(R, \Phi\)\} was therefore chosen. Note that the addition of a third/fourth parameter does not give any further improvement, whilst increasing the amount of data and processing required.

The best performing ML algorithms for each task are found by comparing their perfor-
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Figure 7.3: ML feature set selection: Different combinations of features from the materials dataset and their performance in (a) localisation and (b) classification. For localisation the random choice level is 12.4 mm and the ceiling performance (half the spatial resolution of the images) is 4 mm. For classification the random choice level is 75%, and the ceiling performance is 0%. Adapted from Reference [5].

Performance for the same training set. Linear regression was clearly the best performing approach to the localisation task. This is attributed to the underpinning linearity of the problem. For the classification task the best performance was given by SVM with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The RBF kernel allows non-linear boundaries to separate each class. This is done by expressing the boundaries as a weighted sum of Gaussian functions centred on each data point [168].

Figure 7.4: ML algorithm selection: Comparison of algorithm performance for (a) localisation and (b) classification with the materials dataset. Linear regression was chosen for the localisation tasks and SVM-RBF for the classification tasks. Adapted from Reference [5].

7.2.5 Material classification and localisation

The materials dataset comprised of four 50mm × 50mm squares of different materials. Details of each sample are given in Table 7.1.

The material classification error as a function of the training set size (N) is presented
Table 7.1: Details of materials: Conductivity ($\sigma$), skin depth at 200 kHz, and thickness to skin depth ratio for each sample in the materials dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (Sm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\delta$(200kHz) (mm)</th>
<th>Thickness: $\delta$(200kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>$3.77 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>$5.98 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti/Al/V</td>
<td>$5.95 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>$7.3 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of ML-aided EMI for material identification is not surprising as the secondary field response contains all the information regarding the sample’s properties (via Equation 2.56). The difference in the responses is highlighted in the $R$-$\Phi$ scatter plot of Figure 7.6. Each data point represents the mean $R$ and $\Phi$ value for a given scan, colour coded by material. The points for each material are clearly grouped into defined regions. The algorithm is therefore able to separate each material class – even with relatively few training images.

Successful material classification is further confirmed by the confusion matrix (Ta-
A confusion matrix gives a simple visualisation of an algorithm’s performance, allowing one to spot whether the algorithm is regularly confusing two classes. Correct classifications are found on the diagonals. The off-diagonals are the levels of confusion between each pair of classes. This is simply the error rate when distinguishing between the pair. Classification is correct in >94% of cases. The highest level of confusion – of around 5% – occurs symmetrically between Al and Cu. These materials have the most similar properties and, therefore, similar responses. This is further emphasised by the closer overlapping of the blue (Al) and orange (Cu) regions in Figure 7.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ti/Al/V</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>95.0%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti/Al/V</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>96.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Confusion matrix for material classification: Rows are the ML predictions, columns are the ground-truths – i.e. diagonals are correct classifications (> 94%), with off-diagonals incorrect classifications (< 5%).

The corresponding results for the localisation task are shown in Figure 7.7. The algorithm performs better than the baseline level for all values of \( N \). As the training set increases the RMSE decreases, crossing below the ceiling performance beyond \( N = 64 \). The ML algorithms are able to locate the position of the sample well beyond the 8 mm step size of
the images. The RMSE error reaches a final value of 3.1 mm with a confidence interval of [3.0 mm, 3.2 mm]. This error level is 2.6 times smaller than the physical spatial resolution of the system (imposed by the step size).

![Figure 7.7: Localisation error for the material dataset](image)

**Figure 7.7: Localisation error for the material dataset:** Dashed line marks the baseline performance, solid line marks the ceiling performance. Localisation RMSE outperforms chance for all values of \( N \). The minimum achieved error is 2.6 times better than the spatial resolution of the system. Adapted from Reference [5].

### 7.2.6 Shape classification and localisation

For the shape classification the samples used were of the same material (Al) and thickness (3 mm). The shapes were: a 50 mm square, a 50 mm diameter disk, a 50 mm × 25 mm rectangle, and a isosceles triangle – base 50 mm, height 50 mm.

The results of the shape classification are shown in Figure 7.8. Again, the classification already outperforms chance with \( N = 8 \). The error rate decreases with increasing training data to just 3% with a confidence interval [2%, 4%]. When tested against the blind data, the error was 22%, with the confidence interval [9%, 35%]. The larger variations within the blind data are attributed to the small sample size. However, these values remain significantly below the baseline. This proves that ML-aided EMI is robust against fluctuations in the input data. This represents a significant advantage over the inverse problem, where this is not the case.

Again, a confusion matrix for the shape classification highlights the performance (Table 7.3). There were virtually no incorrect classifications for the square and the disk (< 0.5%). In contrast, there is around 6.5% symmetrical confusion between the rectangle and the triangle. This is due to the equal volumes of eddy current excitation in these two cases – both have surface areas of 1250 mm\(^2\).
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Figure 7.8: Classification error for the shape dataset: Dashed line marks the baseline performance. Error rate significantly outperforms chance for all values of $N$. Cross-validated algorithm applied to the blind data (isolated symbol) also significantly outperforms chance. Adapted from Reference [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Square</th>
<th>Disk</th>
<th>Rectangle</th>
<th>Triangle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Square</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Confusion matrix for shape classification: Rows are the ML predictions, columns are the ground-truths – i.e. diagonals are correct classifications (> 93%), with off-diagonals incorrect classifications (< 7%).

The localisation RMSE error for the shape dataset is presented in Figure 7.9. The results are consistent with the material dataset. The error is below the baseline for all values of $N$. For higher values the localisation error is below the spatial resolution set by the step size – 4.8 mm with a confidence interval [4.6 mm, 5.2 mm]. This is also the case for the blind data (4.5 mm, [3.6 mm, 5.4 mm]).

7.2.7 Orientation classification and localisation

The final classification task is orientation. This is inherently more challenging as the same sample is present in every image. Two Al rectangles, 50 mm $\times$ 25 mm $\times$ 3 mm (sample A) and 40 mm $\times$ 20 mm $\times$ 3 mm (sample B) were tested. In addition to the randomised central position, the samples are aligned with their longest edge along one of four orientations. These are $\{0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ\}$ with respect to the $z$ direction – the quantisation axis imposed
by the bias magnetic field. Step sizes of 8 mm where used for both samples, with additional dataset of step size 4 mm tested for sample B.

The orientation classification error for each of these cases is plotted in Figure 7.10; sample A – green squares, sample B (4 mm resolution) – orange circles, sample B (8 mm resolution) – blue triangles. Again, the algorithm performs better than the baseline level in all cases. A monotonic reduction in the error rate is observed with increasing $N$.

Sample A reaches a minimum error rate of just 4% for the full $N = 512$ training sample. For sample B a weaker performance is recorded. This is due to the smaller size of the sample (surface area 1.56 times smaller) reducing the volume of eddy current generation, and therefore the EMI response. The results are still significantly below the random chance level, 35% for the 8 mm step size. Increasing the resolution increases the performance to around 25%.

The performance of the blind test data followed the same pattern. For sample A the blind classification error was 20% with a confidence interval [8%, 32%]. The larger variation in the blind data is again attributed to the small number of blind images.

These results can be compared to the level achievable by a human observer by considering Figure 7.1. These plots display example raw imaging data from the orientation dataset for the best performing sample A.

The localisation results for the orientation dataset are plotted in Figure 7.11. The recorded RMSE error levels are consistent with the previous cases – below the baseline
Figure 7.10: Classification error for the orientation dataset: Dashed line marks the baseline performance. Sample A (8 mm resolution) – green squares, sample B (4 mm resolution) – orange circles, sample B (8 mm resolution) – blue triangles. Error rate significantly outperforms chance for all values of $N$. Cross-validated algorithm applied to the blind data (isolated symbols) also significantly outperforms chance. Adapted from Reference [5].

for all values of $N$ and below the physical spatial resolution at higher values. The same performance is recorded for the three blind data sets. The localisation results are unchanged even for the cases where the classification is challenged – sample B, 8 mm steps (blue triangles).

Figure 7.11: Localisation error for the orientation dataset: Dashed line marks the baseline performance, solid, cyan line marks the ceiling performance an 8 mm step size, solid, orange line marks the ceiling performance a 4 mm step size. Localisation RMSE outperforms chance for all values of $N$, approaching the ceiling performance for larger training sets. Blind data (isolated symbols) have localisation RMSEs below the resolution of the system. Adapted from Reference [5].
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7.3 Images of multiple samples

The natural extension of the single sample work is to explore more complex and cluttered scenes. For this, a single sample class (small Al squares) is used with the number and position of the squares varied. Following the approach above, inverse models aim to reconstruct how many samples were present and their locations. Forward models are also investigated. These aim to predict the EMI-AM image for a given arrangement.

All the graphs in this section are adapted from those produced by Dr Matthew Caldwell (CS).

7.3.1 Structure of the data

Each sample is a $14.5 \text{ mm} \times 14.5 \text{ mm}$ Al square of thickness 3 mm. Up to 25 such samples are distributed randomly across a $5 \times 5$ imaging grid (scene). The total scene area is $80 \text{ mm} \times 80 \text{ mm}$. 101 scans were acquired, broken down into the following measurements: 6 empty scenes (i.e. the background), 25 basis images (with a single sample at one grid position), 1 full scene (with all 25 samples), and 3 scenes each for between 2 and 24 randomly positioned samples (total 69). As before, each scan produces four simultaneously acquired parameter images ($X$, $Y$, $R$, $\Phi$).

The effect of the primary field size is also explored by taking two sets of this data – one with a $7.8 \text{ mm}$ excitation coil (small coil) and the other with a $50 \text{ mm}$ excitation coil (medium coil)$^2$. This will allow the exploration of the degree of potential interactions between samples in the scene. Such interactions could include the (additional) generation of eddy currents in a sample in response to the secondary field of another sample.

A translational stage step size of 10 mm was used. The images are therefore recorded as $8 \times 8$ matrices. Each image is again represented as a 64-element vector, $\mathbf{m}$, of measured values. Each scene is set of discrete statistics describing the presence or absence of a sample at a given grid position. These can therefore be represented by a vector $\mathbf{s} \in \{0, 1\}^{5 \times 5}$.

Following the results of the previous section, the analysis focusses on the $R$ and $\Phi$ data. The mean values of these parameters for each image are plotted as a function of object count in Figures 7.12(a) ($R$ channel) and 7.12(b) ($\Phi$ channel). The small coil results (red) and medium coil results (blue) are plotted separately. For the small coil the $R$ data displays a strong relationship with the object count. In contrast, the medium coil $R$ data has a less clear response. There is no clear distribution of the $\Phi$ data across the images. This suggests

\footnote{Investigations with the large Helmholtz RF coils (180 mm) were not successful.}
these changes are either the result of random fluctuations or the information is captured by a more complex relationship that requires a larger number of training images evaluate. For this reason the $\Phi$ data is excluded from the following discussions. Note that the previous similarity in the responses of the pairs $\{X, R\}$ and $\{Y, \Phi\}$ remains present throughout this dataset.

![Figure 7.12: Relationship between imaging parameters and object count: (a) Mean per-image $R$ data as a function of the number of samples for the small coil (red) and medium coil (blue). (b) Mean per-image $\Phi$ data as a function of the number of samples for the small coil (red) and medium coil (blue).](image)

7.3.2 Forward Models

A forward model attempts to simulate the EMI-AM process. A model that accurately captures the EMI-AM process would allow additional synthetic (computer-generated) EMI images to be produced. This would be highly beneficial in view of the large experimental cost of obtaining real data. Synthetic data could be used to supplement the training data and increase the performance inverse models for scene reconstruction.

A general forward model $f$ maps a given scene $s$ to a prediction $\hat{m}$ (of the real measurement $m$)

$$\hat{m} = f(s).$$

(7.7)

Two ML forward models are tested – random forest and ridge regression. Terms are also included to allow the models to explore interactions between samples in each scene. Three types of interactions are considered:

- Full – pairwise interactions between every sample present in the scene,
- Local – pairwise interactions included between nearest-neighbour samples in each of the four cardinal directions,
Symmetry is also explored in the modelling. Exploiting symmetries and rotations is a common technique in optical (or ray-like) image processing. As equivalent images are recorded under symmetry transformations, they can be used to significantly expand the size of the training dataset without additional costs. However, it is unclear that such equivalency will be present in the more complex diffusive regime of EMI. For the square EMI-AM images generated here the $D_4$ dihedral symmetry group is applied to test this. This group consists of the 4 rotational and the 4 reflectional symmetries of a square. Being able to exploit this would be advantageous as it would expand the training data by a factor 8. Note that, in general no relationship is imposed between the measured images and the scenes. When $D_4$ augmentation is applied one must impose that the centre of the images is aligned with the centre of the scene.

The model parameters are trained on repeated random splits of the data into training (75%) and testing (25%) subsets. The performance of each model is evaluated by computing the difference between the predicted and real images across the test dataset. For each prediction this is defined as the Euclidean distance (or $L^2$-norm) between the vectors $\hat{m}$ and $m$

$$||\hat{m} - m||_2 = \left( \sum_i (\hat{m}_i - m_i)^2 \right)^{1/2} \quad (7.8)$$

Forward model performance is compared against the $L^2$ error of a baseline (‘null’) model. This model ignores the scene entirely and always predicts the per-pixel mean image – averaged across all the measurements.

The comparative performance of a number of forward models is displayed in Figure 7.13. These results are for the $R$ dataset with the small excitation coil. This is the only configuration for which the models reliably outperformed the baseline. All combinations of different degrees of interaction and with and without $D_4$ augmentation were tested. In general, the models performed better without symmetry (although the performance with symmetry was still better than the baseline and was beneficial for smaller training samples). Random forest records marginally better results than ridge regression. The interaction parameters do not improve performance, increasing the error for ridge regression with full interaction. This is perhaps not surprising as the small excitation coil only generates eddy currents in local regions – not across the entire scene.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of forward models: $R$ channel data with the small coil compared to the baseline. For each model the distribution of $L^2$ errors for 30 repetitions of the training/testing split is presented.

An example of the forward model prediction in comparison to the real measured data is presented in Figure 7.14. Figure 7.14(a) is the distribution of sample objects across the scene. Figure 7.14(c) is the forward model generated prediction of the EMI image. This compares well with Figure 7.14(b) – the EMI-AM recorded $R$ image of the scene.

Figure 7.14: Example forward model image generation: (a) Scene arrangement. (b) Real measured EMI-AM $R$ image of the scene. (c) Predicted EMI image via ML forward model.

7.3.3 Inverse Models

An inverse model attempts to recover the scene from a given EMI-AM image. A general inverse model $f$ generates a prediction $\hat{s}$ of the true scene $s$ from the measured data $m$

$$\hat{s} = f(m).$$

A simplified approach to the inverse modelling is to estimate the number of samples in the scene, disregarding their arrangement. Ridge regression was the best performing model in this case. The actual sample counts against the predicted counts are plotted in Figure 7.15. The results (solid lines) are strongly aligned with the ideal values (dashed line of $y = x$).
Together with the similarity in the errors (Training RMS = 1.58, Testing RMS = 1.55), these highlight the suitability of the model to this task. The same approach does perform satisfactorily on the medium coil dataset – with training RMS = 4.15 and testing RMS = 4.90.

![Predicted vs Actual Count](image.png)

**Figure 7.15: Inverse model of sample count:** Predicted sample count against actual count for each image in the small coil R dataset. Blue line is the fit for the training data, red line the fit for the test data (they are essentially indistinguishable). These compare well with the ideal result – dashed line $y = x$.

The full scene reconstruction is a classifier problem with 25 binary outputs. These predict whether a sample was (1) or was not (0) present at each position in the scene. In practice, the inverse models instead return a probability score for each position. A simple probability threshold of 0.5 is then used to generate the binary values.

A range of classification models were tested along with the full possible combinations of feature sets. As expected from the preceding results, the $R$ channel alone was the best performing feature. This contrasts with the classifier models of the previous section (see Section 7.2.4), where the addition of complimentary features is required for optimum classification. Among the ML algorithms, random forest had the best performance. The inverse model results for this best-performing configuration (random forest on $R$ data) are presented in Figure 7.16.

The size of the training set is an important parameter to consider. This is due to the high experimental cost of acquiring extra data. Firstly, this is done by varying the fraction of data available for training between 0.1 and 0.9. A consistent improvement is recorded for both coil sizes until the training fraction reaches about 0.6. Beyond this there is limited advantage in using additional measurements. Note that the confidence intervals tend to grow for larger

---

3. This threshold can be adjusted for real world applications where there is a trade-off in cost between false positives and false negatives.
training set sizes. This is simply a natural consequence of the greater statistical variability in the small number of left-over test images. It does not imply that the performance is worse for larger training sets.

Secondly, $D_4$ augmentation is included for Figure 7.16. Recall that this approach expands the available training data by a factor of 8. It gives a notable improvement in performance across the range – although it becomes less advantageous at higher training set sizes. Inclusion of $D_4$ transformations gives a significantly smaller improvement than would be gained by using eight times more real training data. This is not surprising as more information is gained from a new real measurement than from a simple translation of an existing image.

The overall performance is evaluated with the per-location error rate (Figure 7.16(a)) and the per-scene error rate (Figure 7.16(b)). For the small coil, with sufficient training data, the model correctly identifies the presence of individual sample positions with success rates exceeding 98%. This leads to successful full scene reconstruction – correctly identify the number and position of every sample – in around 70% of cases. For the medium coil, the per-location success rate only reaches 75%. As a result the model is not successful in reconstructing the full scene – the error rate is above 90% in all cases.

![Figure 7.16: Inverse model of multiple samples: (a) per-location and (b) per-scene error rates for the best performing inverse model (random forest with $D_4$ augmentation on the R dataset). For the small coil scene reconstruction is successful in around 70% of cases. Reconstruction is not successful with the medium coil.](image)

### 7.3.4 Forward-inverse models

Throughout this chapter the availability of training data has been limited by the cost (i.e. time) required to acquire large numbers of EMI-AM images. However, this only applies to input data for inverse modelling. The inputs for the forward model are simply the binary scene vectors $s$. There are 33.5 million possible scenes, with only 101 explored experi-
mentally. Additional scenes can be generated synthetically and, coupled with a sufficiently accurate forward model, be used to generate additional EMI training images to increase the inverse model performance. This is the idea of the forward-inverse model. Only the small coil $R$ data is tested. This is because the forward model for the medium coil and other features was not able to accurately simulate the EMI-AM process, and would therefore provide no benefit.

The key result is the comparison in performance between the forward-inverse model and the inverse model using only real raw data. This is presented in Figure 7.17. The inverse model alone is in magenta and the forward-inverse model in green.

The inverse model for both cases is random forest with $D_4$ augmentation, as before. The random forest forward model is trained on the real raw data. This model is then to generate 2000 additional EMI images. In this case, $D_4$ symmetry was only beneficial for smaller training sets ($< 20\%$). To optimise performance, $D_4$ augmentation was applied below this threshold but not above it. The threshold is marked by the dashed lines in Figure 7.17.

The results show that the forward-inverse model outperforms the raw-trained model in all cases. The per-location success rate now exceeds 99%. This translates into successful full scene reconstruction in 90% of cases.

![Figure 7.17: Forward-inverse model of multiple samples](image)

*Figure 7.17: Forward-inverse model of multiple samples:* Comparison of the synthetically trained forward-inverse model (green) and the raw data trained inverse model (magenta). The addition of synthetic forward-trained data improves the full scene reconstruction success to 90%.

### 7.4 Discussion

This chapter has demonstrated that ML algorithms can be used to maximise the amount of information extracted from EMI-AM images. This proves the applicability of ML techniques to complex, diffusive physical systems. This first investigation highlights the poten-
tial advantages that ML could achieve in research of other diffusive regimes.

For images restricted to a single sample, this approach is able to extract the position, material, shape, and orientation from low-resolution images. Localisation up to 2.6 times better than the physical spatial resolution and sample classification successes above 95% were recorded. ML aided EMI-AM therefore represents the first viable alternative to solving the inverse problem.

The technique was then extended to more complex scenes with multiple samples present. For the $R$ dataset, ML models were shown to accurately simulate the EMI-AM response (forward model) and reconstruct the original scene from a measured image (inverse model). The most important result – when considering future applications – is the improvement when using synthetic forward model generated data. Creating large training datasets from a forward model trained on limited experimental data is a significant benefit (due to the high experimental cost of acquiring images). This forward-inverse approach warrants further investigation.
In this chapter one potential biomedical application is explored – the \textit{in vivo} mapping of anomalous conductivity in the heart. This arises from the need of a dedicated diagnostic tool for atrial fibrillation (AF) – introduced in Section 1.2.1 [18]. Permanent changes in the heart’s conductivity are speculated as a possible cause of AF. Such an area is referred to as an \textit{arrhythmogenic locus}. Finite element method simulations (performed with \textit{COMSOL multiphysics}) are used to assess the feasibility of applying a future medical imaging system – based on EMI-AM – to detecting these regions. The results detailed in this chapter are presented in Reference [10].

\section*{8.1 Simulations: EMI of anomalous conductivity in the heart}

A schematic of the model built in the simulation package is shown in Figure 8.1. A primary field excitation coil is positioned above a virtual phantom consisting of the different tissue layers that surround the heart. The thicknesses of each layer was set in line with average values and the electromagnetic properties of each layer were calculated following the methods described in the literature [18, 122, 169]. The parameters for the various simulations are detailed in Table 8.1. An additional anomalous region at the surface of the heart is inserted. This region’s conductivity is varied independently and represents a potential \textit{arrhythmogenic locus}.

For each simulation the voltage and frequency applied to the RF coil is fixed. The simulation then records the resultant magnetic field by numerically solving the forward eddy current problem across the finite element mesh. The reported values of the magnetic field are taken from a plane 6 mm above the surface of the skin. This position represents a viable location of an RF-AM vapour cell performing EMI-AM.

The EMI response of biological samples was discussed in Section 2.5.2. We have
Figure 8.1: Model used in finite element simulations: Model of the heart and its surrounding tissues (not to scale). Electromagnetic properties and thicknesses are set to their expected values. A conductivity anomaly mimicking the source of cardiac fibrillation (arrhythmogenic locus) is positioned at the surface of the heart (in black). Adapted from Reference [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>1 MHz $\sigma$ (S m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>10 MHz $\sigma$ (S m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>50 MHz $\sigma$ (S m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>100 MHz $\sigma$ (S m$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Details of tissue properties: The thickness of each layer of tissue, along with their calculated conductivities and relative permittivities at each operating frequency. The relative permeability ($\mu_r$) of each tissue is 1.

seen that the secondary field response is dominated by the imaginary contribution and that this component is dependent on both the conductivity and the excitation frequency (scaling as $\omega \sigma$). For low conductivity samples, one expects to find that increasing the operation frequency increases both the secondary field response and the response to changes in conductivity.

The simulated change in magnetic field as a function of both the operation frequency and the conductivity of the heart layer is plotted in Figure 8.2. At each frequency, the conductivity of the heart layer is systematically modified, with the resulting magnetic field change at the sensing level computed. The same scale is used to allow direct comparison of the magnetic field response across the explored frequencies. The secondary field response is
shown to increase with frequency across the range 1 MHz – 100 MHz. Within this, the magnetic field change increases with an increase in conductivity and decreases with a decrease in conductivity. This behaviour is consistent with Equation 2.56. A decrease in response at high frequencies (due to the skin effect) is not recorded as the skin depth is large in the biomedical regime.

Figure 8.2: Response to changing conductivity in the heart: Primary field excitation frequency; (a) = 1 MHz, (b) = 10 MHz, (c) = 50 MHz, (d) = 100 MHz. At each frequency the conductivity of the heart layer is changed by a value $\Delta(\sigma)$ from the expected value (see Table 8.1), with all other properties held constant. Main plots show the resulting change in the magnetic field against the same scale. For clarity, the insets display an expanded view of the field change. Adapted from Reference [10].

The potential detection of conductivity anomalies is simulated by independently varying the conductivity of a small region on the heart’s surface. This region is of size $10\text{mm} \times 10\text{mm} \times 5\text{mm}$ and is centred at (10 mm, 10 mm) with respect to the excitation coil. In view of the previous results, the operation frequency was fixed at 100 MHz.

In Figure 8.3(a), the magnetic field change is computed along a line above the anomaly and 6 mm above the surface of the skin. The conductivity is varied in multiples of $\sigma_0 = 0.875 \text{ S m}^{-1}$ (the conductivity of the surrounding heart tissue at 100 MHz). A peak in the response is recorded above the anomaly in the regime $\sigma \geq 10\sigma_0$. The size of the response is again proportional to the change in conductivity.

Figure 8.3(b) displays the magnetic field change across the sensing plane for $\sigma = 20\sigma_0$. 
The increased response above the anomalous region has a peak value of 22 nT at position (17, 19), with respect to the excitation coil. This feature is the result of the increased local contribution of eddy currents resulting from the increased conductivity. A general feature – a symmetric ring around the coil – is also observed. This feature is attributed to the flow of eddy currents from the anomalous region around the excitation coil due to the shape of the magnetic field. The decrease in the centre of the ring is the result of the conservation of the total magnetic flux. It is common to all the simulations.

**Figure 8.3: Response to anomalous conductivity in the heart:** Magnetic field change 6 mm above the skin. 10 mm × 10 mm × 5 mm conductivity anomaly centred at (10 mm, 10 mm), primary field excitation 100 MHz. (a) Magnetic field change as the conductivity of the anomaly is varied (σ = 0.875 S m⁻¹). (b) 2D image of the field change above the surface for an anomaly conductivity of σ = 20σ₀. Adapted from Reference [10].

### 8.2 Discussion

The simulations reported here detail the feasibility of *in vivo* detection and imaging of conductivity changes in biological samples with EMI-AM. Combined with the results of the previous chapters (the tunability and sensitivity of the RF-AM – Chapter 5, and the range of low-conductivity samples imaged – Chapter 6), they represent a significant step towards the realisation of a novel imaging and diagnostic tool. As a result of the progress made in this thesis, the first proof-of-principle demonstrations of biomedical imaging with EMI-AM systems now appears achievable in the short-term.
Chapter 9

Further projects

As a result of the work performed for this thesis, the scope of potential applications and techniques with AMs has increased. In this chapter the results of other projects, related to the EMI-AM framework, are briefly discussed. The results from this chapter are reported in Reference [2] and Reference [4].

9.1 Active underwater detection with an AM array

Existing underwater detection techniques are often ineffective [170], acoustic methods – for example – are increasingly ineffectual at shallow depths [171]. In this section, I present the detection of underwater objects using an $2 \times 2$ array of RF-AMs. The active detection, localisation, and real-time tracking of conductive, non-metallic samples is demonstrated. Only an overview of the results is provided here, further details and results can be found in Reference [4].

The optical setup is detailed in Figure 4.7, with the measurement setup shown in Figure 9.1. Four RF-AM sensors are arranged at the corners of a square with side length 105 mm. The sensors are simultaneously driven by a single square RF coil (side 230 mm, 15 turns) positioned 45 mm above the sensing plane. Each sensor operates simultaneously, with a sensitivity of $3 \text{nT}/\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$. The presence of the sample is detected as perturbations to the primary magnetic field as a result of eddy current induction. This technique is intrinsically active. The response from conductive samples is unavoidable, rendering conventional countermeasures – such as demagnetisation – ineffective. The secondary field perturbations are imprinted onto the atomic precession and read out as changes in the amplitude ($\Delta |B_{\text{tot}}| = R_{\text{sample}} - R_{\text{background}}$) of each sensor in the array. The array outputs are recorded and analysed in real-time via LabVIEW. The software includes detection thresholds for each position in the grid – this demonstrates the live detection and localisation of samples.
(see Video 1 [172]). Finally, note that in the measurement setup – Figure 9.1(b) – the entire system is positioned on one side of the sample. This is important in many practical applications, where access to both sides may be precluded.

![Setup for active underwater detection: (a) The sensing and coordinate grid using for localisation. Each square of the grid is 77.5 mm × 77.5 mm. All the sensors are operated simultaneously with a single large RF coil. (b) Measurement setup for the active detection of underwater samples. Adapted from Reference [4].](image)

Figure 9.1 displays the $\Delta|B_{tot}|$ response of each sensor for five of the grid positions. At the four vertices of the grid none of the sensors recorded a noticeable change ($\Delta|B_{tot}| \approx 0$). This is because those positions lie mostly outside of the excitation field and, as such, no eddy current response is generated. These positions are excluded from the results. In Figure 9.2, the sample was a 105 mm × 110 mm × 10 mm Al plate positioned 90 mm above the sensing plane. An increase in $\Delta|B_{tot}|$ is recorded when the sample is in the proximity of a given sensor. In addition, a decrease is detected for all the sensors when the sample is positioned near the centre of the grid. Together the responses allow the unambiguous detection and localisation across five grid positions.

This is further emphasised by Figure 9.3. Here, the response of the array is plotted for each of the five grid positions. The software computes and displays these values in real-time. Automatic alarm triggering alerts the user to the presence and position of a sample – Video 1 [172]. The differing responses of each sensor is due to their independent optimisation.

The array recorded a 100% correct automatic detection and localisation rate for the Al plate. For a smaller Al sample (44 mm × 50 mm × 13 mm) an approximate ×5 decrease in the response was recorded. This is a result of the 5.25 times ratio between the surface areas of the two samples and the 20 kHz operating frequency. For this sample the correct

---

1The skin depth at these operating conditions is $\delta_{Al} = 0.58$ mm – significantly smaller than the thickness.
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Figure 9.2: Response of each sensor to different sample positions: $|\Delta B_{tot}|$ recorded by each sensor due to an Al plate ($105\text{mm} \times 110\text{mm} \times 10\text{mm}$) moved across the coordinate grid, 90 mm above the sensing plane. The four vertices of the grid are excluded. $|\Delta B_{tot}|$ is simultaneously, independently recorded by each sensor at each position. Differing levels of response are due to the independent optimisation of each sensor. Operation frequency 20 kHz. Adapted from Reference [4].

Automatic detection and localisation rate was 95.2% (across 21 repetitions).

For underwater detection a saline solution test bed was used to reproduce the average electrical characteristics of sea water. An NaCl solution with a salinity of 22.1 matches the electromagnetic properties of salt water$^2$. At 20 kHz the skin depth in sea water is approximately 1.9 m. Potential penetration of several km can theoretically be achieved at lower frequencies. Automatic detection and localisation was performed for a number of samples, at various depths. For the large Al plate the overall success rate was 91% across 22 test measurements.

The success rate is strongly dependent on the distance from the sensing plane. The range of underwater detection for a thin Al plate ($105\text{mm} \times 73\text{mm} \times 3\text{mm}$) positioned above S2 is shown in Figure 9.4. The overall success rate is 91%. However, this is split between 95% at depths shallower than 50 mm to 70% at 65 mm. This decrease in performance is due to a reduction in the measured response as the depth increases. Although salt water attenuates both the primary and secondary fields, such decays are not significant across the distances evaluated here. Instead, the major limitation is the geometry and the spread of the samples. The surface area is therefore the relevant parameter in comparing the size of the eddy current response.

$^2\sigma = 3.3\text{S m}^{-1}, \varepsilon_r = 80, \mu_r = 1$ [173, 174].
the primary field, produced by the comparatively large RF coil. An optimised primary field excitation scheme is be required to improve the detection range.

Finally, the automatic detection software was used to further demonstrate:

1. the detection and localisation of multiple samples,
2. the suppression of background structures,

3. the live tracking of moving samples,

elements of these can be seen in Video 1 [172].

9.2 Remote detection of rotating machinery with AMs

In this section, I discuss the remote detection of AC magnetic signatures from rotating machinery. Potential applications span the detection of illicit activities to the continuous monitoring of machinery. Only an overview is provided here, further details and results can be found in Reference [2].

A table-top RF-AM contained within a 40cm \( \times \) 60cm footprint is used. The optical setup is the same as Figure 4.4. The magnetometer spectrum is recorded by the SA. For an unshielded RF-AM, driven by a calibration field \( (B_{RF}) \), the power spectrum is dominated by a single peak at \( \omega_{RF} \) and a symmetric set of 50 Hz (and higher order) sidebands.

Rotating motors produce an AC magnetic field \( (B_{AC}) \) – oscillating at \( \omega_{AC} \), say. This field perturbs the precession of the atoms due to coupling with the RF driving field. In the time domain, the \( B_{RF} \) is modulated by \( B_{AC} \). In the frequency domain, \( B_{AC} \) produces sidebands in the power spectrum at \( \omega_{RF} \pm m\omega_{AC}, m \in \mathbb{N} \). Effectively, \( \omega_{RF} \) acts as a carrier for the information stored in the sidebands. One can therefore choose \( \omega_{RF} \) to avoid environmental noise sources and increase the detection sensitivity. This is important for the detection of low-frequency oscillating signatures \( (B_{AC} < 50\text{Hz}) \), where conventional magnetometers are limited by poor sensitivity and \( 1/f \) noise.

In Figure 9.5, an example of the technique is shown. Figure 9.5(a) demonstrates the detection of a 24 V DC fan (Sunon, KDE2412PMB1-6AB) positioned 1 m away from the sensor. When the fan is on an additional set of sidebands at \( \omega_{AC} = (167 \pm 1)\text{Hz} \) is detected. These peaks detail the magnetic signature of the motor, appearing at three times the rotation frequency \( (56 \pm 1\text{Hz}) \).

Figure 9.5(b) additionally demonstrates the detection of an AC motor – from a 120 V pillar drill (Dumore, 37-021). Detection is revealed as an increase in the sidebands at 100 Hz and the corresponding \( m = 2 \), \( m = 3 \) harmonics. The sideband frequencies are independent of the rotational speed of the drill. They can be related to the structure and operation of the motor. In principle, the information stored in the sidebands could be used to monitor the performance of the machinery [2, 175].
Figure 9.5: **Sideband detection of rotating motors**: Power spectrum sideband detection of DC and AC motors – from Reference [2]. (a) Magnetic signature of DC fan appears at $\pm (167 \pm 1)$Hz, marked by vertical lines. (b) Magnetic signature of AC drill recorded as increases in sidebands at 100 Hz and higher order harmonics, marked by vertical lines. Insets show expanded views of the detection regions. All traces are averaged 20 times. Adapted from Reference [2].

### 9.3 Portable EMI-AM system

This section reports on the development of a portable RF-AM unit for EMI applications. A scale model of the device is included in Figure 9.6.

The design borrows elements from across the EMI-AM systems designed in this work. The active stabilisation of the bias magnetic field is performed by a 14 cm 3-axes Helmholtz coil cube (as in Section 4.5.2). The feedback is provided by a miniaturised 3-axes fluxgate (Bartington MAG612U). The vapour cell is gently heated and temperature stabilised using the same H-bridge controlled feedback circuit as discussed in Section 4.5.3. The optical arrangement is the same crossed pump-probe configuration pumping on the $D_1$ line of $^{87}$Rb. The polarisation rotation signal is selectively amplified by a LIA (Ametek 7230 DSP). Light propagates to the sensor through two optical fibres. Two fibre output collimators and waveplates prepare the beams prior to entering the cell.

The unit is entirely constructed from acrylic and 3D printed plastics (PLA/ABS). The only metallic components are the required optical elements. This is to reduce the contribution from spurious eddy currents. Overall, the system measures $153\text{mm} \times 180\text{mm} \times$
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154 mm and weighs 1.49 kg. In addition to the two fibres, the only connections are: the fluxgate cable, the polarimeter output (SMA), and a 25-pin D-sub connector. The latter provides the RF field ($B_{RF}$), the currents for magnetic field control ($B_x$, $B_y$, $B_z$), the heating current, the temperature sensor read out, and a ±15 V supply for the polarimeter.

Figure 9.6: Portable EMI-AM system: Scale model of the design. Overall dimensions 153 mm × 180 mm × 154 mm, weight 1.49 kg.

An initial profile of the resonance response is presented in Figure 9.7. This is for a bias field of 123 mG – the corresponding operation frequency is 86 kHz. This response is recorded at room temperature without the optimisation of the experimental parameters.

Figure 9.7: Portable EMI-AM system response: Initial in-phase (blue circles) and out-of-phase (red squares) response of the magnetometer near 86 kHz ($B_z = 123$ mG for $^{87}$Rb).

The initial linewidth (HWHM) of the magnetometer was 404 Hz. This corresponds to an initial sensitivity of around 30 pT/$\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$ (at room temperature). Based on the data from the previous setups, one can anticipate that this level would be improved by an order of magnitude at higher atomic densities.

The comparatively broad response is mostly attributed to the lack of parameter opti-
misation. However, the smaller dimensions of the magnetic field system place fundamental limitations on the homogeneity of the bias field.
Chapter 10

Conclusions and outlook

This thesis has described the development of a novel imaging technology coupling electromagnetic induction imaging (EMI) with radio-frequency atomic magnetometers (RF-AMs).

This has included the development of a single-channel Rb RF-AM operating in unshielded environments. The device has a demonstrated sensitivity of 55 fT/√Hz, a photon-shot limit of 10 fT/√Hz, and a linewidth of 36 Hz. The single-channel configuration is applicable to the detection of both local and remote magnetic fields. This contrasts with gradiometric unshielded RF-AMs which can only be used to detect local, rapidly decaying sources. A large dynamic range sees the detection frequency tuned across several orders of magnitude – from the Hz to MHz bands. This corresponds to magnetic fields between 1.1 mG and 7.13 G, a much greater range than explored in other AM devices. A magnetic field compensation system is designed to achieve a consistent sensor response without magnetic shielding (or averaging). The system is shown to lock the magnetic field, increasing the stability of the signal and reducing noise sources by an order of magnitude. Together, the characteristics of the magnetometer greatly increase its applicability to practical applications.

The performance of the RF-AM has been exploited to demonstrate the power EMI. High-resolution EMI is performed across a broad range of materials. Sample conductivities span $1 \times 10^7 \text{ S m}^{-1}$ down to low-conductivity, non-metallic samples at $500 \text{ S m}^{-1}$. The sensitivity of the magnetometer enables the probing of small sample volumes. This leads to a typical image resolution of around 1 mm, and is used to demonstrate the detection of sub-mm features. In the low-conductivity regime, sample volumes are orders of magnitude below those explored in previous, coil-based experiments. The imaging approach is non-contact and non-destructive, with no prior sample preparation. All images are acquired in a
single measurement scan – no background subtraction is required.

A number of proof-of-principle EMI applications were demonstrated. These included the detection and discrimination of the dopant level in Si, non-ionising penetration of metallic and ferromagnetic barriers, and non-destructive evaluation (NDE) in the context of material fatigue and corrosion under insulation. In all cases the images accurately reproduced the characteristics of the samples.

Novel image reconstruction approaches – based on machine learning (ML) – were developed and employed to maximise the amount of information extracted from EMI images. The technique was able to extract the position, material, shape, and orientation from low-resolution images. Position detection 2.6 times better than the physical spatial resolution was recorded. Classification algorithms consistently achieved success rates above 95%. ML-aided EMI represents the first viable alternative to solving the electromagnetic inverse problem. With the further benefit of being robust against small input variations. In addition, this proved the applicability of ML techniques to diffusive physical systems, highlighting the potential advantages that could be achieved in other regimes.

By extending the technique to complex cluttered scenes, ML models were shown to accurately simulate EMI (forward modelling) and reconstruct scenes from measured images (inverse modelling). Synthetically generated images were shown to improve the successful full scene reconstruction rate to 90%. This represents a significant advantage in practical applications due to the high experimental cost of acquiring data.

The long-term outlook for this work is a medical imaging and diagnostic tool based on EMI-AM. The reported imaging of low-conductivity samples suggests the first demonstration of EMI-AM in the biomedical regime is now achievable in the short-term. This requires the continued development of the sensor, further increasing the operation frequency to provide access to lower conductivities. Supporting these devices with the developed ML techniques will allow the rapid processing of imaging data for diagnosis – even when unclear to a human observer. The benefits of ML-aided diagnosis have already been demonstrated for other medical imaging technologies [176]. This thesis therefore represents a relevant step towards a new generation quantum-based, diagnostic tools for imaging of the dielectric properties of biological tissues.
Appendix A

Details of proofs for Section 2.2

A.1 Equivalence of skin depth formulae

Equivalence of Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.4.

\[
\delta(\omega) = \frac{1}{\omega} \left[ \frac{\mu \varepsilon}{2} \left( \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon} \right)^2} - 1 \right) \right]^{-1/2} \quad \text{(Equation 2.3)}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{\omega} \left( \frac{2}{\mu \varepsilon} \right)^{1/2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon} \right)^2 - 1}} \left( \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon} \right)^2} + 1 \right)^{1/2}
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{2}{\mu \varepsilon} \right)^{1/2} \frac{\varepsilon}{\sigma} \left( \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon} \right)^2} + 1 \right)^{1/2}
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{2}{\mu \varepsilon} \right)^{1/2} \frac{\sigma}{\omega \varepsilon} \left( \sqrt{\left( \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{\sigma} \right)^2 + 1 + \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{\sigma}} \right)^{1/2}
\]

\[
= \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega \mu \sigma}} \left( \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{\sigma} \right)^2 + \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{\sigma}} \right)^{1/2} \quad \text{(Equation 2.4)}
\]

A.2 Asymptotic limit of the skin depth

Proof of the asymptotic limit of the skin depth in the high-frequency, low-conductivity regime – Equation 2.6. Equation 2.4 can be written as

\[
\delta(\omega) = \frac{1}{\sigma} \sqrt{\frac{2 \varepsilon}{\mu}} \left[ \frac{\sqrt{1 + x^2}}{x} + 1 \right]^{1/2}
\]

where \( x = \frac{\omega \varepsilon}{\sigma} \). (A.1)

For the case of a low-conductivity sample and high-frequency operation \( \omega \gg \sigma / \varepsilon \), i.e. \( x \gtrsim 1 \), the asymptotic limit of \( \delta(\omega) \) follows directly from Equation A.1 via the power
\begin{align*}
\lim_{x \to \infty} \delta(\omega) &= \frac{1}{\sigma} \sqrt{\frac{2 \varepsilon}{\mu}} \left[ \sqrt{\lim_{x \to \infty} \left( \frac{1 + x^2}{x^2} \right) + 1} \right]^{1/2} \\
&= \frac{2}{\sigma} \sqrt{\frac{\varepsilon}{\mu}}. \tag{A.2}
\end{align*}
Appendix B

Details of the experimental control software

This appendix briefly describes the operation of the programs that make up the experimental control package.

B.1 The .vi tree

Figure B.1 is a .vi tree detailing the software hierarchy. The package consists of the top-level program – MAIN.vi, 20 sub-programs, 11 SubVis, 2 global parameter variables, 14 global settings variables, 9 LabVIEW type definition controls, and one initialisation file.

**Figure B.1:** Experimental control software: .vi tree showing the program hierarchy of the software package.
B.2 Main program

MAIN.vi: This main program provides links to all sub-programs and experimental settings. When run, the program reads the saved initialisation file and generates a list of global settings variables. When a sub-program is opened the required settings are loaded from the global variables. Any variables that are changed by sub-programs are automatically saved into the global variables when closed. Finally, when MAIN.vi is closed the initialisation file is overwritten with the new values. In this way, all settings are transferred and updated across the software package without any user input required.

MAIN.vi also controls the heating and temperature stabilisation of the vapour cell. The program is able to pause the heating during the measurement windows of sub-programs. This top-level program also controls the currents in the compensation coil system.

B.3 Sub-programs

B.3.1 Magnetic field calibration programs

calibrate\_dc\_coil\_CD.vi: This sub-program runs an optimisation procedure for the currents in the transverse compensation coils (x and y). This takes advantage of the orthogonality of the coils to run a simple hill climbing optimisation in each direction.

The resonant frequency of an RF-AM has quadratic dependence on the transverse magnetic field (hence, on the current also). The program loads the previous optimum current in each direction and records the magnetometer frequency for a set of currents spread symmetrically about this value. A quadratic fit of resonant frequency against coil current is performed. The new current value is automatically set to the value that minimises the resonant frequency.

calibrate\_gradient\_coil\_CD.vi: This sub-program runs an optimisation procedure for the gradient coil currents (dx, dy, and dz). Again by taking advantage of orthogonality to run hill climbing algorithms in each direction.

In this case the linewidth of the RF-AM response has a quadratic dependence on the gradient fields/currents. For each direction the program records and plots the linewidth against the coil current. The currents are again spread symmetrically about the previously found optimum. The new value is taken as one that minimised the current/linewidth relationship.
B.3.2 RF frequency sweep programs

**single_frequency_sweep_CD.vi:** This sub-program records the basic response of the RF-AM. It performs a user-defined sweep of the RF frequency recording the $X$, $Y$, $R$, and $\Phi$ response.

**rf_power_sweep_CD.vi:** This sub-program records the RF frequency sweep response whist systematically sweeping the calibration field amplitude.

**pump_power_sweep_CD.vi:** This sub-program records the RF frequency sweep response whist systematically sweeping the pump beam power. The amplitude modulation voltages supplied to the AOM driver and the corresponding pump beam powers are read from the pump_power_calibration file.

**probe_power_sweep_CD.vi:** This sub-program records the RF frequency sweep response whist systematically sweeping the probe beam power. The amplitude modulation voltages supplied to the AOM driver and the corresponding probe beam powers are read from the probe_power_calibration file.

**reference_phase_sweep_CD.vi:** This sub-program records the RF frequency sweep response whist systematically changing the LIA reference phase.

**AD8302_frequency_sweep_CD.vi:** This sub-program records the RF frequency sweep response acquiring $R$ and $\Phi$ data from the AD8302 chip – rather than the LIA. At each frequency the waveform generators (WGs) are calibrated to provide a $90^\circ$ phase difference between them. The input to the AD8302 is then programmatically switched to the magnetometer output and the response recorded.

B.3.3 Imaging programs

**single_image_scan_CD.vi:** This sub-program takes a single EMI image of a sample. The scan area and resolution are defined by the user. Images of the $X$, $Y$, $R$, and $\Phi$ parameters are recorded in real time.

**random_image_scale_CD.vi:** This sub-program runs a defined number of consecutive images. The centre of each scan is randomly positioned within a user-defined area. This program is used for the results of Chapter 6.

**AD8302_image_scan_CD.vi:** This sub-program runs the same single EMI image scan but with the data acquired by the AD8302 chip.
B.3.4 Spectrum analyser programs

polarimeter_spectrum_CD.vi: This sub-program records the spectrum of the RF-AM polarimeter output, averaging a given number of times. It is used to evaluate the SNR and the noise components of the magnetometer.

probe_power_spectrum_CD.vi: This sub-program records and averages the spectrum of the polarimeter output whilst systematically sweeping the probe beam power.

B.3.5 Calibration programs

pump_power_calibration_CD.vi: This sub-program allows the user to calibrate the pump beam power. The amplitude modulation voltages supplied to the AOM driver are swept through defined values, with the user prompted to input the pump power at each point. The results are saved in the pump_power_calibration file.

probe_power_calibration_CD.vi: This sub-program allows the user to calibrate the probe beam power. The amplitude modulation voltages supplied to the AOM driver are swept through defined values, with the user prompted to input the probe power at each point. The results are saved in the probe_power_calibration file.

calibrate_probe_polarisation_CD.vi: This sub-program is used to check/calibrate the polarisation of the probe beam (i.e. equilibrate the power sent to each arm of the balanced photodiode).

calibrate_AD8302_CD.vi: This sub-program is used to calibrate the AD8302 chip. Both the phase and amplitude responses are calibrated at a user-defined frequency. One WG has a set output. The other is swept (in phase or amplitude across a programmable range) and the response of the chip recorded.

B.3.6 Other programs

polarimeter_acq_CD.vi: This sub-program records a trace directly from the output of the polarimeter.

fluxgate_FFT_CD.vi: This sub-program takes the fast Fourier transform of each axis of the fluxgate. It is used to measure the level of magnetic field noise at the position of the sensor independently from the magnetometer operation.

polarimeter_FFT_CD.vi: This sub-program takes the fast Fourier transform of the polarimeter output.
B.4 SubVis

**OpenVi(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi is used to run the desired sub-program whilst leaving the main .vi running in the background. This allows the main program to continue to control the heater and coil settings whilst other programs perform their functions.

**ReadConfigurationFile(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi is called when the main program opens. It reads the stored initialisation file (MIT_experiment_settings.ini) and populates the settings global variables with the stored values.

**WriteConfigurationFile(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi is called when the main program closes. It writes the file MIT_experiment_settings.ini with the current values.

**CreateFilename(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi is used to generate a default filename for any data saved by the program.

**CoilsInitialise.vi:** This SubVi runs each time the magnetic field system is initialised. It defines the currents are the corresponding channels for each of the system’s power supplies.

**TempInitialise.vi:** This SubVi runs each time the heating system is initialised. It defines the temperature sensor power, temperature measurement and the channels for controlling the H-bridge pins DIR1, DIR2, and enable.

**TempCalibration(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi converts the voltage measured across the temperature sensor into °C. The calibration constant is approximately 1.65 mV/°C.

**DynamicEventFGV(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi handles dynamic functional global variables (FGVs) between sub-programs and the main program. Such events are used to ‘fire’ events from sub-programs that are then ‘registered’ by the main program. In this package FGVs are used to disable, close, and enable visa resources being used by the main program when these resources are required by a sub-program. Such events are automatically handled when the sub-program opens and closes.

**MoveLTSStage(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi is called by the imaging sub-programs. It handles the positioning of the translational stages.

**FitLorentz(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi fits a standard Lorentzian function to data and outputs the fit parameters.

**LorentzFunction(SubVi).vi:** This SubVi defines the Lorentzian function used by FitLorentz(SubVi).vi.
Appendix B. Details of the experimental control software

B.5 Global variables

**Heating(Global).vi:** The heating global variable is a boolean control that is read by the main program and controls when the heating system is active. Sub-programs are able to modify this control in order to turn the heater on/off either side of data acquisition.

**Temperature(Global).vi:** The temperature global variable records the temperature set-point making it accessible across all the programs. In this way, each sub-program is able to wait until the cell temperature reaches the desired value before running each measurement. This prevents the loss of temperature across long-term measurement runs.

**Settings global variables:** There are 13 settings global variables. Each one is a cluster of related variables. These variables are created from the MIT_experiment_setting.ini by the read configuration file SubVi when the main program opens. When each sub-program is run the required variables are read from the settings globals. Any variable that is changed during sub-program operation is automatically saved into updated settings globals when the program closes. The current settings are saved by the write configuration file SubVi when the main program ends.

B.6 Type definitions

Every program in the software package is written as an event-driven state machine. The type definitions (.clt files) are used to store manipulate the current state of the machine during operation.
Appendix C

Optimisation of D$_2$ line EMI-AM II system

Supporting material for the results of Section 5.3.8.

Figure C.1: D$_2$ line EMI-AM II optimisation: Magnetometer amplitude and HWHM as a function of: Applied RF voltage – (a) and (b), pump beam power – (c) and (d), and probe beam power – (e) and (f). 100 mV was chosen as the optimum RF voltage – an applied oscillating magnetic field of 10.3 nT. The optimum pump power is 700 µW.
Figure C.2: Magnetometer signal, noise, and SNR as a function of probe beam power: (a) 25 °C, (b) 35 °C, and (c) 45 °C. Signal (blue, filled circles), Noise – measured with the RF field off (red, filled squares), and corresponding SNR (black, open squares). Fixed values; pump power 700 µW, RF field amplitude 10.3 nT.
Appendix D

Optimisation of the EMI-AM III system

Supporting material for Section 5.4.

Figure D.1: EMI-AM III optimisation: Magnetometer amplitude and HWHM as a function of: Applied RF voltage – (a) and (b), pump beam power – (c) and (d), and probe beam power – (e) and (f). 110 mV was chosen as the optimum RF voltage – an applied oscillating magnetic field of 4.74 nT. The optimum pump power is: 615 µW at 25 °C, 330 µW at 45 °C, at 615 µW for 65 °C.

Figure D.1 provides details of the optimisation procedure for the EMI-AM III system.
To allow comparisons with the previous experiments, the operation frequency was again chosen to be 100 kHz. In this experiment, the vapour cell is isotopically enriched $^{87}$Rb, along with 20 Torr of $N_2$ buffer gas.

The response of the RF-AM’s amplitude and HWHM to the RF voltage is shown in Figures D.1(a) and D.1(b). The pump and probe beam powers are set to small values to limit their effect – 300 µW and 25 µW, respectively. The chosen operation point was 110 mV. It implies an applied oscillating field of 4.74 nT. This value remains fixed throughout rest of the measurements. This was only done at one temperature as the atomic density does not affect the RF power broadening (see also Figure C.1(b)).

Figures D.1(c) and D.1(d) explore the effect of the pump beam power. The probe power remains fixed at 25 µW. The chosen operation points are: 615 µW for 25 °C, 330 µW for 45 °C, and 615 µW for 65 °C. These values are fixed throughout the following measurements.

Finally, the effect of the probe beam power is shown in Figures D.1(e) and D.1(f). For these results, note that the saturation power increases with temperature as the optical depth of the cell decreases.

![Figure D.2: Magnetometer signal, noise, photon-shot noise, and SNR as a function of probe beam power: (a) 25 °C, (b) 45 °C, and (c) 65 °C. Signal (blue filled circles), Noise – measured with the RF field off (red filled squares), Photon-shot noise – measured with the bias field detuned (yellow filled diamonds), SNR (black open squares).](image-url)
Figure D.2 presents the RF-AM signal, total noise, photon-shot noise, and SNR as a function of the probe beam power. Together these results are used to derive the sensitivity values reported in Section 5.4.
Appendix E

Semiconductor imaging: supporting material

Supporting material for Section 6.4.3. Multi-frequency $X$ and $Y$ images of the 5000 S m$^{-1}$ sample are shown in Figure E.1 and Figure E.2, respectively. $\Delta X$ and $\Delta Y$ for each frequency are taken as the maximum variation across the corresponding image. Results are normalised with the total signal $|S|$. This is taken as the maximum of the corresponding $R$ image. Which is simultaneously acquired. Effectively, $|S| = \max \left( \sqrt{X^2 + Y^2} \right)$. The same approach is applied to the $1 \times 10^4$ S m$^{-1}$, 1000 S m$^{-1}$, and 500 S m$^{-1}$ samples. For each sample, the data is excluded when the frequency is not sufficient to generate a clear response (for example 100 kHz below).

Figure E.1: Multi-frequency EMI imaging (i): $X$ images of the 5000 S m$^{-1}$ sample at multiple frequencies. $\Delta X$ at each frequency is taken as the maximum variation across the image.
Figure E.2: Multi-frequency EMI imaging (ii): Y images of the 5000 S m$^{-1}$ sample at multiple frequencies. $\Delta Y$ at each frequency is taken as the maximum variation across the image.
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